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Abstract
This research analyzes the vulnerability of loose granular waterfront fills to liquefaction in
seismic events and considers the effectiveness of Pre-fabricated Vertical (PV) drain systems in
mitigating potential damage. The analyses are based on non-linear finite element simulations of
coupled flow and deformation using the OpenSees open-source software framework. The
analyses make extensive use of an advanced elasto-plastic model developed by Dafalias and
Manzari (2004; DM2004) for simulating the cyclic response of sand. The model formulation is
based on theories of bounding surface plasticity and critical state soil mechanics. The thesis
presents a series of algorithms needed to achieve robust integration of the DM2004 model in
OpenSees, documents model calibration for two test sands (Nevada, Toyoura), and evaluates
its predictive capabilities and limitations at the element level. The results show that although
the DM2004 model describes quite realistically the accumulation of plastic shear strains in
drained and undrained cyclic shearing, the material can shakedown to a stable condition over a
large number of load cycles (a condition of alternating plasticity). One-dimensional drain
elements have been developed to represent laminar or turbulent discharge through the PV
drains based on classic Darcy-Weisbach pipe flow. The elements also allow for fluid storage for
cases where the PV drains extend through low permeability clay soils above the water table.
The numerical predictions of ground response have been evaluated using results from a well-
instrumented centrifuge model test (SSK01) performed by colleagues at the University of
California at Davis (Kamai et al., 2008). The model includes a full array of PV drains installed
within one of two facing slopes (directed towards a central channel) under a series of
harmonically-varying horizontal base acceleration events. The simulations show reasonable
predictions of accelerations, pore pressure accumulation and displacements within the
untreated loose Nevada sand fill and the effectiveness of the PV drains in reducing permanent
deformations within the slope.
Numerical simulations of vulnerable piled-wharf structures have been carried out for the
reference geometry of an 18m high, partially submerged fill slope (typical of port facilities on
the USA West coast). This thesis describes the free-field simulations of ground response for a
suite of 58 reference seismic ground motions from the NGA database (Chiou et al., 2008) and
from Shakeout simulations (Graves et al., 2008) while a parallel study at the Georgia Institute of
Technology (Shafieezadeh, PhD 2011) couples the predicted free-field pore pressures and
ground deformations to the response of the piled-wharf structure.
The numerical framework for free-field analyses involves special considerations of the
boundary conditions to minimize the reflection of energy from far-field lateral boundaries and
to represent mechanical and hydraulic interactions at the ocean-soil interface. The analyses use
the DM2004 model with input parameters corresponding to Toyoura sand, and include
parametric studies to evaluate how the in-situ fill density and hydraulic conductivity affect the
ground response for a reference strong motion acceleration record. Numerical simulations have
been performed for the suite of 58 reference ground motions for both the untreated (i.e.,
existing) fill and for the case where full-depth PV drains are installed at locations behind the
crest of the slope (i.e., minimally-intrusive mitigation system). The computed permanent slope
deformations are not well described by published empirical correlations, but are well correlated
with the peak ground accelerations (PGA) and especially the Arias intensity (Ia), while
directionality of the ground motions has minimal effects on the ground response. More
detailed observations show that average shear strains (i.e., slope damage) are closely linked to
the development of excess pore pressures within the slope. The PV drain mitigation system is
effective in reducing permanent deformations and achieves an improvement ratio in the range
1.5-3.0 (untreated: PV deformations) that is insensitive to the ground motion characteristics.
The damage results have been incorporated in slope fragility curves that can be used by risk
analysts to quantify the expected costs from earthquake damage.
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1 Introduction
Ports are a vital component of international trade, but are susceptible to a variety of natural
hazards including earthquakes, tsunamis, and hurricanes, that can cause significant disruption
of operations. The best known example of earthquake-induced port damage occurred during
the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan. The great Hanshin earthquake occurred on January 17 and
measured 6.9 on the moment-magnitude scale, with tremors lasting just 20 seconds. It caused
significant damage to the port of Kobe that cost $8.6 billion and two years to repair. Although
repairs were completed within two years, the port suffered a permanent loss of business. Prior
to the earthquake it was the 6th largest container port. It is now the 32nd largest port in the
world. This case serves as a salutary lesson on the critical nature of seismicity for US port
operators. Many US ports are located in areas with significant seismic hazard on both to the
west (Oakland, Los Angeles, Long Beach, and Seattle; Figure 1-1) and east (Charleston, SC, and
Savannah, GA; Figure 1-2) coasts, as seen in seismic hazard maps from USGS.
Current engineering practice for seismic risk assessment for port facilities is based typically on
the evaluation of the vulnerability of individual components (e.g., piles, decks, cranes).
However it is more important to evaluate the seismic risk based on the physical location,
redundancy, and operational connectivity of these components i.e., the overall port system
performance should be defined in terms of maintaining a minimum desired level of cargo
handling capacity after an earthquake, such that critical components can be identified and
upgraded.
This thesis research is part of a large inter-university multi-disciplinary program (NEESR-GC) on
"Seismic Risk Mitigation for Port Facilities" (Ivey et al, 2010). The project integrates
geotechnical and structural earthquake engineering research with expertise in port operations,
risk and decision analysis. The overall goal of the research is to develop a decision framework
with which port stakeholders can evaluate better seismic risk, suitable risk reduction measures,
and their associated costs. A schematic overview of the project is shown in Figure 1-3. Work
performed across the NEESR-GC program is subdivided in five important steps. At first, the port
system of interest is defined, with the individual components, and the respective shipping data.
The most important physical components of a port are the: (1) waterfront structures, including
quay walls, pile-supported wharves and piers; (2) material handling equipment components
(cranes, conveyors, and pipelines); (3) storage components (container stacks, silos, liquid
storage tanks); and (4) infrastructure and transportation components (buildings, roadway,
railways, and utilities). Permissible risk reduction strategies can range from soil improvement
techniques to structural reinforcement or procedures in port operation improvements. Risk
evaluations are performed for every single component by means of geotechnical or structural
analysis. The system risk is evaluated by considering system response under different loading
scenarios. Finally the system performance is evaluated and the residual risks are assessed.
The term liquefaction is used to refer to the underlying mechanism of strength loss and large
deformations that occur when excess pore pressures accumulate within the soil mass under
cyclic shearing and there is insufficient time for drainage. Loose sandy materials tend to
contract during shearing and hence, develop positive' excess pore pressures when drainage is
inhibited, such that there is a reduction in the effective confining stresses2 acting on the soil
skeleton (and hence, a loss of available frictional shear resistance).
Liquefaction is most likely to occur in loose saturated, granular materials, such as hydraulic fills.
Unfortunately the majority of fills used to construct port facilities in the US (and elsewhere)
were built by this method, and pre-date the development of modern seismic design codes.
Hence, the performance of waterfront sand fills constitutes a major source of vulnerability for
pile-supported wharf structures.
Wharves are one of the critical components of all port systems. They provide the work surface
for port operations and support material handling equipment such as container cranes and
storage facilities. The most common design in the United States comprises a pile-supported
wharf (Figure 1-4). This type of structure typically comprises a long, narrow deck supported on
rows of piles, that extend through the embankment fill to underlying bearing layers. Wharves
are particularly vulnerable to earthquakes because these can cause large deformations (and
potential slope failure) due to degradation of soil stiffness and accumulations of excess pore
pressures in embankment fills.
There are a variety of soil improvement methods that can be used to reduce liquefaction
susceptibility of loose sand fills including: (1) densification methods that increase the relative
density of the sands in-situ (e.g., dynamic compaction, vibroflotation, compaction piles); (2) soil
1This research defines compressive stresses as positive
2 Effective stress, aij'= ai -u5ij is the partial stress acting on the soil skeleton, aij - total stress, u - pore pressure
strengthening methods (e.g., jet grouting or deep soil mixing, vibroreplacement, compaction
piles, or compaction grouting); (3) methods that change the water phase of the soil mix (e.g.,
grouting with colloidal silica; Gallagher and Mitchell, 2002); and (4) techniques that prevent the
build-up of excess pore pressure by means of enhanced drainage usually though an array of
vertical drains (e.g., sand or gravel columns or Prefabricated Vertical (PV) drains). Note that
compaction piles and compaction grouting both densify and also strengthen the soil mass,
while stone columns both drain and strengthen the soil mass.
Boulanger (1998) notes that the effectiveness of sand or stone columns can deteriorate over
time due to clogging of the pores attributed to transport of the fine particles within the native
soil. Most of the techniques for mitigating liquefaction involve significant disruption to existing
facilities or wholesale retrofitting activities.
This thesis focuses on the use of PV-drain systems (Rathje, 2004), a technique which offers a
minimally intrusive mechanism of reducing liquefaction potential. PV drains comprise
perforated, corrugated plastic pipes encased in a geo-synthetic fabric (geo-textile), ranging
from 75 to 200mm in diameter. They are encased in a filter-fabric and can be installed with
little disturbance to nearby structures. A typical PV-drain section and side view is shown in
Figure 1-5. The drains are installed by conventional drilling equipment (Figure 1-6). They are
carried within a steel casing, which is installed by jacking or vibrated into the soil. After the
installation the steel casing is removed leaving the drain in place. When the drains are installed
with vibration the drains provide also some densification in the surrounding soil. When the
drains are installed by jacking there is minimal densification, but they can be placed beneath
existing structures.
The most usually observed modes of pile failure during liquefaction are shown in Figure 1-7. In
particular an increase of excess pore pressures can reduce pile capacity. Horizontal or rotational
movement of the upper-structure can cause excessive shear forces on the piles. The adjacent
ground can settle increasing the loads on the piles and causing rigid body vertical settlements
on the super-structure. Lateral spreading can cause pile bending, and can be accompanied also
with simultaneous loss of pile capacity. Finally even transient ground deformation can apply
significant loads to the supporting piles.
The current NEESR-GC project plans to simulate the seismic damage to a pile-supported wharf
structure using an uncoupled substructure approach. This involves separate analyses for the
response of the soil mass (without structural elements), and for the wharf structure (piles,
deck, and crane). The soil-structure interaction between the two models is handled through
macro-elements that require time-varying, free-field soil displacements and pore pressures as
input properties (Varun, 2010). The macro-elements provide a simplified model of soil-structure
interaction that can represent complex aspects of behavior associated with the loading rate,
partial drainage, and degradation of soil stiffness during cyclic shearing. This thesis focuses on
the analyses of the seismic response of the free-field loose granular fill embankment. The goal
of these analyses is to develop realistic predictions of the time-histories of displacements and
excess pore pressures inside the soil mass, to be used as inputs to the macro-elements in
modeling damage to the pile-supported wharves3
The prediction of liquefaction initiation and associated pre- and post-liquefaction deformations
are among the most important problems in soil dynamics. Engineers have relied on simplified
procedures for estimating earthquake-induced cyclic shear stresses (Seed & Idriss, 1971) which
continue to be an essential component of the analysis framework (Idriss & Boulanger, 2006).
Accurate analysis of liquefaction-related phenomena requires more advanced numerical
analyses that incorporate three important elements: (1) a realistic constitutive model, validated
with controlled laboratory experiments; (2) numerical simulation of the governing equations for
conservation of momentum, mass, and diffusion of pore water with the soil skeleton; (3)
accurate representation of the boundary conditions (to represent the transmission of seismic
energy in the form of body and surface waves).
During the 1990's NSF sponsored a comprehensive research project to verify the predictive
capabilities of liquefaction analyses using physical centrifuge model tests (VELACS; Arulanandan
& Scott, 1993). The VELACS project offered several independent research groups the
opportunity to verify the accuracy of various analytical procedures for simulating liquefaction
by means of Class A, B, and C predictions 4 of physical model (centrifuge) tests, and their ability
to be used as practical design tools. Class A predictions correspond to a priori predictions
(submitted prior to conducting the model tests), Class B are made after the tests are performed
3 This structural modeling of the pile-supported wharves using this thesis' input has been performed by
Shafieezaedeh (2011)
4 Class A, Class B, and Class C, prediction terminology was introduced by Lambe (1973).
and include full knowledge of the as built test geometry, materials, loading conditions etc. (but
no knowledge of measured results). Class C predictions are made using full knowledge of the
final results of the centrifuge test. Seven major universities from the USA and the UK
participated in the program and developed an integrated set of centrifuge model tests with 9
different geometries (Manzari et al., 1994; Scott, 1994).
The VELACS project ended with modest success in achieving its initial objective. The goal of
validating numerical procedures was not achieved as the centrifuge test results were often
inconsistent or contradicting. Almost all of the analyses, produced widely varying results with
very little consistency among predictions (Scott, 1994). Few of the predictions matched the
actual measured behavior. Some lessons were learned from the project. Results showed the
superiority of effective stress soil models used in conjunction with analyses of coupled pore-
pressure displacement compared to total stress analysis and partially-coupled numerical
procedures. Existing numerical procedures were relatively good in predicting the onset of
liquefaction (i.e., predicting the build-up of excess pore pressures) but much less successful in
predicting the measured deformations (Scott, 1994). The VELACS program illustrated the need
for on-going validation of numerical analyses for seismic simulations. They also illustrated the
need for careful application of experience (finite element meshes and boundary conditions to
represent accurately the radiation of waves). Finally, the VELACS project showed that the
accuracy and stability of the numerical procedures used is very crucial in obtaining reliable
results. In most cases, special features of the constitutive equations used, such as the pressure-
dependent moduli, were not been accurately accounted for (Manzari et al, 1994).
Following the VELACS project, there have been substantial research efforts directed at the
development of more realistic constitutive models that are capable of simulating realistically
the cyclic stress-strain-strength response of sands. Two main categories of elasto-plastic models
have been used to simulate the features of the cyclic response of sands:
1. Multi-yield surface models, that use a large number (<20) of nested yield surfaces based
on the framework proposed by Prevost (1985). Examples include the multi-yield surface
models developed by Elgamal (2002), and Yang (2003). This family of models, can
predict relatively well the response measured in elemental laboratory tests, but require
separate calibration of input parameters to account for different initial states (void
ratio, effective stress level, etc.) which make them impractical for real-world application
where both effective stress and material density vary.
2. The second family of models used successfully in analyses are based in bounding surface
plasticity (Dafalias & Herrmann, 1984). The formulations use phenomenological
relations to relate plasticity at the current stress state to behavior on the bounding
surface. This approach has been used very successfully for monotonic loading of sands
and clays (MITS1; Pestana & Whittle, 1999), and has been used quite successfully for
cyclic shearing of sands (Manzari & Dafalias, 1997; Papadimitriou et al., 2001; Dafalias &
Manzari, 2004).
1.1 Thesis Challenge
The main challenge of the current research is to simulate realistically the mechanical response
of loose sand fills which are typically found in pile-supported wharves and to investigate the
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effectiveness of PV-drains as a method of mitigating seismic risk for these fills. This thesis
examines the seismic slope stability problem of a partially submerged slope using finite element
analyses that combine the following three elements: (1) coupled analyses of pore pressures and
deformations; (2) appropriate free field boundary conditions; and (3) the DM2004 (Dafalias &
Manzari, 2004) constitutive model to simulate the mechanical response of sand in cyclic
shearing. The research includes careful validation of the analytical framework using a well-
instrumented centrifuge model test (SSK01; Kamai et al., 2008) following the approach
pioneered through the VELACS project. Numerical simulations of the free-field response are
then carried out for a prototype waterfront fill using a pre-selected suite of ground motion
records (NGA database, Chiou et al., 2008; ShakeOut simulations, Graves et al., 2008). These
studies focus on the effectiveness of PV-drain systems in mitigating damage within the slope.
The results are presented in a probabilistic framework, so that stakeholders can better
understand the associated risks and expected benefits from this type of mitigation. As an end
product, this research delivers results of site response analyses needed for the collaborating
teams in the NEESR-GC project to perform the individual wharf risk evaluations, and eventually
the systemic pre- and post-treatment port risk evaluation.
Chapter 2 describes the common analytical and semi-empirical approaches to the problem of
seismic slope stability, the equations of coupled pore pressure and displacement finite element
procedures, and prior work on the effect of PV-drains in mitigation of liquefaction risk. Chapter
3 describes the capabilities and limitations of the DM2004 soil constitutive model to predict the
cyclic behavior of sands. It also presents a new calibration of the DM2004 model for Nevada
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sand that is used in order to validate the analyses using a physical centrifuge model experiment
(Kamai et al., 2008). Chapter 4 gives full details of the numerical techniques developed in this
research: (1) to simulate the effect of PV drains in liquefaction mitigation; (2) to integrate
robustly the DM2004 soil model in FE analyses; and (3) to represent accurately absorbing
boundary conditions. The chapter also illustrates the validation of the numerical techniques
using a centrifuge model experiment. Chapter 5 presents results and interpretations of the
numerical simulations of the free field response of a loose sand fill due to an ensemble of 58
ground motion records. The chapter compares the responses with and without PV-drains
installation and provides insights to explain the underlying mechanisms controlling ground
deformation. Chapter 6 gives the summary, conclusions, and recommendations for future work.
Figure 1-1 Seismic hazard for western USA by USGS (PGA with 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years)
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Figure 1-2 Seismic hazard for central/eastern USA by USGS (PGA with 2% probability of exceedlance in 50 years)
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Figure 1-3 Seismic risk mitigation project overview. In red squares are shown the parts of the project performed in this
research.
Figure 1-4 Typical soil-foundation-structural system for pile supported wharf (Ivey, 2010)
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Figure 1-5 (a) Cross-section of casing and PV-drain (Pestana et al., 1997) and (b) Side view of a typical PV-drain
Figure 1-6 Typical installation of PV-drains from drilling equipment
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Figure 1-7 Various observed modes of pile failure in liquefiable soils (Tokimatsu et al, 1996)
2 Background
2.1 Earthquake-induced Ground Motions
Earthquakes are caused by sudden release of energy in the Earth's crust mainly through the
release of stored elastic strain energy along fault planes. They are principally manifested
through the propagation of seismic waves, typically P and S body waves, and surface waves
(Rayleigh and Love waves). Ground motions felt during an earthquake are caused by the arrival
of seismic waves at a specific site. At a given point in the soil mass and the soil surface this
motion can be completely described by three components of translation and three components
of rotation. In practice the rotational components are usually neglected. The translational
components of the ground motion are recorded by seismometers that measure acceleration
time-histories that provide a complete definition of an earthquake motion at an outcrop site,
and are therefore critical in estimating structural and geotechnical damage caused by an
earthquake.
2.1.1 Ground Motion Intensity Measures
In order to identify the potential of an acceleration time-history to induce geotechnical and
structural damage, several motion characteristics (intensity measures) have been examined in
the literature. The nine most important intensity measures have been used in this research and
are explained next. The most well known earthquake intensity measure is the moment
magnitude (M) (Hanks & Kanamori, 1979) which corresponds to the energy released:
2
M = -logo MO - 10.7 (2.1)3
where Mo is the magnitude of the seismic moment in dyne centimeters (10~7 Nm), equal to the
shear modulus of the rock at the slippage zone multiplied by the average amount of slip on the
fault and the size of the area that slipped.
Moment magnitude has replaced the traditional band-limited magnitude measures (e.g.,
surface wave magnitude or local magnitude), because its use avoids the "saturation" of the
other magnitudes at large seismic moments, and is therefore considered a better measure of
the true size of an earthquake (Bolt, 1993). However, moment magnitude is possibly the
measure with the least engineering significance because it does not represent well site specific
loading conditions.
The peak ground acceleration (PGA) is the maximum acceleration of the ground motion
recorded at the surface. It is an indirect measure of the inertial forces applied to the structure.
However, PGA is not a very accurate means of classifying the severity of strong ground motion
in respect to structural damage (Anderson & Bertero, 1987). For example, the impulse caused
in a structure by a large but very short acceleration spike will be absorbed by the inertia of the
structure, and will have very different effect compared to the effect of a longer pulse.
The peak ground velocity (PGV) is the maximum velocity of the ground motion recorded at the
surface. Since velocity is less sensitive to high frequency acceleration components it has the
potential to characterize better the damage potential of an earthquake at the intermediate
frequencies that most natural earthquakes occur. PGV has been shown to be a good indicator
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of structural damage for structures with model periods from 0.5 to 2.5s (Liu and Zhang, 1984;
Spence et al., 1992).
The Arias intensity (a, Arias, 1970) is a measure of the total energy content of a seismic
excitation at the surface as is calculated through the following integral:
a = -- [a(t)]2dt (2.2)
2gf0
where g is the acceleration of gravity, and a(t) the recorded acceleration of the motion at time
The Arias intensity captures both the effects of the PGA but also the effects of the duration of
the motion. Harp and Wilson (1995) have found that it correlates well with distributions of
earthquake-induced landslides, while Kayen and Mitchell (1997) proposed a method using la to
assess liquefaction potential of soils during earthquakes.
The predominant frequency (fp) is the frequency that corresponds to the maximum value of the
Fourier amplitude spectrum. If the first eigenfrequency of an elastic structure matches the
predominant frequency of the ground motion, then significant deformations should be
expected due to resonance. However, real structures and especially geotechnical systems
behave elasto-plastically thus their eigen-frequencies change during seismic shaking due to
material damage.
The bracketed duration (Td, Bolt, 1973) is defined as the time between the first and the last
occurrence of an acceleration spike greater than 0.05g. In real records the duration often
indirectly captures the magnitude of the earthquake since stronger earthquakes are usually
longer (Kawashima & Aizawa, 1989). For liquefaction-related problems it is an important
parameter because it relates the number of loading cycles and the time available for drainage
migration of excess pore pressures developed within the soil mass.
The rms (root mean square) acceleration (arms, McCann & Shah, 1979; McGuire & Hanks, 1980)
is defined as:
arms = - -f T d[a(t)]2dt (2.3)
Root mean square has been used as a statistical measure of the magnitude of varying quantities
such as electrical signals.
The resonant acceleration at a degraded resonant period (Sa(1.5Ts)) is the resonant acceleration
at a period 1.5 times the initial undamaged resonant period of the slope. It captures the effect
of PGA, duration (because larger PGA means larger duration), and frequency content in relation
to the sliding mass. It has been found to be an effective ground motion characteristic relative to
the associated slope damage (Travasarou & Bray, 2003a).
The characteristic intensity, le, (Ang, 1990) has been shown to relate linearly with an index of
structural damage due to maximum deformations and absorbed hysteretic energy and is
defined as:
IC = arms - Ta0-5 (2.4)
Finally, a measure of a ground motion used for liquefaction risk estimation is the equivalent
number of cycles of a motion, Neq (Seed-Idriss, 1971; Seed et al., 1975; Liu et al., 2001). This is
the number of cycles of an equivalent series of cycles of stress, where the amplitude of the
motion is taken as 65% of PGA, which will cause similar triggering of liquefaction compared to
the actual motion. The cyclic shear stress ratio can be estimated from:
CSR = 0.65 -- amax (2.5)
a, g
where c, is the vertical total stress, a', is the vertical effective stress, g is the acceleration of
gravity, and amax is the maximum acceleration measured at the top of the surface.
rd is a parameter related with the variation of acceleration inside the soil mass and is estimated
at a depth z, given an earthquake of moment magnitude M as (Idriss, 1999):
ln(rd) = a(z) + b(z)M (2.6)
Z
a(z) = -1.012 - 1.126sin + 5.133 (2.7)11.73
Zb(z) =0.106 + 0.118 sin ( _+5.142 (2.8)11.28
Each earthquake intensity measure captures different parts of the ground motion that affect
geotechnical and structural response in different ways. For this reason, no ground motion
indicator can be expected to capture all different aspects of a time-history for all structural and
geotechnical systems.
2.1.2 Attenuation Relationships
For a given earthquake on a specific fault, there have been attenuation relationships developed
in order to estimate some of the above intensity measures' magnitudes (PGA, PGV, Td, and la) at
locations of interest. For example, Campbell (1987) created empirical attenuation relationships
for PGA and PGV, based on shallow crustal earthquakes mostly in California (also Mexico,
Armenia, Turkey, etc). Sadigh et al. (1997) has also developed attenuation relationships for PGA
for shallow crustal earthquakes based on California strong motion data. The use of shallow
crustal earthquakes avoids potential differences in attenuation characteristics and tectonic
stresses associated with deeper earthquakes (Young et al. 1988). Page et al. (1972) and Chang
and Krinitzsky (1977) have published relationships that relate bracketed duration to magnitude
and distance. Wilson and Keefer (1985), Kayen and Mitchell (1997), Paciello et al. (2000) and
Travasarou et al. (2003) have all proposed attenuation relations for Arias intensity. Compared
to PGA and PGV attenuation relationships, Arias intensity attenuation relationships are not
used very widely because they have the greatest variability in their predictions (Travasarou,
2003).
2.2 Seismic Slope Stability
Many natural or man-made sand slopes, such as the ones that exist in ports below wharves, are
marginally to moderately stable. Earthquake-induced ground motions exert additional inertial
forces on the soil mass and cause material strength degradation in loose-granular, liquefiable
soils due to cyclic shearing, and thus can cause significant deformations and failure at these
slopes. The goal of this research is to accurately predict the response of a partially submerged
slope (below the wharf) under seismic loading.
Researchers so far have focused on the slope stability analysis, and the prediction of permanent
deformations in the slope due to a given seismic event. In contrast to static equilibrium
situations, instability during an earthquake may only occur for very limited time periods in the
event (e.g., fractions of a second) and may not produce significant deformations. Hence, the
prediction of permanent ground deformations is often more important than the diagnosis of
temporal instability.
2.2.1 Stability Assessment: Pseudostatic Approach
The simplest way to analyze seismic slope stability is to consider pseudo-static equilibrium with
Mohr-Coulomb shear strength criteria for the soil mass. The equations presented in this section
deal only with dry slopes, but they could easily be extended to saturated slopes, if one takes
into account the forces acting in the soil mass due to pore pressures.
With this approach one can approximate the effect of the seismic excitation on a moving soil
mass of weight W (Figure 2-1), with constant horizontal and vertical accelerations, ah and av
that produce inertial forces Fh and F,:
ah W
Fh= khW (2.9)
9
F , kW (2.10)
9
where W is the weight of the failing wedge, g the acceleration of gravity, kh and kv are
dimensionless horizontal and vertical pseudostatic coefficients.
Pseudostatic coefficients are selected based on the intensity of the anticipated earthquake. This
method can also be applied to any geometry of failing mass. The selection of pseudo-static
coefficient is the most important issue associated with producing accurate safety factors for
seismic slope stability. If the failing wedge was rigid then the pseudo-static acceleration would
be the same as the peak acceleration, as seen in a comparison between acceleration profiles in
a flexible and a rigid slope in Figure 2-2. Finally the peak acceleration occurs usually for a very
short time, limiting the velocity and magnitude of deformations in a given load cycle.
There have been numerous publications estimating the appropriate value of the pseudo-static
acceleration. Marcuson (1981) indicated that pseudo-static acceleration should correspond to
one-third to one-half of peak acceleration. Hynes-Griffin and Franklin (1984) performed
Newmark sliding block analyses for 348 earthquake motions and six synthetic acceleration time
histories. They developed criteria that suggest that earth dams with a safety factor, FS>1, would
not develop excessive deformations when kh is chosen as:
kh - 0.5amax (2.11)
9
where ama is the maximum bedrock acceleration
They assume that if no liquefaction or severe loss of shear strength occurs, then the earth dam
will experience only small displacements (and effectively has no damage).
The safety factor of a failing triangular wedge as seen in Figure 2-1 can be estimated as:
FS = c - I + [(W - F)cos3 - Fhsinfl]tanp (2.12)(W - F )sin3 + Fhcosfl
where c, cb are the Mohr Coulomb properties of the failure plane and I is the length of the
failure plane.
The vertical component of the pseudostatic forces has counterbalancing effects on both the
resisting and driving forces and thus has little net effect on the factor of safety. On the other
hand, the horizontal force increases the driving force and reduces shear resistance and hence,
controls the total factor of safety.
Pseudostatic analyses are very simple to use, but they are especially crude when dealing with
liquefiable soils and soils that show more than 15% of strength degradation during an
earthquake (Kramer, 1996). There exist more elaborate simplified models (e.g., Newmark
sliding block) and semi-empirical correlations which can be used to estimate slope stability and
associated earthquake-induced deformations, without the need for more complicated FE
analyses, that are discussed in more detail in Appendix G.
2.3 Liquefaction Mitigation through Accelerated Drainage Systems
Figure 2-3 shows a typical cross-section for an installation of a full depth PV-drain array. During
an earthquake, the drains offer high transmission pathways to relieve the buildup of excess
pore pressures within the soil mass and hence, reduce ground deformations associated with
changes in effective stresses. The phreatic level of water inside a drain is often constrained by
local geology. The example in Figure 2-3 shows a low permeability clay cap overlying the sand.
As the excess pore pressures develop, the water level will first rise up to the top of the drain
(i.e., water is stored within the drain), before overtopping occurs. A more complicated case
occurs if the groundwater level is not at the surface and the material above the groundwater
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table is permeable and not saturated. In this case, water will flow not only vertically but will
also flow out of the drain until the soil around the drain becomes saturated. Storage capacity is
defined as the amount of water that will be stored in the drain and/or the partially saturated
soil above the water table before outflow occurs.
Figure 1-5 shows the plastic corrugated pipe, the filter fabric around the drains, and the steel
casing that protects the pipe during installation. Typically the drains are installed in either
rectangular or triangular arrays (Figure 2-4), where de is the equivalent drain spacing that
defines a cylindrical unit cell in which fluid will flow radially to the central PV-drain.
2.3.1 Analytical Design of Drainage-based Liquefaction Mitigation
Engineers design a specific drain spacing based on a selected design excess pore pressure ratio.
The typical designs assume a desing excess pore pressure ratio, Ru=50% (when an average
excess pore pressure ratio for the whole liquefiable layer is considered) or Rumax=60% (when
the maximum excess pore pressure ratio is considered) (Onoue, 1988b; lai & Koizumi, 1986).
Seed and Booker, (1977) were the first to analyze the role of vertical drains for mitigating
liquefaction risks. They provide analytical solutions of the effect of the drains for the simplified
geometry seen in Figure 2-5. A horizontal sand layer of thickness H, and hydraulic conductivity
ks has vertical drains of hydraulic conductivity k,, diameter d,, and spacing de embedded in it.
They present solutions of the radial and vertical flow diffusion equation:
ks m 2u 1wu (2.13)2+ + -- = - - - -( .3
m, 9rz r o~r zz at at
where u is the excess pore pressure, m, the 1-D vertical compressibility5 , y, is the unit weight of
water, r is the radial coordinate, z is the vertical coordinate, and -s- is the generation rate ofat
excess pore pressures generated by cyclic loading for undrained conditions.
Seed and Booker (1977) assume that the drain acts as a perfect sink (with zero excess pore
pressure) providing unlimited vertical transmission of pore fluid, an assumption subsequently
referred to as a 'perfect drain' condition. The solution of equation (2.13) requires the
specification of a model to characterize, -. DeAlba et al. (1976) performed large-scaleat
undrained simple shear tests6 subjected to uniform stress cycles at a frequency of 4 cycles per
second, and Dr=54%, 68%, 82%, and 90%. Their measurements show that the excess pore
pressure ratio generation due to cyclic shearing - can be approximated by:
1
u9  sin- N 20 (2.14)
a vO 71 NLJ
where NL is defined as the number of cycles required to initiate liquefaction, and 6 is an
empirical constant.
Figure 2-6 shows that 0=0.7 provides a good approximation based on results from undrained
cyclic triaxial, cyclic torsional shear, and cyclic simple shear tests on various types of sandy soils
(Seed et al, 1976; Sasaki & Taniguchi, 1982).
Using the empirical function (eqn. 2-14), the excess pore pressure generation can be estimated
s m, can be determined by means of a loading triaxial compression test, as described by Lee and Albaisa (1974)
6 Samples used were approximately 90in long, by 42in wide, and 4in thick.
using the approach suggested by Seed et al. (1975), assuming that the equivalent number of
cycles can be estimated for a given earthquake:
u, aug N4 (2.15)
Ot N t aN td
aN Nqi.e., - ~ , where td is the total duration of earthquake shaking and Neq is the equivalent
at ta
number of uniform load cycles for a given design earthquake.
Seed and Booker (1977) created design charts which for a given seismic event for estimating
rumax=(Au/vo)max as a function of the spacing ratio (rs=dw/de), coefficient of soil consolidation, cv
(=ks/(mvy)), and seismic loading conditions (Neq/Ni and td). Figure 2-7 shows a sample for large
liquefaction events (Neq/Ni=l) where the effectiveness of the drainage system (ru/rn) is strongly
dependent on the spacing ratio, rs=dw/de anth the time factor, Tad=4Cvtd/rw2 . Longer events
(with the same equivalent number of cycles) produce smaller excess pore pressures due to
more drainage. As one densifies the grid of the installed drains, the predicted excess pore
pressure ratio becomes almost zero.
For a specific event and soil properties (Neq/Ni, td, and Tad) it is prossible to design for a
maximum excess pore pressure ratio (usually ru=0.50-0.60) through the selection an
appropriate drain spacing ratio. They also found that vertical drainage within the sand has
minimal effect on the maximum pore pressure ratio and hence, can be ignored in the analysis.
Onoue et al. (1987) performed field-scale experiments in order to verify Seed and Booker's
method. They installed three 150cm steel pipes into a sandy soil to a depth of 11m. In the
center of the in-pipe ground they formed a gravel drain (30cm, 40cm, and 50cm in diameter)
corresponding to a 0.25, 0.333, and 0.417 spacing ratio respectively. Vertical vibration was
applied at the pile head with a vibro-hammer. The measured values of r" from this excitation
were significantly greater than the ones predicted from the Seed and Booker diagrams. Onoue
et al. (1987) concluded that well-resistance is an important factor in the design of a gravel-drain
liquefaction mitigation system.
Motivated by these experimental findings, Onoue (1988) used the same diffusion equation,
empirical pore pressure generation model and included the effect of well resistance in design
charts. His analysis considers mass conservation along the drain periphery (Yoshikuni &
Nakanodo, 1974) allowing both vertical and radial flow:
(au rwkw 1 2U
+2ksKa2 = 0 (2.16)
r=rw r2=r
He found that when the cycle ratio (number of cycles divided by the number of cycles to reach
liquefaction) is less than one (Neq/NL 1) then there is a significant impact of vertical flow in the
sand on the predicted excess pore pressures, while for a cycle ratio greater than one (Neq/NL>1)
this effect can be disregarded. Figure 2-8 shows design charts (Onoue, 1988) which take into
account the effect of vertical flow and the finite drain transmissivity. The results show some
expected trends; denser drain spacing reduces the excess pore pressures, and longer time-
histories produce less excess pore pressures because more drainage is taking place. One can
also see that a tenfold change in the ratio of drain-to-soil permeabilities can increase
significantly the spacing ratio needed to achieve a similar target excess pore pressure.
Pestana et al. (1997) have extended the analytical results of Onoue to include the effects of
storage capacity. They use the same excess pore pressure accumulation model and radial
diffusion PDE. Their numerical analysis prograrn (FEQDRAIN) has been created to simulate drain
behavior assuming finite drain permeability and to include the effect of drain storage capacity.
In this work of Pestana et al. (1997) each PV-drain is simulated as a two core element as seen in
Figure 2-9, where only radial flow occurs in the outer core and only vertical flow occurs in the
inner core. The head loss Ah for water entering the drain inside a PV-drain (horizontal flow) is
given by:
h r Corf Vr2 (2.17)Ah -
aorf 2g
where, vr is Darcy's discharge velocity in the radial direction at the drain boundary (L/T), corf is a
coefficient describing the entrance loss through the orifices of the pipe in terms of entrance
kinetic energy head, aorf is the dimensionless ratio of orifice area to lateral surface area of the
perforated pipes, LP is the permittivity of the geofabric (l/T), and g is the gravitational
acceleration.
The hydraulic gradient in the vertical direction, below groundwater level, is given by the
modified Manning equation:
Oh z,t = cl(Qd(z, t))C2 (2.18)
where Qd(z,t) is the vertical flow inside the drain at depth z and time t, and c1, c2 are constant
coefficients describing the discharge capacity of the perforated pipe.
In the vertical direction, for flow inside the reservoir (above the groundwater level), the
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hydraulic gradient in the vertical direction is given again by the modified Manning equation:
|Iz,t = c 3 (Qd(z,) (2.19)
where Qd(Z,t) is the vertical flow inside the reservoir at depth z and time t, and c3, c4 are
constant coefficients describing the discharge capacity of the reservoir.
Using the aforementioned framework, Pestana et al. (1997) performed analyses of the effect of
storage capacity with: (1) perfect drains; (2) drains with finite permeability; (3) drains with
variable initial water level; and (4) drains with presence of reservoir (storage capacity) of
varying size. Figure 2-10 shows the combined effect of storage capacity and drain permeability
for a case where de/dw=5 and storage is im. By comparing results for kd/ks = oo to 10, we can
see that the perfect drain assumption is not valid when Neq/Ni > 0.3, and hence drain
transmissivity is a very important parameter in drainage system design for liquefaction
mitigation. The storage effect is also a significant factor affecting the performance of the
system at it retards the discharge of water and allows larger excess pore pressure to develop
within the soil mass.
The method by Pestana et al. (1997) is the most complete design analysis used in current
practice. It provides a framework for estimating and controlling excess pore pressure ratio in
the soil during a seismic event, but does not provide any information on expected ground
deformations. For sloping ground, significant permanent lateral deformations can be expected
even with relatively small accumulations of excess pore pressures, due to the initial static shear
stress. Thus the actual prediction of permanent seismically induced deformations is often more
important than the prediction of excess pore pressures within the slope. The effect of drains in
mitigating liquefaction risk for sloping ground can only be achieved if the drains are modelled
with a finite element model so that the actual geometry, drainage conditions, and constitutive
behavior can be modeled.
2.4 Numerical Procedures
2.4.1 Analyses of Coupled Deformation and Flow
Given the limitations of simplified procedures in predicting the seismically-induced permanent
ground deformations in (natural or man-made) slopes and the effect of PV-drains on
liquefaction risk, this research focuses on simulating the response of saturated soilsto seismic
excitations in finite element models. Saturated soils consist of the soil skeleton phase and the
water phase, as seen in the idealization in Figure 2-11. The deformation of the soil skeleton
depends on the pore fluid pressure since these control inter-granular effective stresses. Since
the dimensions of interest are large enough compared to the size of the grains and the pores,
standard continuum analyses of the soil skeleton-water mixture are used.
This section describes the equilibrium and mass conservation coupled equations to be solved
for a saturated soil continuum following the formulation of Biot (1956). The formulation
assumes small strains in the soil skeleton, while flow is controlled by Darcy's law:
Momentum Balance in the soil-fluid mixture:
div(-) - p d-pf [6 + wVw] + pb = 0 (2.20)
Momentum Balance in the fluid:
p- [W + WVTW] (2.21)
-Vu - R-- pf n -+pb = 0
n
Mass balance:
VTw+ a -tr()+ +n - =-0 (2.22)Q Pf
Where V is the gradient operator, a is the stress matrix, u is the pore fluid pressure, p is the
total density of the fluid, d is the vector of displacements for the solid matrix, w is the vector of
the average (Darcy) velocity of the percolating water (relative to the soil skeleton), b is the body
forces vector, R is the viscous drag forces vector, pf is the fluid density, n is the porosity, and E is
the small strain matrix.
Q characterizes the compressibility of the fluid andsolid particle mixture:
1 n a - n (2.23)
Q Kf Ks
where Kf is the bulk stiffness of the fluid, and Ks is the soil skeleton bulk modulus, while a
defines the effective stresses (a~1 in soils):
a' = o + alu (2.24)
In large finite element models, it is convenient to reduce the number of variables.
Simplifications are possible, by assuming that the flow of water inside the soil skeleton is
relatively slow. We can thus neglect the relative acceleration of water to the soil skeleton but
still keep the fluid pressure terms. Under this assumption, we get the following set of
equations, which is referred to as the u-p approximation:
div(a) - p d + pb = 0 (2.25)
VT k(-Vu - pf d + pfb) + tr(t) + - = 0 (2.26)Q
This u-p approximation can be used in consolidation problems, and in coupled dynamic pore
pressure displacement analyses with very small errors (Zienkiewicz et al., 1999), and is used
throughout this thesis. A summary of the governing equations is shown in Table 2-1.
In order for the aforementioned equations to be solved, the strains must be related to the
stresses in the material, which is achieved by incrementally linearized constitutive laws that
relate the increments of effective stresses (d-') to the increment of strains (de) by means of a
constantly changing elasto-plastic matrix, Dep:
do' = Dep -de (2.27)
More details on the constitutive laws are discussed in Chapter 3.
2.4.2 Numerical Simulation of Governing Equations
In order to solve the aforementioned system of PDE's, we use Opensees, "an object-oriented
software framework for simulation applications in earthquake engineering using finite element
methods" (Mazzoni et al., 2005). Opensees is a software framework that extends the tcl/tk
interpreter with commands dealing with finite element simulations. Tcl/tk is a scripting
language, created in the spring of 1988, commonly used for scripted applications, GUls, and
testing. Opensees is primarily developed in C++, though it uses many preexisting FORTRAN
numerical recipes (see McKenna, 1997).
The use of Opensees is dictated by the capability to simulate the u-p approximation of the mass
and momentum conservation equations and diffusion in plane strain. Moreover, its modularity
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makes it convenient for developing new features, even combining the framework with other
components. It is an open source code and hence, developments in this thesis can be accessible
to the broader scientific research community. This also means that the code can be easily
ported to different computational environments without the cost of expensive licenses for
multi-threaded computations. Open source code assumes that research groups produce
incremental improvements and refinements by the community, and eventually better
simulation tools. After all, Linus's law states "given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow".
Zhang et al. (2004) have used Opensees to create a two dimensional model of the soil structure
interaction of a bridge and its foundations, using a multi-yield pressure dependent material
(Yang, 2003) under fully undrained conditions, using transmitting boundaries and equivalent
nodal forces to apply the seismic excitation. Vytiniotis (2009) and Siyahi & Arslan (2007) have
performed numerical analyses with Opensees of a centrifuge model test and an earth dam
respectively using the u-p set of equations and the multi-yield models of Yang (2003).
The simpler problem of performing a pseudo-static analysis (i.e., ignoring water diffusion, and
all inertial terms in eqns 2.25 and 2.26) in order to find the yield acceleration in a slope is solved
using commercial finite element software (e.g. PlaxisTM) 7.
PlaxisTM was not used throughout this research for the more advanced analyses because it does not offer the
ability to solve the dynamic coupled-pore pressure displacement partial differential equations described before
nor does it incorporate a constitutive model able to simulate the mechanical behavior of sands under cyclic loads.
It is excellent though for performing static analyses with simple elasto-plastic models. In PlaxisTM it is very easy to
define an incremental horizontal gravitational acceleration load, and thus to find the yield acceleration of the slope
(the horizontal acceleration that will drive the slope to failure). The definition of the gravitational acceleration
input in OpenSees is an elemental property and Opensees does not allow for the gravitational acceleration to be
updated during the analysis making it inappropriate for use in pseudo-static analyses.
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In order to pre-process the files needed for the analysis and to post-process the output, GiDTM
has been used. GiDTM is an adaptive, generic pre- and post-processor covering many of the
routinely needed tasks for numerical modeling such as geometrical modeling, definition of
analysis data, mesh generation, transfer of data to the analysis software, and visualization.
GiDTM uses its own scripting language that can be used in order to send input to and get output
from OpenSees.
2.4.3 Simulation of Earthquake Drains on a Finite Element Framework
Hird et al., (1992) have investigated the use of two-dimensional, plane strain FE analyses for
simulating consolidation with arrays of pre-fabricated vertical (PV) drains. They propose an
equivalence to map the radial flow problem into the 2D plane strain model assuming uniform
vertical strain inside the soil mass. Their results are derived by comparing analytical solutions
for consolidation with axi-symmetric and plane strain flow (assuming laminar flow in the drain),
as shown in Figure 2-12. Hird et al. (1992) show that the plane strain unit cell can achieve the
same average degree of consolidation (average ratio of excess pore pressures at a specific time
to the initial excess pore pressures) though a selection of an equivalent drains spacing, or an
equivalent soil permeability8 .
For laminar flow in a PV-drain the relationship between flow and pressure gradient can be
defined by:
Q = Cii (2.28)
8 Hird et al. (1992) considered the classic case of accelerated drainage in a low permeability clay layer, but their
findings are also applicable for PV drains in high permeability sand deposits.
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where i = Ap/L is the pressure gradient. The coefficient C [L6F1T1 ] in a circular drain is defined
by:
A - D
c, = 3 D (2.29)32 -pt
where p is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, A the area of the drain perpendicular to the flow,
and D the internal diameter of the drain.
In a drain where fully turbulent flow is occurring, the relationship between flow and pressure
gradient can be defined as:
Q = Ct -Vi (2.30)
where the coefficient Ct [L4sF-0.5T-1] in a circular drain is defined by:
C = :A 2  (2.31)
A -p
where A is a dimensionless coefficient of turbulent flow, and p is the density of the fluid.
Using Hird's analysis, Vytiniotis (2009) showed that in a 2D FE model with the same drain
spacing as the physical 3D problem, the equivalent laminar drain coefficient in plane strain
analysis is:
C 1 Cax (2.32)
TS
where s is the drain to drain distance in 3D, and Clax is the actual three-dimensional laminar
drain coefficient.
Using a least squares approach, for turbulent drains the equivalent drain coefficient in plane
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strain analysis should be:
1 (2.33)
where w is the unit width of the plane strain finite element grid
As a last part of this methodology, the three dimensional flow can be matched in the plane
strain model using an equivalent permeability of the soil, kpi, as follows:
_ 2ka
kpi = ka 3 (2.34)
3[ln(n) 
- 4]
where kax is the permeability for the physical situation (represented by the axi-symmetric unit
cell) and n = (de/dw) is the spacing ratio of the drains.
Figure 2-13 shows results from Vytiniotis (2009) comparing axi-symmetric and a plane strain
simulations at selected times during consolidation, based on the matching coefficients of Hird
et al. (1992). The plane strain simulation underestimates excess pore pressures close to the
drain, and overestimates excess pore pressure at the boundaries on the unit cell. However, it
matches well the average excess pore pressure ratio within the soil.
Two-dimensional finite difference analyses have also been performed for gravel drains by
Papadimitriou et al. (2007). Their analyses have been performed using the finite difference
code Flac and the bounding surface plasticity constitutive model of Papadimitriou et al. (2001).
In this work, the drains are simulated using solid continuum elements with laminar flow and
isotropic hydraulic conductivities in the drain. Papadimitriou et al. (2007) consider the seismic
response of level ground under a sinusoidal acceleration (amax=0. 4 g, T=0.3s) for cases with and
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without gravel drains as shown in Figure 2-14. One can see in Figure 2-15 the effects of the
drains in mitigating liquefaction on the sand layer. All analyses that include the effect of the
drains, for the case of large drain spacing n=5 (d/de=0.2) there is significant reductions in the
computed excess pore pressure ratio. When n=0.33 (dw/de= 0.3) increasing the number of
drains in the grid provides negligible benefit in mitigating liquefaction risk. The predictions
agree relatively well with the Seed and Booker (1977) results. For example, for Td=2, and
N/NL=1, the expected pore pressure ratio from the analytical solutions (Seed & Booker, 1977) is
Ru,max=0.55, while numerical simulations predict Ru,max=0. 4 0.
2.5 Fragility Analysis Framework
For a given structural or geotechnical component or system (e.g. embankment, dam, crane,
piles) it is very important to identify the vulnerability associated with various damage states.
When one needs to account for multiple uncertainty sources, such as, soil properties,
groundwater level, structural characteristics etc., a widely practiced approach is to characterize
uncertainty of the system in the form of fragility curves (Shinozuka et al., 2000). The fragility
curve describes the probability of a structure not meeting some specified capacity criterion
given a specific demand (Engineering Demand Parameter, EDP) usually conditioned on a seismic
intensity measure (IM) representative of the seismic loading.
Fragility curves have been used to interpret seismic risk in a number of systems, from
estimating the probability of earthquake-initiated nuclear core meltdown (Kennedy et al.,
1980), to estimating earthquake-induced wharf damage (Shafieezaedeh, 2011), soil-foundation
interaction (Koutsourelakis et al., 2002), or slope stability (Tantalla et al., 2001). Fragility curves
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offer a quantitative basis for performing risk assessment of current structural components,
assessment of alternative retrofit measures, and form the basis for probabilistic return-on-
investment calculations (Padgett & DesRoches, 2008). The probabilistic performance results
should be propagated to decision variables of interest to stakeholders, such as downtime, loss
of functionality, and repair cost.
The fragility curves are defined as the curves describing the probability that a structure fails to
satisfy a prescribed performance criterion, conditioned on a seismic intensity measure
representative of the seismic loading. A sample fragility curve is shown in Figure 2-16. Two-
parameter lognormal distribution functions were traditionally used for fragility curve
construction. This assumption was motivated by its mathematical simplicity. The actual
structural strength capacity is related to the design strength capacity though a seismic design
factor of safety. This factor of safety is comprised of a number of multiplicative safety factors,
each associated with different sources of uncertainty. Assuming that each of these uncertainty
sources are distributed lognormally, then the overall safety factor distributes lognormally due
to the multiplicative reproducibility of the lognormal variables (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 1983). Assuming that both capacity (C) and demand (D) can be both described by
lognormal distributions, the probability that a structure exceeds a particular damage state for a
given earthquake intensity measure (IM) is:
n(mc) - (2.m5)
p(C < D|JIM) =- 1 - 0 @ m)-I(D (2.35)
where D is the standard normal distribution and m and P are the median and logarithmic
standard deviation of the capacity and demand functions respectively.
The intensity measure (IM) is a parameter that captures attributes of the ground motion that
affect structural or geotechnical performance at a specific site. For example, it could be the
peak ground acceleration (PGA), the peak ground velocity (PGV) or any other seismic intensity
measure that could fit a demand model. Often the IM at the site of interest is computed by
engineering seismologists, based on proximity to the source faults, geological characteristics,
and appropriate attenuation relationships (Deierlein, 2003). An appropriate IM should correlate
well with the type of damage of interest (e.g., permanent deformations in the fill slope). EDPs
can be any damage parameter that is of interest to the damage assessment (e.g., pile
deflections, foundation rotations, interstory drifts).
In order to condition the demand around a seismic intensity measure, there must be a clear
correlation between the damage parameter and the intensity measure. These data can come
from various sources. In order to establish a fragility curve, damage data come from two main
sources: (1) recorded damage data (experiments, or previous earthquakes); or (2) analytical
estimations using Monte Carlo simulation (Tantalla et al., 2001). A commonly used demand
model is to approximate the median of the demand, MD, as a power function of the intensity
measure of choice. Cornell (2002) has used this demand model successfully for steel frame
inter-story drifts, and Shafieezaedeh et al. (2011) for pile curvature, pile-deck connection
curvature, and rail-to-rail drift.
mD = a .Mb (2.36)
where a, b are parameters that can be found by a least square analysis.
2.5.1 Fragility Curves Application for Port Structural Components
This section illustrates how the results from the free field analyses performed in this thesis have
been used to develop fragility curves for crucial port components (Shafieezaedeh et al., 2011).
The thesis focues in a pile supported wharf comprising of a deck, founded on an array of end-
bearing piles, supporting two rails.
Fragility curves for three damages states have been developed: slight, moderate, and extensive.
Three critical response measures have been established: (a) the curvature of the piles, (b) the
curvature of the pile-deck connection, and (c) the relative displacement of the wharf with
respect to the landslide rail. The limit states associated with these responses are assumed to be
lognormally distributed.
In order to create fragility curves, the first step was to randomly select some earthquake
excitations and to perform the site response analyses (described in this thesis). The site
response results are used as input into the structural model, containing the piles and the deck.
The soil-pile interaction is modeled through macro-elements (Varun & Assimaki, 2010). For
each earthquake motion a structural response analysis is performed to evaluate the demand
for the three critical response measures. The median of the demand, mD, is approximated with
a power function of the intensity measure of choice, PGA in this research:
mD = a - PGAb (2.37)
Based on the above equation, the probabilistic demand models shown in a double logarithmic
plot in Figure 2-17, are correlated to the three critical response measures: (a) curvature of the
piles, (b) curvature of the pile-deck connection, and (c) relative displacement of the wharf with
respect to the landslide rail with PGA.
The capacity for the different limit states is defined by expert opinion and experimental data.
The selected properties are shown in Table 2-2. Combining all the information, the fragility
curves for each component for each damage state are plotted and shown in Figure 2-19. The
most sensitive component is the rails (i.e., there is a high probability of crane derailment. On
the other hand, the least sensitive component is the pile-deck connection. The fragility curves
shown in Figure 2-19 can help estimate the expected cost of the damage of any of these three
types of components for a given design earthquake.
Table 2-1 Governing deformation and flow equations
(a) Exact equations:
div(-)- p d-pf[w+wV Tw]+ pb = 0
pf[W+WVTW]
-Vu- R - pd;- +pfb =0
VTW Pf=0
V+w+c -tr(e)+-+n--=0Q P;
(b) u-p approximation:
div(-) - p d + pb = 0
VTk(-Vu - pf d + pfb) + tr(E)+ = 0Q
Table 2-2 Deformation limits of critical wharf components corresponding to the three limit states
Limit State
Component
Slight Moderate Severe
Pile-deck connection 0.007 0.035 0.08
rotation (1/m)
Pile section curvature 0.017 0.041 0.102
(1/m)
Relative displacement of 0.3 2.5 15.2landslide rail with respect
to wharf deck (cm)
tN
Figure 2-1 Forces acting on a triangular failing wedge under pseudostatic accelerations a, and ah
(a) Rigid Slope (b) Flexible Slope
,,..,. Acceleration profile ,,__ ,,0__ Acceleration profile
Figure 2-2 Acceleration profiles in a: (a) rigid Slope; and (b) flexible Slope
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Figure 2-3 Liquefaction mitigation though the use of earthquake drains. The storage capacity of the drains is illustrated.
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Figure 2-4 PV-drain installation geometries and equivalent drain spacing for rectangular and triangular arrays.
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Figure 2-5 Drainage during a seismic event; simplified model used in the Seed & Booker (1977) and Onoue (1988) analyses.
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Figure 2-6 Pore pressure generation from undrained direct simple shear tests: data range and fitted model for 0=0.7 (DeAlba
et al., 1975)
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Figure 2-7 Design charts for groups of gravel drains against liquefaction (Seed & Booker, 1977).
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Figure 2-8 Effect of well resistance on developed excess pore pressures (Onoue, 1988).
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Figure 2-9 Vertical Section of the idealization of a PV-drain, consisting of an outer core with horizontal flow and an inner core
with vertical flow
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Figure 2-10 Effect of drain storage capacity and well resistance on control of excess pore pressure (Pestana et al., 1997).
Figure 2-11 Illustration of a water saturated soil sample showing the soil skeleton and the water
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Figure 2-12 Equivalence of axisymmetric to plane strain models for the case where the drain spacing (n = de/dw) is the same
in the 3D and in the plane strain model (after Hird et al., 1992)
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Figure 2-13 Comparison of 3D and 2D excess pore pressure distribution using the matching procedure of Hird et al. (1992) for
a vertical applied consolidation load (performed using ABAQUSTM; Vytiniotis, 2009)
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Figure 2-15 Excess Pore Pressure measured in the sand layer for different improvement ratios (dw/de) under a harmonic
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Figure 2-16 Illustration of a fragility curve
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Figure 2-17 Probabilistic demand models for (a) pile deck connections, (b) pile sections, (c) relative movement of the wharf
with respect to the landside crane rail
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3 Modeling of Cyclic Behavior of Sands
This Chapter reviews key aspects of the mechanical behavior of sands, with particular focus on
the response under cyclic loading. This behavior is simulated using a constitutive model
proposed by Dafalias and Manzari (2004), referred to as DM2004. This Chapter describes the
key assumptions and foundations of the DM2004 soil model and illustrates the calibration of
the model parameters for the Nevada fine sand used in physical model tests (described in
Chapter 4). Capabilities and limitations of the DM2004 model are discussed in detail.
3.1 Mechanical Behavior of Sands
The stress-strain behavior of sands to both monotonic and cyclic loading is complex and is
primarily dependent on the sand's relative density (Dr), effective confining stress, stress history
and mode of deposition.
3.1.1 Monotonic Behavior
3.1.1.1 Small Strain Behavior
Sands exhibit elastic behavior only at very small strain levels, (typical shear strains, y<10-3 %)
beyond which there is significant non-linearily in the stress-strain properties. The maximum
(elastic) shear modulus, Gmax, (that occurs immediately upon load reversal) is generally assumed
to have the following form:
Gmax = F(e)p' (3.1)
where p' is a characteristic mean effective stress level, the power law exponent ranges n=0.4-
0.5, and F(e) describes the dependence on the void ratio, e.
Table 3-1 summarizes the many empirical correlations that have been proposed for F(e). These
are generally based on laboratory tests on reconstituted sands from small strain measurements
in triaxial (TX) or torsional shear (TS) tests or from dynamic measurements in resonant column
(RC) devices.
3.1.1.2 Compression Behavior
Sand specimens compressed from different formation densities approach a unique response at
high stress levels, referred to as the Limiting Compression Curve (LCC, Pestana & Whittle, 1993).
This compression behavior of sand at large stress levels can be conceptualized as a linear
relation (at highstress levels) in a double logarithmic void ratio-effective stress space as shown
in the Figure 3-1. At low stress levels (e.g., p'<200kPa) of interest in geotechnical earthquake
engineering, most of the volumetric deformations are attributed to elastic deformation of the
soil skeleton and particle reorientation, while compression to high stresses is controlled by
inelastic particle crushing.
3.1.1.3 Drained Shearing
Dry sands (and other granular materials) exhibit characteristic volume changes when sheared,
as shown in Figure 3-2 associated with mechanisms of grain slip-down and roll-over
(Dafalias, 1994). Small levels of shearing causes a slip-down mechanism associated with
collapsing pore space within the soil skeleton, and net volumetric contraction. This mechanism
happens at early stages of loading or during unloading. Larger levels of shearing cause the
grains to roll-over each other, creating new voids between particles and net dilation of the soil
skeleton. The roll-over mechanism requires more energy to occur, hence dilation occurs under
larger deformations than contraction. When sands are sheared to large strain levels, they reach
a state of continuous deformation, where there is no further change in volume (or in effective
stress). This state is referred to as the steady state (Castro, 1975; Castro & Poulos, 1977) or
critical state (CSL shown in Figure 3-1). The transition between contractive and dilative behavior
during shearing is characterized as a Phase Transformation condition (Ishihara et al., 1975).
Reversal of strain direction after Phase Transformation causes a collapse in the void spaces
within the skeleton and produces significant contraction.
3.1.1.3.1 Experimental Results
Figure 3-3 illustrates results of conventional triaxial drained shear tests on Sacramento River
sand (Lee, 1965). The data show results from specimens prepared at: (1) two initial relative
densities (Dr=38% and 100%), corresponding to loose and very dense particle packing
conditions; and (2) consolidated hydrostatically to effective confining pressures ranging from
0'3=0.1 to 13.7MPa prior to shearing. The data illustrate the following features of behavior:
1. Loose specimens generally contract while dense specimens dilate during shearing. The
dilation rate is linked to the peak shear resistance (represented by o'1/O'3) and is larger
at low confining pressures.
2. When sheared to large strains, all specimens converge to a frictional resistance
o'1/0'3=3.7, corresponding to an angle of internal friction, 4*cv=35", where continued
shearing produces minimal changes in volumetric strain.
3. Increasing the confining pressure reduces the tendency of specimens to dilate, and
increases the shear strain required to mobilize the peak shear resistance.
4. The stress-strain properties are highly non-linear at all levels of shear strain.
3.1.1.4 Undrained Shearing
Undrained shearing describes the response of saturated sand where there is no migration
(diffusion) of pore water pressure inside the specimen. This mode of shearing represents an
important limiting condition in material response when shearing occurs much more rapidly
than the time available for migration of pore water within the soil skeleton. As water is
effectively incompressible (compared to the soil skeleton) the tendency to contract during
drained shearing is manifested by an increase in pore water pressure during undrained
shearing. Hence, the effective stress decreases and these is a loss of available frictional
strength. If the sand dilates during drained shearing, then during undrained shearing pore
pressures decrease. This produces an increase in effective stress and in available shear
resistance.
There are two methods routinely used to measure undrained shear behavior in lab tests: 1)
shearing in element tests (notably triaxial devices), where drainage is prevented, and 2)
constant volume shear tests most commonly done using feedback control in direct simple shear
devices.
3.1.1.4.1 Experimental Results
Figure 3-4 illustrate results of conventional triaxial undrained shear tests on Toyoura sand
(Ishihara, 1996). The data show results from specimens prepared at: (1) two initial relative
densities (Dr=16% and 64%), corresponding to loose and dense particle packing conditions; and
(2) consolidated hydrostatically to effective confining stresses from 0'3=0.1 to 3MPa prior to
shearing. The data illustrate the following features of behavior:
1. For shearing to large axial strains (Ea=25%), the specimens reach a state characterized
by constant shear stress and effective confining stress referred to as the critical state
condition.
2. At higher effective confining stress levels, there is a greater tendency of the sample to
contract and hence, generate larger excess pore pressures.
3. For samples at higher confining stress there is a characteristic reversal in the effective
stress path associated with phase transformation condition (marked PT in Figure 3-4).
4. The shear stress-strain response is highly non-linear at all levels of shear strain.
3.1.1.5 Critical State
The concepts of critical state soil mechanics (Schofield & Wroth, 1968) are very useful for
unifying the experimental observations of the large strain shear behavior of sands. As already
discussed and illustrated in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, the critical state corresponds to a unique
relation between void ratio and effective stress (Castro & Poulos, 1977), independent of the
drainage conditions during shearing. Figure 3-5 shows the unique critical state relation for
Toyoura sand in e-logp' space (the shear stress is uniquely related to p' through the large strain
friction angle, < 'e 9). The results show that the critical state for sand is not linearized in the
conventional e-logp' space (as assumed in prior studies; e.g., Been and Jefferies, 1985).
3.1.2 Cyclic Behavior
3.1.2.1 Small Strain Cyclic Behavior
The small strain (yc<0.1%) cyclic behavior of sands is non-linear but exhibits very small
irreversible strains. In saturated sands it has been shown that there exists a threshold shear
strain below which no accumulation of excess pore pressures occurs in cyclic shearing 0 (Dobry
et al., 1982). This elastic behavior of a sand is well described by the secant modulus used to
examine the degradation of the stiffness with the number of load cycles shown in Figure 3-6.
The secant shear modulus is the equivalent linear modulus required to reach the same level of
shear stress and strain. Energy dissipation in the non-linear system is described by the damping
ratio, k, that can be evaluated by the following expression (Jacobsen, 1930):
1 AW (3.2)
4m W
where AW is the area enclosed by the hysteretic loop and W=1/2Tc-yc (Figure 3-6).
9 Critical state friction angle is defined by measurements of the shear stress q'=o' 1-o' 3 and mean effective pressure
p'=(a'1+2a'3)/3:
q'cv 6sinp',,
P'v 3 -sinp'c,
10 Hsu and Vucetic (2004) measured the threshold shear strain to approximately y=0.01-0.0 2%.
Due to the non-linearity of the stress-strain curve, both Gsec and k are dependent strongly on
the amplitude of the cyclic shear strain. In current practice, it is customary to present the
variations of Gsec and k vs. yc in terms of normalized shear modulus (Gsec/Gmax vs. yc) and
damping ratio curves (k vs. yc). Figure 3-7 shows the degradation of modulus and damping for
Toyoura sand after 10 cycles of shearing at an effective stress, a'vo=100kPa. The secant modulus
degrades very quickly and damping increases significantly for events exceeding yc=10-2%.
3.1.2.2 Cyclic Shearing
Progressive loss of strength during undrained shearing, reflects the tendency of a sand to
contract during shearing. Liquefaction refers to the state in which large deformations and
almost complete loss of shear strength are observed (during either monotonic or cyclic
loading), when excess pore pressures build-up and approach the limiting condition
Au/a'vo->1.0. The resistance of sands to liquefaction depends on several factors, including the
number of loading cycles, magnitude of cyclic shear stress, sand's relative density, confining
stress, initial static shear, depositional method, fabric, prior stress-strain history, age, and
cementation.
3.1.2.2.1 Experimental Results
Figure 3-8 shows typical results for the behavior of a dense Nevada sand in constant volume
simple shear experiments. Figure 3-8(a) shows the effective stress path of the specimen. The
test is performed with constant Cyclic Shear Stress Ratio, CSR = Tc/a'vo=0.4. As the number of
load cycles increases, the vertical effective stress is reduced in order to maintain constant
volume (i.e., ao'/o'vo = -Au/a'vo). For N>10-15, the shearing cycles reach a minimum effective
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stress level because phase transformation causes effective stresses to increase. This response
forms characteristic "butterfly-shaped" effective stress cycles. The shear stress-strain behavior
(Figure 3-8(b)) shows a massive degradation in stiffness in successive load cycles, offset by
strain hardening as dilation dominates the response at higher applied stress ratios. Even after a
large number of load cycles, there is continued degradation of the stiffness of the material,
which produces a cyclic ratchetting behavior (the cyclic shear strain yc continues to increase
with N; Figure 3-8(d)).
It has become routine practice(Ishihara, 1996) to take the Cyclic Stress Ratio" (CSR) required to
cause 5% double amplitude (peak-to-peak) axial strain in undrained triaxial shearing under 20
loading cycles as a factor quantifying the liquefaction resistance of a sand under a given state of
density and stress level. In lab experiments liquefaction is usually defined as either the
condition where excess pore pressure ratio reaches a value, Au/o'vo=100%, or the double
amplitude axial strain, Ea,DA=5%.
11 In triaxial devices, for isotropically consolidated cyclic triaxial tests, CSR is defined as the ratio of the applied
shear stress (qc/2) divided by the effective consolidation stress, 0 '3c.
CSR =
CSR in simple shear or torsional shear apparatuses is defined as the ratio of the applied horizontal shear stress (Tc)
to the vertical effective consolidation stress (o',o):
CSR = TC
'v 0
Liquefaction is triggered by different combinations of cyclic stress ratio (CSR) and number of
loading cycles (N). For this reason, typically the liquefaction resistance is interpreted from
empirical measurements relating the number of cycles to liquefaction as function of the Cyclic
Stress Ratio. Figure 3-9 shows that the load level required to cause liquefaction within N = 20
cycles increases significantly with the initial relative density. The results for Toyoura sand
suggest CSR<0.10 for Dr<40% is sufficient to cause liquefaction. As seen by data from Hosono
and Yoshimine (2004), plotted in Figure 3-10, higher CSR will trigger liquefaction in fewer
loading cycles. Seed (1983) discussed the effects of the initial (static) shear stress To on cyclic
resistance. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3-10 where, for the tested material (Toyoura sand,
Dr~40%), there is an increase in NL for an increase in the initial static shear stress ratio TO/cvO.
The in-situ resistance to liquefaction depends on the overburden stress. Seed (1983) proposed
an overburden correction factor (K0) as a way to represent the dependence of CSR on the
consolidation stress:
Ka = CSRPIO (3.3)
where CSRp,= 1 is the cyclic stress ratio that will cause 5% D.A. strain in 20 cycles under a
confining stress of P'o=1Pat.
A compilation of various experimental data performed by Vaid & Thomas (1994) is shown in
Figure 3-11. Even though there is significant scatter in the experimental data, the data generally
confirm that liquefaction resistance decreases with increasing effective confining stress.
3.2 Constitutive Soil Modeling
Numerical analyses require constitutive models to represent the stress-strain-strength
properties of the soils. Most existing finite element analyses of saturated soils rely on
constitutive models based on the framework of incrementally-linearized, elasto-plasticity (e.g.,
Dafalias and Manzari, 2004; Prevost, 1985; Elgamal et al., 2002).
The development of inelastic strains during cyclic loading requires significant modifications of
the classical elasto-plasticity theory, since in most soils there is only a very small range of linear
elastic behavior, and plasticity occurs even during unloading. Four particular types of cyclic
response can be described by elasto-plastic models: (1) purely elastic, where the stress-strain
response is fully reversible; (2) elastic shakedown, where after a number of load cycles, the soil
reaches an elastic condition, whereby further shearing causes no additional plastic straining; (3)
alternating plasticity, where after a number of cycles stabilization occurs, there is no further
accumulation of plastic strains, and the stress-strain behavior is nonlinear and hysteretic; (4)
ratchetting plasticity, in which plastic strains accumulate with each loading cycle. This is the
type of behavior typically observed in sands as seen in Figure 3-8.
In order to simulate effectively the measured types of response apart from classical plasticity
models (e.g., UBCSAND; Beaty & Byrne, 1998; Park & Byrne, 2004), more elaborate
phenomenological constructions are used, such as bounding surface plasticity (e.g., Dafalias,
1986; Dafalias & Manzani, 2004, Pestana & Whittle, 2002), multiple yield surfaces (e.g., Yang et
al., 2002; Elgamal et al., 2002; Prevost, 1985), hypoplasticity (e.g., Li et al., 1999; Kolymbas,
2000, Herle & Kolymbas, 2004, Gudehus, 1996) or micromechanics based models (e.g., Borja et
al., 1998; Anand & Gu, 2000). Bounding surface models relate the plasticity at a given stress
state to the properties of a unique image point on the bounding surface. The key element in
this type of model is to establish how the image point is related to the current stress state
(mapping rule) and to define the rules establishing the plastic flow direction and elasto-plastic
modulus. Multiple yield surface approaches use multi- or nested- yield surfaces in order to
capture accurately the non-linear stress strain response (e.g. Prevost, 1985). As the loading of
the material continues, this causes the stress state to move along the nested yield surfaces
generating larger plastic strains. The generation of nested surfaces and loading rules can be
usually automated and can describe complex aspects of behavior such as those shown in Figure
3-8.
Hypoplastic models do not decompose the strain rate into elastic and plastic components but
instead describe generalized stress-strain behavior through inherently non-linear, tensor-valued
functions for the rate of deformation. Micro-mechanism models solve the response of the
continuum by considering various planes of shearing at the micro-scale. They build from
smaller-scale mechanisms to define the macroscopic response of the material.
Although many constitutive model formulations have been proposed, there are few that have
been well validated and are able to produce reliable predictions of soil response to strong
ground motion involving large permanent deformations during liquefaction (Scott, 1994). The
Author has performed previous research using a multi-yield surface model (Yang et al. 2002,
2003) which showed difficulties in model calibration as the input parameters for the model
depend on the void ratio and because the model did not represwent the of critical state
(Vytiniotis, 2009). As a result, the model was not able to predict realistically soil behavior in
partially or fully drained problems, as it does not simulate the changes in material behavior
associated with volumentric defromations occurring during shearing. Another model,
commonly used in engineering applications, is the UBCSAND model (Beaty & Byrne, 1998; Park
& Byrne, 2004). This produces reasonable predictions of element tests but has input
parameters that are functions of Dr and hence is also limited in describing practical liquefaction
problems.
This research implements the bounding surface plasticity model of Dafalias & Manzari (2004,
DM2004), in the Opensees framework and uses this model in predicting ground response. Key
advantages of the DM2004 model are: (1) relatively simple and physically-based foundation;
and (2) unique calibration of model input parameters, independent of effective consolidation
stress level and density.
3.3 Summary of DM2004 Model Formulation
The model proposed by Dafalias & Manzari (2004) is a critical state elasto-plastic model based
on bounding surface plasticity (Dafalias, 1986) that was developed to describe the cyclic and
monotonic shear behavior of sands. The model is based on a previous model by Manzari and
Dafalias (1997), adding some extra features to account for "fabric change" effects.
Papadimitriou and Bouckovalas (2002) recognized the need for dependence of stress-strain
response to fabric evolution and accounted for fabric change evolution and Ramberg-Osgood
type of small strain non-linearity. The fabric evolution ideas were incorporated in different form
in the DM2004 model. Further improvements of the model have also been suggested by
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Dafalias et al. (2004), using an additional mechanism to account for inherent fabric anisotropy,
and Taiebat and Dafalias (2008) who used a capped yield surface and the concept of limiting
compression curve (Pestana and Whittle, 1995) to introduce plasticity at constant stress ratio
loading. Since the concepts of limiting compression curve are not needed in these simulations
due to the low effective stresses, the original DM2004 version of the model has been
implemented in this research.
The DM2004 model requires fifteen (15) material parameters (summarized in Table 3-3) and
two (2) state parameters to describe the behavior of sands. The following paragraphs
summarize the main components of the formulation. Throughout the presentation scalar
variables are in plain text whereas tensor variables are in bold. A summary of the formulation is
presented in Table 3-2.
The model has a non-linear elastic isotropic region where the tangent shear modulus, G, is
dependent on the void ratio and the mean effective stress (p') according to the equation
proposed by Richart et al. (1970):
1
G O~t(2.97 - e)2 Pf (3.4)
1+e Pat
where Pat is the atmospheric pressure, e is the current void ratio, and Go is a material property
that defines the maximum shear modulus, Gmax, at P'=Pat.
The small strain elastic behavior is assumed to be isotropic and the bulk modulus, K, is obtained
from:
K- 2(1+v) G (3.5)
3(1 - 2v)
where v is the Poisson's ratio in the small strain, elastic region.
Since the elastic formulation of the model introduces a shear modulus varying with stress level
and a constant Poisson's ratio, this formulation is not strictly energy conserving.
The volumetric and deviatoric elastic strains are calculated from:
-
dp'
v- K (3.6)
ds
dE' =q 2G
where dp' is the increment of mean effective pressure, and ds is the tensor of deviatoric stress
increment.
DM2004 is a critical state soil model that assumes that shearing to large strain produces a
unique critical state, described by a relation between void ratio, ec, and mean effective stress,
p'c, originally proposed by Li and Wang (1998):
ec= o - Ac E (3.7)
(Pat)
where eo is the void ratio at p'c=0, Ac and ( are model constants.
This power law relation was found to represent more realistically the critical state conditions
for a wide range of materials compared to the more commonly used relation (linear in ec vs.
Inp' space). Figure 3-15 shows that this relationship fits well the measured undrained shear
data for Toyoura sand (Ishihara, 1993) at effective stress levels ranging from p' = 10-3000kPa.
The location of the critical state line is critically important in understanding the transition from
compressive to dilative behavior during shearing. Following Been & Jefferies (1985) the state
parameter LP defines the current state of the sand relative to the CSL at the same mean
effective stress:
= e - ec (3.8)
The DM2004 model employs four different surfaces to define shear behavior in stress space (p',
s):
* The yield surface, which defines the elastic region
e The dilatancy surface, which defines the stress states at which phase transformation
occurs
e The bounding surface, which defines the maximum friction angle of dense sands ($j<0)
e The critical state surface, which defines stress states for shearing to large strains
The formulation assumes an extended Von-Mises generalization of the yield surface:
1 2, (3.9)
f = [(s - p'a): (s - p'a)]i - p'm = 0(39
where s is the deviatoric stress tensor, a is a tensorial state parameter, (reffered to as the
deviatoric back-stress ratio tensor), p' is the mean effective stress, and m is a material constant
that defines the size of the yield surface (typically m=0.01).
The yield surface is seen in Figure 3-12 in triaxial stress space and in Figure 3-13 in the n plane.
This equation defines an uncapped conical surface with apex at the origin, while m defines the
apex angle. Dafalias and Manzari (2004) assume there is very limited range of true elasticity in
cyclic shearing, hence a small value, m=0.01 is used throughout the model's calibration.
It is also clear that there are two practical limitations of the proposed yield surface: (1) an
increase in mean effective pressure at constant deviatoric effective stress ratio (s/p'=const) will
not cause the material to yield, thus the model cannot predict realistically the inelastic
compression behavior of sands for large changes of mean effective stress; (2) the chosen form
of the yield surface also implies that there are states where tensile principal stress components
can occur. This is unrealistic for cohesionless (uncemented) soils.
Figure 3-13 shows how the image point mapping rule is defined for the dilation, critical, and
bounding surfaces based on the intersection of a vector parallel to the yield surface normal (n),
from the origin (0). Figure 3-13 shows the bounding a b, dilatancy ad, and critical state ac image
back stress ratios are defined from the current size of the bounding, M , dilatancy, M d, and
critical state, Mc=M, surfaces (at a Lode angle 0):
S 2 (3.10)
ao= - (g(0, c)M' - m) -n, s = b, d, c
2c Ms
g(,c)2= c= , s=b,d,c (3.11)(1 + c) - (1 - c)cos3 MC
M Mb Md
c can have different values (i.e., c = ,e , ) but a common value of c is chosen for
simplicity. The critical state friction ratio, M, is a material constant, while Mb and Md are state
parameters that depend on the state parameter, $. Wood et al. (1994) suggested that the
bounding stress ratio, M , should be dependent on the state parameter:
Mb = M - exp (-nb4 ) (3.12)
Li and Dafalias (2000) also proposed an exponential dependence of the dilatancy stress ratio,
M d, with the state parameter:
Ma = M - exp (nd$J) (3.13)
where n and nd are material parameters.
As described from the equations, the bounding surface can be larger or smaller than the
dilatancy surface depending on the value of the state parameter, t$. The bounding surface is
used to simulate the maximum friction angle for dense sands ($i<0), while the dilatancy surface
characterizes the phase transformation stress-ratio from contractive to dilative behavior.
Hence, with equations (3.12) and (3.13) the effect of stress level and void ratio on the
maximum friction angle and the dilation angle is captured.
The back-stress ratio in equation (3.9) is evolving according to:
da =< A > -h(a - (3.14)
and the flow rule for plastic strain is defined as:
dEP =< A > R (3.15)
where A is the loading index, <> are Macaulay brackets12 , and R is the direction of the plastic
strains defined as:
1 i.e. <x>=x for x>O ; <x>=O for x<O
1
R = R' + - DI (3.16)3
where R' are the deviatoric components of R defined along the normal to the critical state
surface at the image point oe' (Figure 3-13), and D is a scalar parameter:
D = Aa(a- a): n (3.17)
where a is the current back stress ratio, n is the normal to the yield surface, and Ad is a state
parameter explained below. Equation (3.17) shows that if the stress state is inside the dilation
surface the volumetric strains are compressive (volumetric strains are dilative outside the
surface).
Observations from many researchers such as Nemat-Nasser and Tobita (1982) have shown that
during monotonic loading there is a significant change in particle orientation distribution (as
illustrated in Figure 3-2) during the dilative phase of deformation because of the increase of
void space in the soil skeleton associated with the roll-over mechanism. The effect of this
change is that the contractive phase upon reversal is enhanced by a dilative phase occurring on
the previous direction of loading. For this reason, a second state parameter is introduced only
when dilative strains occur. The fabric-dilatancy tensor, z, is defined as follows:
dz = -cz < -dE> (zmaxn + z) (3.18)
where cz is a material constant, dEv1 is the increment of plastic volumetric strains, Zmax is a scalar
that controls the maximum value of this tensor13 , and n is normal to the yield surface (tr(n)=O
and n:n=1).
Parameter Ad is defined as:
Ad = Ao(l+< z:n >) (3.19)
Given the hardening rules (eqns. 3.14, 3.18) and consistency condition, the loading index can be
found:
1 if
A = 2 da;x' (3.20)
A ph(ab - a): n(
where h is defined as:
h = o (3.21)(a - ain): n
where ain is the initial back stress ratio, which is updated at each reversal point.
As one can see, the form of equation (3.21) causes the model to predict no plastic strains
immediately following a load reversal (a = agn) as explained by Dafalias (1986) since h is
infinite at the initiation of a loading process.
bo is a parameter defined as:
bo = Go ho (1 - che) (3.22)
\Pat
where ho and ch are material parameters.
13 In triaxial conditions, the fabric dilatancy tensor z simplifies to a scalar, and Zmaxis the maximum value of z.
ho relates directly with the magnitude of the plastic strains, and Ch fine tunes the dependence of
the magnitude of plastic strains on void ratio (Li and Dafalias, 2000). bo depends on p' .
An illustration of the role of the yield, critical, bounding, and dilatancy surfaces in predicting
sand response is shown in Figure 3-14 (for undrained triaxial shearing). Figure 3-14a shows the
case of a dense sand ($Pi<O) where the bounding surface (BS) is above the critical state surface
(CS), whereas the loose sand in Figure 3-14b ($o>O) has the bounding surface below the critical
state surface. If we apply an increment of shear stress in undrained conditions, there is initially
a reduction in mean effective stress (for both cases) since the stress state is below dilation
surface (DS), thus the material will tend to contract. If we apply a larger increment of shear
stress we observe that in the dense sand, as we cross the dilation surface, effective stresses
start to increase. In the loose sand, the stress ratio remains below the dilation surface so we
observe continued contraction. With larger increments of shearing the stress state of the dense
sand moves above the critical state line towards the bounding surface, and the mean effective
stress continues to increase asymptotically to critical state conditions. The stress state of the
loose sand never exceeds the critical stress ratio, and the effective stress path approaches the
critical stress ratio from below.
3.3.1 Model Input Parameters
The DM2004 model has 15 model constants shown on Table 3-3. The two elasticity parameters,
Go and v, can be calibrated from small strain stiffness measurements in triaxial shear tests, from
wave propagation measurements in element tests (e.g., using bender elements), or using a
dynamic property test such as the resonant column. The critical state is defined by five
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parameters, M, c, Ac, eo, k. These parameters are calibrated from a series of undrained triaxial
compression tests of a range of initial void ratios and consolidation stress states. The size of the
yield surface, m, is small and its default value is recommended as m = 0.01. This can be
overridden for materials with a larger region of elastic behavior.
The parameters n and nd can be estimated from equations, n = In(M/Mb)/(4b and
nd = In(M/Md)/4d, using drained and undrained triaxial tests respectively, where Pb is the
state parameter corresponding to the peak stress ratio in drained shearing, and $P d is the state
parameter at the phase transformation state (measured in undrained shearing). They should be
calibrated through a series of drained (nb) and undrained (nd) tests at different void ratios and
stresses. The fabric-dilatancy constants, zmax and cz, can be calibrated from the unloading part of
cyclic undrained tests for tests where shearing occurs above the phase transformation line. The
rest of the plasticity parameters Ao, ho, and Ch, are calibrated so that results match well both
monotonic and cyclic shearing tests at different void ratios and relative densities. AO and ho
affect the magnitude of the volumetric and shear plastic strains respectively during shearing. A
summary of the physical meaning of the DM2004 model parameters and their calibration is
shown in Table 3-4.
3.4 Elemental Evaluation of DM2004 Model
Table 3-3 presents the values of the input parameters of the DM2004 soil model for simulating
Toyoura Sand as reported by Dafalias and Manzari (2004). This section presents model
predictions of behavior in monotonic and cyclic shear under drained and undrained conditions.
Figure 3-15 compares the critical state line of Toyoura sand based on undrained triaxial
compression data from Ishihara (1993) with the DM2004 model using input parameters [A, (,
eo]=[0.019, 0.7, 0.934], showing good agreement.
The calibration of Go is illustrated in Figure 3-16 using drained triaxial compression data on
isotropically consolidated Toyoura sand (Verdugo & Ishihara, 1996; Miura, 1979; and Miura et
al., 1984). Figure 3-16 plots the shear strain in a triaxial device vs. 1OOqF(e) where F(e) is
explained in Table 3-1. A value of Go=125 has been selected in the DM2004 paper which
matches well the small strain behavior for a wide range of conditions.
3.4.1 Sand Monotonic Shear Behavior
3.4.1.1 Triaxial Tests
Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 evaluate DM2004 model predictions of drained triaxial shear tests
reported by Ishihara (1996) for initial states comprising of eo = 0.81-0.996 (Dr=44% to -5%) and
effective hydrostatic consolidation stresses p'=500kPa (Figure 3-17) and p'=1OOkPa (Figure
3-18). The results show good overall agreement with the measured data. This comparison has
been also shown in the original publication of the model (Dafalias & Manzari, 2004), thus these
tests were performed to test the implementation of the model presented in this thesis. A more
detailed inspection shows the following:
1. Numerical simulations for very loose sand specimens (eo = 0.96 and eo = 0.996, jo>0)
show large contraction during shearing. The material approaches critical state
conditions at axial strains, Ea>20%. Subsequent unloading produces further
contractive strains.
2. Medium sand (eo=0.887 and eo=0.917, tjo>0) specimens do not contract or dilate
significantly during loading since they are already close to critical state. The model
calibration underestimates slightly the volume contraction during loading.
3. For the dense sands (eo=0.810 and eo=0.831, 00<0) drained shearing produces
significant dilation towards the critical state line. The sample then contracts during
unloading.
Predictions for different void ratios are achieved through equations (3.12) and (3.13) that
define the dilation and bounding surfaces as a function of the state parameter 4j. For applied
stress ratio n=q/p'=Md, the sand will contract, while for n>M d the sand dilates.
3.4.1.2 Simple Shear Tests
Figure 3-19 shows a comparison between predictions of torsional shear tests using the DM2004
model with experimental measurements (Yoshimine, 1998) at two different consolidation
stress levels (p' = 50kPa and 1OOkPa) and different initial void ratios (eo = 0.660-0.827). The
model shows relatively good agreement with experimental data for both the effective stress
paths and the predicted shear stress-strain response for the denser sands (eo = 0.660 and
0.804). For the looser sands (eo = 0.827 and 0.818), there is also relatively good agreement with
experimental data up to shear strain, Ei-E 3 =0.5 to 1%. For larger strains the model tends to
overestimate the stiffness compared to the measured data.
3.4.2 Small Strain Cyclic Behavior
Figure 3-20 compares the measured secant modulus degradation and damping ratio vs. the
applied cyclic shear strain, yc, of a dry Toyoura sand after 10 cycles (cyclic triaxial shearing;
Kokusho, 1980) of loading with predictions of the DM2004 model. The model predicts
reasonably well degradation of secant modulus and damping ratio for most strain levels. Figure
3-20a shows that the DM2004 model with a small yield surface (m=0.01) produces a very small
region of elastic behavior.
Figure 3-21 compares further results of computed modulus degradation and damping using the
DM2004 model for Toyoura sand at two different relative densities (Dr=40-80%) and a range of
confining stresses (p'=40-210kPa). Again the results are shown after 10 cycles of drained cyclic
simple shearing. These results show the dependence of the secant modulus degradation on
both confining pressure and density, while there is an almost unique damping relation for all
these cases.
3.4.3 Behavior of DM2004 Model for Cyclic Shearing at Moderate Strain Levels
A series of simulations of cyclic undrained simple shear tests have been performed using the
DM2004 model with input parameters for Toyoura Sand. Figure 3-22 through Figure 3-25 show
the effective stress paths, shear stress-strain curves, and shear-induced pore pressures in these
simulations. These results illustrate shearing of loose and medium specimens (Dr= 30%, 40%,
and 50% respectively) from a Ko-consolidated state with vertical consolidation stress,
0ov=100kPa and Ko=0.5, and two-way cyclic shearing with Tc/a'vo=0.1, 0.2 and 0.4. A set of
analyses for Dr=40% and initial static shear stress ratio of 10/C'vo=0.2 was also performed. In
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none of the simulations does the model reach a state where Au/Y'vo=100%. For all simulations
with symmetric loading an alternate plasticity condition was reached after some cycles of
shearing. More specifically, simulations with the DM2004 soil model show the following:
1. Simulations with larger applied cyclic shear stress predict faster accumulation of excess
pore pressures.
2. The model correctly predicts using the same set of model parameters that excess pore
pressure development is slower for the denser sand (Dr=50%) compared to the looser
sands (Dr= 4 0% and 30%) at the same level of cyclic shear stress.
3. The model does not predict a state where Au/a'vo=100% in any of the simulations.
However, all of the simulations predict accumulation of excess pore pressure ratio to
the level Au/a'vo>80% which is sufficient to cause significant strength deterioration. The
lower the applied the shear stress level or the relative density, the higher the maximum
predicted excess pore pressure.
4. A very important model limitation, illustrated in all tested void ratio and stress levels is
that after some cycles the model predicts an alternate plasticity behavior in which the
secant shear modulus does not deteriorate with further cycles of shearing. In Figure
3-26 we present a summary of the number of cycles needed for the model to reach an
alternate plasticity state, where there is no further degradation in the secant stiffness of
the material with continued load cycles. The double amplitude shear strain at the
alternate plasticity state is also plotted. More cycles are needed for the loose sand
(Dr=30%) to reach this shakedown condition than for denser sands (Dr=40% and 50%).
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This is because most of the strength degradation predicted by the DM2004 model is due
to the reduction in effective stresses (caused by the increase of excess pore pressures)
during undrained cyclic loading. Loose sands have more potential to contract than dense
sands, thus their undrained stiffness degrades more than that of a dense sand. We see
that for large levels of shearing (t-c/o'o>0.4) less than 4 cycles of shearing are sufficient
to produce the alternate plasticity state (with no further accumulation of plastic shear
strains). Typical measurements of undrained shearing response (c.f., Figure 3-8) show no
shakedown in 2-way undrained cycling. Hence the DM2004 model has an inherent
limitation for these loading conditions, when shearing with large numbers of load cycles.
However, most seismic ground motion records have only a limited number of strong
cycles of shearing and hence, this limitation of the DM2004 model has little practical
impact in the application considered in this thesis.
5. The analyses with the initial static shear (Figure 3-25) predict continuous accumulation
of shear strains at every cycle, thus sand slopes and embankments will continue to
deform under long duration cyclic events. This result is important because it shows that
the model does not have any limitation in predicting damage in sloping ground.
3.4.3.1 Comparison with Experimental Data
Figure 3-27 to Figure 3-29 compare results from three undrained cyclic triaxial tests on Toyoura
sand from Ishihara (1996) and Yoshimine and Hosono (2000) with simulations performed using
the DM2004 model. The results show reasonable agreement between the numerical
simulations and experimental data, especially given the fact that the same set of input
parameters is used for each of these analyses. None of the experiments or simulations achieves
the full liquefaction condition (p'->0).
The results in Figure 3-27 show comparisons for a cyclic test with symmetric shearing at
e=0.808 (Dr=45%). The DM2004 model overestimates the excess pore pressures during the first
few cycles of loading but does not develop the degradation of stiffness measured in the
experiments. The model predicts a clear transition between contractive to dilative behavior
that is not so well defined in the experimental data. This example also shows a gradual
degradation of the computed material stiffness that is clearly related to changes in effective
stresses. Given the complexity of modeling the cyclic behavior of sands, the results in Figure
3-27 show that the model is capable of predicting very reasonably the accumulation of excess
pore pressures and stiffness degradation for undrained cyclic shearing.
Figure 3-28 shows a comparison for a cyclic test with non-symmetric cyclic shearing for a dense
sand specimen e=0.743 (Dr= 6 2%). There is a slower accumulation of excess pore pressure and
shear strain compared to the prior example. The DM2004 model predicts reasonably well both
the accumulation of excess pore pressures and shear strains during cyclic shearing. This test
shows that the model does not reach an alternate plasticity state when a static shear stress is
also applied.
Figure 3-29 compares symmetric load cycling for a dense sand of e=0.741 (Dr=62%). There is
again very good agreement in the accumulation of excess pore pressures and plastic strains
though we can see from the stress paths that the minimum recorded mean effective pressure is
p'=15kPa whereas the minimum predicted mean effective pressures in the simulation is
p'=30kPa.
3.4.4 Cyclic Strain Accumulation vs. Number of Cycles
The effect of number of load cycles on the predicted accumulation of shear strains in undrained
simple shear testing of sands, using the DM2004 soil model is illustrated in Figure 3-30 for
selected levels of yc=1%, 2.5%, and 5% and relative densities Dr=30%, 40%, and 50%. The results
show clearly the role of the applied cyclic stress ratio Tc/a'vo=0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 on the
degradation of shear stiffness14 . For Dr=30% the double amplitude (D.A.) shear strain of 5% is
only reached for shearing at cc/a',o 0.15. for Dr=40% the D.A. shear strain of 2.5% is only
reached for shearing at c/o',o 0.15, while for Dr=50% it is only reached for shearing at
Tc/a'o 0. 2.
In order to compare the model predictions with published liquefaction curves for Toyoura sand
we need to define a liquefaction criterion. Since the DM2004 model does not predict a
condition where Au/a'vo=1.0 but instead reaches a state of alternate plasticity (with no further
accumulation of plastic strains), we define liquefaction as either the state where Au/a'vo>0.9 or
double amplitude shear strain, yc>5%. For tests involving static shear, liquefaction is defined as
the state where shear strain, y>5%. The liquefaction curves are then compared with
liquefaction curves reported by Hosono and Yoshimine (2004) in Figure 3-31, for curves with
To/cy'vo=0.0 and 0.2. For the case of zero static shear the DM2004 model is in good agreement
with the measured data for cyclic stress ratios r/a'o>0.2. However, at smaller stress ratios the
1 The vertical effective stress in these tests is a'vo=100kPa (Ko=0.5).
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DM2004 model predicts failure at lower numbers of load cycles than the measured data. For
the case with 1o/y',o=0.2 there is also reasonable agreement for Tc/o'o>0.2. The model
qualitatively predicts more resistance to liquefaction for TO/O'vo>0, but these effects are much
less pronounced than the measured behavior.
3.5 Calibration of DM2004 Model for Nevada Sand
This section describes the calibration of the DM2004 model for fine Nevada sand, the test
material used in the NEES centrifuge model experiments (Kamai et al., 2008). The goals of this
calibration are: (1) to investigate the flexibility of the model to predict mechanical behavior
characteristics of a different sand; and (2) to get a set of model parameters that can be used to
validate the numerical framework presented in this thesis through the simulation of a
centrifuge model test. A comparison of index properties for Nevada and Toyoura sand is shown
in Table 3-5. Nevada sand is finer than Toyoura sand and has a larger fines content (Clay
fraction, CF=7.7%).
Three sources of data have been used in order to calibrate the mechanical behavior of Nevada
sand: (a) drained and undrained (CIDC and CIDE) triaxial testing (compression and extension)
and isotropicaly consolidated resonant column data from the VELACS project (Arulmoli, 1992);
(b) undrained simple shear data from Kammerer et al. (2000); and (c) unpublished undrained
simple shear data from tests performed by Corral (2006).
A list of the resonant column, the monotonic, and the cyclic shear tests selected to be used to
calibrate the model under various void ratios and confining pressures is shown in Table 3-6 and
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Table 3-7. Table 3-6 includes all the tests needed to calibrate the shear behavior and small
strain elasticity. In terms of monotonic tests, four tests were selected at two different stress
levels (o',o=40 and 80kPa) and two different relative densities (Dr=40 and 60%). In terms of
cyclic tests, two tests were used to calibrate the model at relative densities of 40% and 50%.
One cyclic test has also been used at Dr=69%. Table 3-7 includes all the tests that were
evaluated in order to calibrate the critical state line, including undrained and drained triaxial
compression and extension tests.
3.5.1 Elastic Properties
The small strain elastic behavior was calibrated through the use of resonant column tests. The
calibration of the small strain stiffness with resonant column results is shown in Figure 3-32.
The small strain shear modulus parameter is Go= 258, provides excellent match to experimental
data. Poisson's ratio is selected v = 0.05, the same as the published calibration for Toyoura
sand.
3.5.2 Critical State Calibration
Critical state results from a series of drained and undrained triaxial compression tests (Table
3-7) performed for the VELACS project are presented in Figure 3-33. There is significant scatter
in the interpreted critical state conditions from the drained and undrained shear tests. Since
the drained tests (CIDC) are usually more sensitive to strain localization, they have been
disregarded, and the current calibration is based on the undrained compression test data
(CIUC). The current calibration shows a good fit with X=0.0022, k=1.54, and e0=0.815. This plot
illustrates also the difficulties in establishing accurately the critical state line.
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The critical state shear strength parameters M and c, are calibrated from triaxial extension and
compression tests (Table 3-7). The frictional strength from compression tests, M = 1.25, while
more scattered extension test data show that Me = 0.86-0.97 (with an average value of 0.89).
Hence, the parameter c is estimated as c = Me/Mc= 0.812.
3.5.3 Shear Properties Calibration
Figure 3-34 compares DM2004 simulations with measurements from two undrained triaxial
compression tests at Dr= 40%. The simulations use trial values of h0=3, 1, 0.5. As ho increases,
the model predicts a stiffer response. Reasonable agreement with the measured data occurs at
ho=1.0.
The parameter Ao was chosen to control the plastic volumetric strains and hence produce a
reasonable accumulation of excess pore pressures during a cyclic loading event. Figure 3-35
shows the calibration of Ao using experimental data at Dr=40% (test DSS702). Increasing the
value of Ao from a value of 0.1 to 1.0 produces a stiffer response with more rapid accumulation
of excess pore pressures. The analysis with Ao=0.1 provides the best match to the stress-strain
response, but does not describe well the "butterfly-shapes" in the effective stress paths. The
analysis with Ao=1.0 provides the best overall agreement for accumulation of excess pore
pressures vs. number of cycles of shearing (the form of the effective stress path). An
intermediate value, Ao=0.25 was chosen to provide a reasonable compromise between these
results.
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The parameter Ch does not affect significantly the results and its value was fine-tuned in order
to improve predictions of the model at different relative densities.
From the cyclic and monotonic tests available we calibrate the values of nb and nd from
equations, nb=ln(M/Mb)/tI b and nd=ln(M/Md)/qjd. Tests CIUC40-34, CIUC40-35, CIUC40-54,
CIUC60-12, and CIUC60-11 do not give any initial contraction which means that Md should be
negative (nd<<O). For tests CY40-115, CIUC40-51, CY40-114 n d is estimated as 27.2, 4.8, and 15,
respectively. Because of this large variation, a small value n d =3.5 was chosen and then fine-
tuned through the calibration process. For tests CY40-115, CIUC40-51, CY40-114 n is estimated
as 0, 3.9, and 15, respectively. A summary of these results is shown in Table 3-8. A small value
of n =1.0 was chosen and fine-tuned during matching of the calibration tests.
The parameters Zmax and cz control the fabric evolution tensor for soils sheared above the phase
transformation line. They are obtained by considering the effective stress paths at low stress
levels in test NScyc15 (Dr=50%). The response varies only slightly with the values of cz and zmax.
Figure 3-36 shows that the selected parameters (cz=1, Zmax= 4) achieve reasonable predictions of
the effective stress paths immediately after phase transformation. The parameters (cz=600,
zmax=30) produce too much contraction after phase transformation because z increases quickly,
while for the set (cz=1, Zmax=30), the first unloading part after phase transformation is well
matched but there is too much contraction in the second unloading part of the effective stress
path (after phase transformation) because z increases slowly at this stage of the simulation.
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In Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 one can see the final calibration of the model against monotonic
undrained triaxial tests at relative densities Dr= 40% and Dr=60% respectively. The comparisons
focus on conditions with Ea<10%, where potential effects of localization are less significant.
Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 compare the predicted and measured effective stress paths and
stress strain curves. The DM2004 model captures relatively well the monotonic shear behavior
of the Nevada sand at a wide range of strain levels and manages to achieve reasonable
predictions at different relative densities using a single set of material properties.
The results also show some potential problems with the quality of the experimental data. For
example, one can see that for a stress level of 80kPa, at Dr=40% (Figure 3-37) and for stress
level of 40kPa and 80kPa at Dr=60% (Figure 3-38), the experimental results show no tendency
to contract during initial shearing (decrease in effective mean stress) even though slip down
mechanisms generally occur even for very dense sands.
Figure 3-39 and Figure 3-40 evaluate DM2004 model predictions of cyclic behavior for Nevada
sand with data from constant volume direct simple shear tests (at Dr=40-68%, a'vo=35-75kPa).
The first cycles of cyclic shearing of a Dr= 40% sand are well simulated, but the model does not
capture the continued degradation observed in measurements of cyclic response at low
effective stresses.
The experimental data illustrate that although the effective stress paths converge to a
"butterfly-shaped" stress paths, the material continues to soften. This behavior is not predicted
by the DM2004 model, which reaches an alternate plasticity state. For Dr=68% the model
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predicts a much stiffer response than measured, but this initial state is also far from the
conditions of concern for potential liquefaction. The Author focused on calibrating the model
for Dr= 4 0% where liquefaction is more probable (and corresponds to conditions in the
centrifuge model test). For a sand of relative density of Dr=50% in Figure 3-39 the model again
can only predict correctly the behavior of the first couple of cycles of shearing until it reaches
an alternate plasticity behavior after which no material softening is predicted in contrast to
experimental results. The model calibration should work well with low levels of shearing and/or
for small number of cycles, but most likely the model will not be adequate to predict failure in
situations where a significant number of cycles and/or large level of shearing is applied.
3.6 Summary
This chapter presents the DM2004 (Dafalias & Manzari, 2004) bounding surface plasticity
constitutive model. Two calibrations of the model have been shown; (1) for the standard
Toyoura sand parameters, based on the original published model (Dafalias & Manzari, 2004);
(2) for Nevada sand the author has carried out a model calibration using available published
data.
For both sands, the model is calibrated with excellent agreement with experimental data in
monotonic shearing with one set of parameters for different relative densities and stress levels.
Predictions of the model for Toyoura sand, also agree very well with experiments involving one
load-unload cycle and relatively well with cyclic triaxial shearing tests. The Toyoura sand
calibration also shows excellent agreement with experimental data in terms of strength
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degradation in cyclic shearing in small strains. Predictions of the model for Nevada sand show a
relatively good agreement with cyclic tests for Dr= 40%, but are less reliable for denser states.
In terms of predicting the cyclic behavior of sands, it was shown that the model can achieve
reliable predictions (with a single set of parameters) for different initial void ratios and
confining stress levels, when the loading sequence involves a small number of cycles or low
levels of cyclic stress. This is demonstrated by the comparisons of cyclic undrained simulations
and experiments for both Toyoura sand and Nevada sand at different material states. The
DM2004 model correctly predicts continuous accumulation of shear strains for cyclic shearing,
when an initial static shear stress is applied. As seen from the Nevada sand calibration, it is not
easy to calibrate the parameter set of the material model for a very wide variety of stresses and
void ratios. Finally, it should be noted that, in the case where a significant number of symmetric
loading cycles and/or very large levels of shearing are applied, the DM2004 model reaches an
alternate plasticity condition after which there is no degradation of strength for continued
cyclic shearing. This is a model limitation that is contrary to experimental results, but should
have minimal impact on simulations of seismic slope response carried out in chapters 4 and 5.
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Table 3-1 Empirical Equations for Gmax
Soil Type F(e) n Void Ratio Test Reference
Range Method
Round-grain (2.174 - e)2 0.5 0.3-0.8 RC Hardin and Richart (1963)
Ottawa Sand 1 + e
Angular-grain (2.973 - e)2 0.5 0.6-1.3 RC Richart et al. (1970)
crushed quartz 1 + e
Several Sands (2.17 - e)2 0.4 0.6-0.9 RC Iwasaki et al. (1978)
1+ e
Toyoura Sand (217 - e)2 0.5 0.6-0.8 Cyclic TX Kokusho (1980)
1+ e
Several 1 0.5 NA RC Hardin and Blandford (1989)
Cohesionless 0.3 + 0.7e 2
and cohesive
soils
Ticino Sand (2.27 - e)2  0.43 0.6-0.9 RC and TS Lo Presi et al. (1993)
1+ e
General Gmax = F(e)p'"
Equation Form
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Table 3-2 Summary of DM2004 model equations and constants
Equation Description Multiaxial Equations Constants
Critical State line P" eo, A, (
ec = - Ac-
(Pat)
Elastic Deviatoric Strain ds Go
2Gq1
(2.97 - e)2 /1
1 + e (Pat
Elastic Volumetric Strain dp' v
= K
2(1+ v) G
3(1 - 2v)
Yield Surface 2M
f = [(s - p'a): (s - p'a)]Z - p'm = 0
3
Plastic Deviatoric Strain dEP =< A > R M, c, n b, ho, Ch
1 af
2ph(ah - a): n (a
a = (g(6, c)Mb-)-n
h =bo(a - ain): n
-1
bo= Goho(1 
- cfte)
\Pat/
Plastic Volumetric Strain dEP =< A > R A0, nd
D = Ad(a- a):n
ao = (g(0, c)M' - m) n
Ad = Ao(1+< z:n >)
Fabric-Dilatancy Tensor Update dz = -Cz < -dE > (Zmaxn + z) Cz, Zmax
Back-Stress Ratio Tensor Update d 2da =< A > 3-h(a 0 - a)
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Table 3-3 DM2004 Constitutive Model input parameters for Toyoura and Nevada sand
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Constant Variable Value Value
Toyoura Nevada
Sand Sand
Elasticity Go 125 258
v 0.05 0.05
Critical M 1.25 1.25
State
c 0.712 0.812
Ac 0.019 0.0022
eo 0.934 0.815
0.7 1.54
Plastic ho 7.05 1
Modulus
Ch 0.968 0.988
nb 1.1 1
Dilatancy AO 0.704 0.25
nd 3.5 5
Fabric- Zmax 4 3
dilatancy
tensor
c, 600 1
Yield m 0.01 0.01
Surface
Table 3-4 DM2004 model parameters, physical meaning, and calibration
Constant Variable Physical Meaning Calibration
Elasticity Go Small strain stiffness Resonant Column or SmallStrain Triaxial Measurements
v Poisson's Ratio 1D unloading path
tical M CUndrained TriaxialM Critical state stress ratioCopesntssState Compression tests
Undrained triaxial
c Ratio of Me/Mc or Med/Mcd or Meb/Mcb Compression and Extension
tests
Location of critical state line in e vs. p' Undrained Triaxial
eo space Compression tests
Plastic
Modulus ho Plastic modulus constant Triaxial or Simple Shear tests
Variation of plastic modulus with voids Triaxial or Simple Shear tests
ratio
n Controls peak friction angle Drained Triaxial tests
Dilatancy A0  Dilatancy constant Triaxial or Simple Shear tests
n Controls dilation angle Undrained Triaxial tests
Fabric-
dilatancy Zmax Effect of loading above phase Undrained Triaxial or Simple
tensor transformation to plastic volumetric Shear tests above phase
deformations transformation line
Cz
Yield
Surface I 0
Table 3-5 General tests results for Nevada and Toyoura sand
Property Nevada Sand Toyoura Sand
Arulmoli (1994) Ishihara (1996)
Dso (mm) 0.15 0.17
Fines Content (%) 7.70 0
emax 0.887 0.977
emin 0.511 0.597
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Table 3-6 List of Resonant Column, monotonic, and cyclic tests used for calibration of DM2004 model for Nevada Sand
Resonant Column Tests,
(Arulmoli, 1992)
# Dr a'O(kPa) ID
1 40% 40,80 40-76
2 40% 40, 80 40-77
Monotonic Undrained Triaxial Tests
(Arulmoli, 1992)
# Dr a'o(kPa) ID
1 40% 40 CIUC40-51
2 40% 80 CIUC40-34
3 60% 40 CIUC60-12
4 60% 80 CIUC60-11
Cyclic Undrained Simple Shear Tests
(Corral, 2006)
# Dr o'o(kPa) CSR ID
1 40% 75 0.1 DSS701
2 40% 75 0.16 DSS702
Cyclic Undrained Simple Shear Tests
(Kammerer, 2006)
3 50% 43 0.1 NScyc14
4 50% 34 0.3 NScyc15
5 69% 43 0.25 NScyc2
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Table 3-7 Additional triaxial tests used for calibration of the critical state line of the DM2004 model
CIUC Tests DC Tests ClUE Tests
# Dr ID p' # Dr ID p' # D, ID p
(kPa) (kPa) (kPa)
1 40% 40-05 160 1 40% 40-92 (CA) 84 1 40% 40-09 40
2 40% 40-35 160 2 40% 40-108 (CA) 80 2 40% 40-12 80
3 40% 40-54 160 3 60% 60-82 (CI) 40 3 40% 40-08 160
4 40% 40-94 80 4 60% 60-75 (CI) 80 4 60% 60-39 40
5 50% 50-02 160 5 60% 60-81 (CI) 160 5 60% 60-13 80
6 50% 50-03 80 6 60% 60-15 80CIDE Tests
7 50% 50-05 160 7 60% 60-06 160
8 60% 60-19 40 1 40% 40-105 40
9 60% 60-33 80 2 40% 40-101 80
10 60% 60-04 160 3 40% 40-103 160
11 60% 60-73 80 4 40% 40-96 80
12 70% 70-05 160 5 60% 60-80 40
13 70% 70-07 80 6 60% 60-79 160
14 70% 70-08 40 7 60% 60-77 80
Table 3-8 Calibration of parameters n and nd
Test V Md n d q? Mb nb
CY40-115 -0.083 0.13 27.2 -0.083 1.25 0
CIUC40-51 -0.075 0.875 4.8 -0.075 0.93 3.9
CY40-114 -0.085 0.35 15 -0.085 0.35 15
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Figure 3-1 Limiting Compression Curve and Critical State Line (Conceptual model after Pestana & Whittle, 1999)
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Figure 3-4 Undrained triaxial shear tests for loose and dense Toyoura sand (Dr=16% and Dr=64% respectively) (Ishihara, 1996)
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Figure 3-6 Definition of secant shear modulus, G,.c, and damping ratio ;
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Figure 3-7 Experimental data for the: (a) degradation of G/G,,. vs. yc (b) t vs. ye curves for dry Toyoura sand (Data after
Kokusho, 1980)
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Figure 3-8 Typical undrained shear behavior of sand in constant volume DSS test (Dense Nevada Sand, D,=77%, av=77kPa,
CSR=0.36; Kammerer et al., 2002)
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Figure 3-10 Number of cycles to cause initial liquefaction for Toyoura sand (Hosono & Yoshimine, 2004)
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Figure 3-13 Schematic diagram of the yield, critical, dilatancy, and bounding surfaces used in the DM2004 model shown on
the n plane (for p<0)
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Figure 3-14 Schematic diagram of DM2004 predictions of an undrained triaxial compression test in a loose and a dense sand
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Figure 3-15 Calibration of critical state line with experimental undrained triaxial compression data from Ishihara (1993)
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Figure 3-16 Calibration of small strain elastic stiffness from drained triaxial compression tests on isotropically consolidated
Toyoura sand. Data after Verdugo and Ishihara (1996), Miura (1979), and Miura et al. (1984)
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Figure 3-17 Comparison of numerical simulations (DM2004) vs. experimental measurements (Verdugo and Ishihara, 1996) of
drained triaxial shearing of Toyoura sand at p'0=500kPa
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Figure 3-24 DM2004 Model simulation of two-way undrained cyclic simple shearing test at Dr=50%, r/a',,=0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and To/a',=0.0
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Figure 3-29 Comparison of experimental vs. simulated results of undrained cyclic triaxial shearing test, Dr=62% (e=0.741).
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Figure 3-31 Comparisons of simulated (DM2004) and measured (Hosono & Yoshimine, 2004) liquefaction curves
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Figure 3-33 Critical State Line Calibration (Data after Arulmoli, 1992)
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Figure 3-37 Calibration through undrained triaxial shearing at Dr=40% (Data after Arulmoli, 1992). The second two columns of the figure plot exactly the same simulation and
experiment, but they blow it up in order to examine the calibration at small strain levels.
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Figure 3-38 Calibration through undrained triaxial shearing at Dr=60% (Data after Arulmoli, 1992). The second two columns of the figure plot exactly the same simulation and
experiment, but they blow it up in order to examine the calibration at small strain levels.
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4 Numerical Simulation Capabilities and Validation
This chapter describes a series of numerical techniques that have been developed during the
course of this research, using non-linear finite element methods to simulate the seismic
response of sand fills and mitigation of potential liquefaction (with pre-fabricated vertical
drains). The key topics comprise: 1) representation of PV-drains in FE analyses; 2) robust
numerical integration of the elasto-plastic model DM2004; and 3) representation of boundary
conditions to enable accurate representation of free field analyses of soil masses. Sections 4.4
and 4.5 present validation and verification results for these numerical features.
4.1 Numerical Simulation of PV-Drains
PV-drains (or earthquake drains) are perforated, corrugated plastic pipes encased in a geo-
synthetic fabric (geo-textile), ranging from 75 to 200mm in diameter. They are encased in a
filter-fabric and can be installed with very little disturbance to nearby structures. During an
earthquake, water from the soil layers flows through the PV-drains, allowing dissipation of
excess pore pressure towards the free draining ground surface. Pressurized flow inside the
pipes is commonly modeled through the Darcy-Weisbach equation that relates frictional
pressure loss (Ap) to the average fluid velocity (V). For a circular pipe the Darcy-Weisbach
equation is:
L pV2
Ap = - (4.1)D 2
where X is a dimensionless coefficient for laminar or turbulent flow, L and D are the length and
diameter of the pipe, p the density of the water, p and V the pressure and the average velocity
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of the flow. The parameter A is equivalent to the Darcy friction factor (f) and can be estimated
for both laminar and turbulent flow from the well-known Moody diagram (1944), Figure 4-1.
For circular pipes of diameter D, the Reynolds number is given by:
Re = (4.2)
V
where v=p/p is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (L2/T).
Laminar flow occurs for Re < 2000, while turbulence is related to the pipe wall roughness ratio
E/D. Pipe roughness, E, typically can be as low as 0.0025mm, but could increase substantially
due to holes along the drain and the accumulation of debris. The friction factor, A, for laminar
flow is:
64
6 = -(4.3)
Re
while the coefficient for turbulent flow reaches a constant value controlled by the relative pipe
roughness E/D. The author has developed drain elements for the two limiting regimes (laminar
and fully turbulent).
4.1.1 Finite Element Implementation
The PV-drains comprise of thin-walled pipes with low bending stiffness, made of high density
polyethylene. A PV-drain can provide some stiffness along its axis and can be modeled as an
extended truss element. This element has two displacement (ui) degrees of freedom (DOFs)
per node related to the components of the axial force along the drain (qj), and also one extra
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degree of freedom per node, the pore pressure, pi, of the fluid inside the drain, associated with
the flow rate, Q as shown in Figure 4-2.
For simplicity, we assume that the flow-deformation response of the drain is uncoupled as the
flow rate is controlled by the gradient of fluid pressure in the pipe, and not influenced by small
changes in drain diameter (or length). This condition will ultimately break down when large
deformations in the ground cause buckling of the drains and obstruct flow. The element can be
combined with frictional elements to allow for modeling of the frictional interface (soil-PV-
drain). Second order effects in the compression behavior of the drains, such as buckling of the
drain due to vertical loads have not been considered in the current analyses.
Using the above assumptions, the finite element drain element describing the uncoupled
flow/displacement drain behavior is obtained by combining classical truss theory and the Darcy-
Weisbach equation. The generalized force rate vector in global coordinates is given as:
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4- (4.4)
q3
4
Q2-
where q1, q2, q3 , q4 are rates of forces and Q1, Q2 are the rates of flow in an element.
The generalized displacements vector is:
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U 2
a =(4.5)
U 3
7 4
-Pi2 -
where il, u2, U3 , u4 are rates of displacements and pi, p'2 are the rates of pore water pressure.
The generalized equilibrium of the finite element can be written:
4 =k -u (4.6a)
S - k1n k12  0 -knj -k 12  0 HU1
q2 k12  k22  0 -k 1 2  -k 22  0 U 2
1_ 0 0 k33  0 0 -k 3 3  p's (4.6b)
q3  -kuj -k 1 2  0 k1n k1 0 Ui3
q4  -k 1 2  -k 22  0 k1 k22  0 d4
0 0 -k 33  0 0 k33 .p'
AE
kn = cos 2 (6) (4.6c)L
AFE
k1 = cos(O) - sin(O) - (4.6d)
k22 = sin 2 () AE (4.6e)
where E is the elastic modulus of the material of the drain, 0 is the angle of the drain according
to the global coordinate system (Figure 4-2). A is the area of the cross section of the drain, and
L is the length of the element. Components k1n, k12, and k22 are estimated from well-known
truss theory.
The formulation is completed through the definition of k33 that defines the incrementally-
linearized relation between pore pressure in the drain to the flow rate. k33 is defined separately
for laminar and for turbulent flow and its estimation is described in the next two sections.
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4.1.1.1 Laminar Drains
Laminar flow occurs when a fluid flows smoothly in regular paths (Re < 2000 in circular pipes).
In a laminar flow regime, the velocity, pressure, and other flow properties at each point in the
fluid remain constant. For laminar flow the Darcy-Weisbach equation can be re-written as:
Q = A p (4.7a)32 y -L
where Af is the area of the internal cross section (wet area) of the drain.
The above equation can be written in a rate form:
= D2  (4.7b)
32 -y - L
We can define the laminar flow drain coefficient Ci [L6F1T1] as:
C Af (4.8)
32 
-y
The k33 coefficient in the stiffness matrix of the element can be then defined as:
k 3 3 - - D -C - (4.9)32 -y -L L
where D its inner diameter (circular shape is assumed), and p is the dynamic viscosity of water
(or any fluid flowing through the drain).
4.1.1.2 Fully Turbulent Drains
Turbulent flow regime is a flow regime characterized by chaotic property changes. For flow with
full turbulence (c.f., Figure 4-1) the coefficient of turbulent flow, A, is a constant. The Darcy-
Weisbach equation can be re-written as:
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Q Ap .g(4.10a)A - L -p
This equation can be rewritten in a rate form:
2 - D - Af 1
. .f 'p (4.10b)
A -L -p 2/Ap
We can define the drain coefficient for fully turbulent flow drain coefficient Ct [L4.5F-.s T] as:
A2
Ct 2 - D -A (4.11)
Because the flow rate relates non-linearly to fluid pressure in the drain, estimating k33 for a fully
turbulent case, needs more careful consideration. Given an increment of water pressure in
nodes l and 2 of the drain, Ap'1 and Ap' 2 respectively, at integration increment (i), the change in
pressure along the pipe is:
Ap' =Api2 - Ap 1  (4.12)
So the increment of flow rate, AQ', in one integration step is:
AQ' = Q - Qi (15) (4.13)
Q'i can be estimated from equation (4.10a)
The means that k33 can be estimated as:
_AQ'
k33 -- 6p (4.14)
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1s Q1=-Q2 from conservation of mass
This is the consistent value of k3 3, as it provides the exact increment of flow rate inside the
drain for an increment in fluid pressure supplied by the FE solver. However, the formulation has
a disadvantage for cases where the pressure difference along the pipe, 6Ap' is very low or zero
and could cause numerical errors (or non convergence). When 6Ap' is very small, we revert to
the continuum Jacobian derived from equation (4.10b):
k' = 2- D-Af 1 (4.15)
A -L -p 2 A
One last problem arises in the continuous Jacobian matrix, in the case when Ap' (the pressure
difference along the pipe) is very close to zero. In the case where: (a) Ap' is very small; and (b)
5Ap' is very small we linearize the Q vs. Ap equation, and assume a linear region of size 2de
where dc is a numerical threshold.
Ct ApQ = - L (4.16)
-dL
Thus k33 can be estimated in this region independent of the increment of fluid pressure:
Ct
k33 = (4.17)
A schematic of the various regimes used to integrate accurately the element rate equations is
shown in Figure 4-3. When 6Ap' is very large we use equation (4.18a) which is the consistent
version of k33. When 6Ap'is very small this could cause numerical errors, or no convergence, so
when 5Ap'<dc and Ap'>dc is very small then we can instead use the continuum estimation of k33
as seen on equation (4.18b). In the case that the pressure gradient is also very small, SAp'<dc
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and Ap'<de, a linear regime is assumed in order to improve numerical stability. k33 is estimated
through the following equations for different flow regimes:
6Ap'>dc: . AQ~
k{3 = - (consistent stiffness) (4.18a)k33-6Ap~
6Ap'<dc nAp'>dc: 2 -D -A2  1
k 3  L 2 p (tangent stiffness) (4-18b)
SAp'<dc nAp'<dc: ; Ctk3 3 = - j. (4. 18c)dc -L
4.1.2 Implementation in OpenSees Code
Two element classes were developed in the Opensees code, shown and explained in Appendix
A. Two new commands were added to the Opensees interpreter that take the following
arguments:
1. For Laminar Drains:
element Pipelin2 eleid nodel node2 Material Area Ci y,
2. For Fully Turbulent Drains:
element Pipe4 eleid nodel node2 Material Area Ct y, dc
eleid is the id of the element, a unique integer number assigned to this element, nodel and
node2 are the start and end nodes of the element, Material is an integer number already
defined assigning a specific constitutive material for the mechanical response, Area is the area
of the drain that contributes to the mechanical behavior, y, (=pw-g) is the unit weight of water,
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Ci is the laminar flow drain coefficient, Ct is the turbulent flow drain coefficient, and de is the
half size of the assumed linear region to improve computational efficiency.
The drains are activated after performing the initial geostatic stress analysis because drains are
in practice installed in ground where stresses and pore pressures have already equilibrated'.
After the drains are activated, the dynamic excitation is applied to the model.
This proposed implementation provides an easy way to incorporate the effect of storage
capacity, in a case such as that shown in Figure 4-4. If no storage capacity is considered then a
zero pore pressure condition would be applied at point A of the drain. Since, the proposed
elements compute the flow inside the drain (with fluid supplied from the surrounding soil) it is
possible to integrate the total influx of water from the drain and know the exact level of water
(H) inside the drain. It is also possible to calculate the pore pressure condition at the ground
water level of the drain (point A) based on the height of water inside the pipe. During a
transient analysis, the pore pressure condition at point A is updated at every time-step
according to the calculated water level (H) inside the drain, effectively simulating the effect of
storage capacity.
4.2 Integration Algorithms of Constitutive Models
A key step in non-linear finite element analysis involves integrating the constitutive relations to
obtain the unknown increment of stress for a given increment of strain. In explicit integration
schemes, the yield surface, plastic potential, and hardening laws, are all evaluated at a known
The initial geostatic stress analysis involves a very long elasto-plastic transient analysis with no extra loads that
allows for the equilibration of the pore pressures and the effective stresses because the applied initial stress field is
only approximate.
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state. This integration, in general, does not enforce any constraints to the final stress state to lie
on the yield surface, so usually some form of iterative drift correction is applied to the
predicted state (Sloan et al., 2001). On the other hand, one can use an implicit integration
algorithm where the yield surface, hardening laws, and plastic potential are all estimated at the
unknown stress state. This generally results in a system of non-linear equations that must be
solved iteratively (typically with a Newton-Raphson solution scheme). Implicit methods have
the advantages that: (1) the resulting stress automatically satisfies the yield criterion; and (2)
the intersection with the yield surface need not to be calculated (i.e., crossing state from elastic
to an elasto-plastic state). Both explicit and implicit integration algorithms have been used in
the past (Borja and Lee, 1990; Potts and Gens, 1985; Andrianopoulos, 2006).
Explicit methods are more straightforward to implement and can be easily applied to a wide
range of constitutive models. One of the most popular integration schemes is the forward Euler
explicit scheme. In classical theory of small strain elasto-plasticity, the total strain is
decomposed into elastic and plastic components:
dE = dEe + dEp (4.19)
The elastic strain increment is given by Hooke's law:
dEe = D-da' (4.20)
where D is the elastic stiffness matrix and da' is the effective stress increment.
The plastic strains are defined by the flow rule:
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d.Fp = A -P (4.21)
where A is the plastic multiplier, and P is a vector defining the direction of the plastic strains,
which is the gradient of a plastic potential function Q:
P = (4.22)
If f is the yield function then elasto-plasticity dictates that during loading, the following two
equations must hold:
f(a', h) = 0 (4.23)
f(w', h) = 0
where a' is the current effective stress, and h(a',E) are hardening state parameters (that could
be vectors or scalar quantities).
Using these equations, the stress increment, da', given a strain increment, is calculated from:
der'= D -dE - A -D (4.24a)
au'
- D - de g
da'= D -dE - - (4.25b)
f dh+ 
-fT D.
ah A aa' au'
d'= D -dE -y -'dE (4.26c)
A flowchart of a typical explicit integration scheme is shown in Figure 4-5. In an explicit forward
Euler integration step, the algorithm uses the initial state of the model (stress state and state
variables) to find all the necessary derivatives to move to the next step of the integration.
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According to equation (4.23c), if an increment of strain de' is applied, the algorithm estimates
the stress at time (i+1) given the state of the model at time (i):
a or' + Did-Ei - Di( idi(4.27)
The hardening parameters can be estimated as:
hi+1 = h" + dh(a'', E , dEi, hi) (4.28)
The forward Euler integration scheme without any corrective integration algorithms is accurate
only if small enough time steps are used (Abbo, 1987). Since the final predicted stress might not
lie on the yield surface, the predicted explicit integration stress state slowly drifts away from it
(Potts & Gens, 1985) and the forward Euler explicit integration procedure eventually produces
spurious results due to cumulative errors. For the same reason, it can also result to spurious
plastic deformations during elastic unloading during cycles of loading-unloading (Jeremic,
2010).
4.2.1 Integration Algorithms for DM2004 Model
A constitutive model used for modeling partially draining coupled dynamic pore pressure
phenomena, needs to be very robust. On one hand the solution of a system of coupled dynamic
pore pressure displacement PDE's is numerically demanding, and on the other hand numerical
integration is especially difficult due to the large degradation of material stiffness at low
effective stresses, a condition that can occur in large number of load cycles leading to
liquefaction (Scott, 1994).
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A simple forward Euler implementation of the DM2004 soil has already been implemented in
OpenSees (Cheng & Jeremic, 2005). However, this implementation leads to several integration
errors. With the initial implementation we anticipate two problems: (1) Firstly, because of the
inaccuracies inherent to the forward Euler integration the stress state with eventually drift from
the yield surface to inacceptable tolerances; (2) Secondly, the stress state could drift outside
the yield surface and reach states with tensile normal stresses, so a no-tension limit needs to be
included. Figure 4-6 presents typical stress-strain curves and effective stress paths of three
Gauss points in the numerical free field analysis (explained in Chapter 5) using the original
forward Euler implementation of the DM2004 soil model, in order to illustrate the problems
associated with model integration. In all three cases we see that at some point in the analysis
the stress state moves outside the critical state surface (with friction angle, cv=31*). This
causes a significant and erroneous increase in stiffness of the material, and spurious high shear
stress. At points A and C, after some cycles of shearing, the model predicts tensile vertical
stresses.
In order to achieve robust integration of the DM2004 model, three special integration
algorithms have been developed in this research: (1) an automatic sub-incrementation
algorithm; (2) a return-to-apex algorithm; and (3) a return-to-bounding/critical state surface
algorithm.
4.2.2 Automatic Sub-incrementation
The DM2004 model is integrated using a forward Euler explicit scheme. This scheme is not
always stable when solving using fixed time increments. Small inaccuracies in integration of
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every single step can accumulate to produce significant errors. This leads to the "blow-up" of
shear stress during integration already seen in Figure 4-6. Many researchers (Sloan & Abbo,
2001; Wissmann & Hauck, 1983; Sloan, 1987; Bushnell, 1977) have created advanced automatic
sub-incrementation schemes that can significantly reduce the numerical errors introduced by
the forward Euler tangential scheme.
In this research, a simple and computationally effective automatic sub-incrementation
algorithm was used. A flowchart of the scheme is shown in Figure 4-7. The algorithm starts
with the current model state (o'', Ei, dEt , hi). If at the elastic predictor stress, f<0, the
algorithm then performs an elastic step and moves on to the next strain increment. If f>0, it
sets the successfully completed pseudo-total-time of the step to T=0 and the pseudo-time
increment to 6t=1 (increment of strain is applied in one step). It then calculates the updated
model state with a simple forward Euler integration step using as increment of strain, det = 5t
de. The predicted increment of stress from the forward Euler integration is then dori =or
or'. The sub-incrementation algorithm checks whether the maximum of an incremental stress
norm (do'': d'') or an incremental energy norm (do'': dEL) are larger than a predefined
tolerance, tol:
max (da': di', da': dE1) < tol (4.29)
Bushnell (1977) has shown effective use of a similar sub-incrementation algorithm for a forward
Euler integration scheme in elasto-plastic loading of shells. Sub-incrementation in this algorithm
is triggered when the change of effective stress is larger than a percentage of the current stress
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level. By also including an energy norm we make sure that the sub-incrementation algorithm is
also used when the material approaches critical state conditions, when minimal changes in
effective stress lead to very large changes in strains. For the analyses used in this thesis a
tolerance of:
tol = 10- 4  (4.30)
has been shown (Section 4.2.7) to provide a reasonable balance between computational
efficiency and accurate integration.
If these norms (eqn. 4.29) are within accepted thresholds (smaller than the defined tolerance)
then the step is successful. In that case, the completed pseudo-time of the incrementation
procedure is updated, T=T+6t. If T=1 the algorithm returns the successfully updated stress and
state parameters (' i+1, h'+1 ). If T<1 then the algorithm updates the initial state of the model
to U' =a'i+1, hi+1=hi+1, and EL= E'+ 1 and performs a new forward Euler integration step.
If the norms are not within tolerance, this indicates that either an unusually large increment of
strain is applied, or that the predicted stress blows-up (as seen in Figure 4-6). In that case, the
algorithm sub-increments the integration time step according to: 5t=min(5t/2, 1-T). This makes
sure that the total time, T, after successful completion of al the timesteps will be equal to 1.
Then, the algorithm performs a new forward Euler integration step by using as increment of
strain, de'= St - de'. The sub-stepping algorithm is used for complex problems, with long time-
histories, and for large meshes. As a result, the current analyses impose a limit on sub-
incrementation, so that 5tmin>1/1000.
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4.2.3 Return-to-bounding /critical state Surface Correction
At the end of the sub-incrementation procedure, the stress state can still diverge from the yield
surface. Sloan (1987) suggests that if an appropriate sub-incrementation scheme is used the
drift from the yield surface should be small, and remedial action is not needed. On the other
hand, Potts and Gens (1985) and Crisfield (1991) argue that, since integration errors are
cumulative, some correction is always required. This is especially true in geotechnical
earthquake engineering problems, which deal with complex effective stress paths.
For the DM2004 model, since the yield surface encloses a small range of stresses (conical
surface with very small apex aperture size 17 ), returning the stress state to the yield surface is
not crucial for the integration procedure and could make the integration code unnecessarily
slow. In a loose sand, where the state parameter $P>0, the maximum deviatoric stress ratio the
model can reach is when the stress state lies at the critical state surface. For a dense sand (with
$j<0), the maximum deviatoric stress ratio of the material is controlled by the bounding surface.
This research uses these stress limits to implement a return-to-bounding/critical state surface
algorithm, that is utilized less often than a return-to-yield surface, and is thus computationally
more efficient.
Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 illustrate a return-to-bounding/critical state surface algorithm
implemented in order to improve computational accuracy. The algorithm starts with the initial
model state (o-'i+1, Ei+1, dE1 , hi+1) as returned from the forward Euler integration. It then
calculates which of the bounding stress ratio, M b, or critical state stress ratio, Mcr, is larger. The
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17 m=0.01, eqn. 3.9
larger of these stress ratios, corresponds to the maximum permissible stress ratio for the
DM2004 model, Mr, the return stress ratio:
M' = max (Mb, Mcr) (4.31)
The return surface is then defined as:
1 2 (4.32)
fr = [s: s]I - -p'g(6, C)Mr = 03
The algorithm calculates if the updated stress point is outside the return surface, i.e.:
fr (ai+1, hi+1) > 0 (4.33)
If the stress state is outside the return surface, the stress state needs to be returned inside the
return surface. The vector connecting the stress point to its closest projection to the return
surface is found:
ri+1 - 19f r fr (4.34)cor "- r i+1 f f
a +1 i+l
In order to improve numerical efficiency, the stress state is returned to a point just inside the
return surface, as defined by a tolerance parameter froi:
____ fTr + fb
o'i+1 _ Ofr t (4.35)cor dr i+1 f ar
i+1 i+1
a default tolerance value, ftol=1x10-, has been used throughout this research.
The corrected stress state returned by the algorithm is:
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i+1 ,i+1 - ac'or (4.36)
This is an iterative procedure; we repeat the correction until fr<O.
4.2.4 Return-to-apex Correction
For cohesionless sands all the states in which one component of the normal effective stress is
zero are impermissible. For this reason we implement a return-to-apex correction after Crisfield
(2003). Figure 4-8 illustrates the algorithm and the return vector in an effective stress space
while Figure 4-9 presents the flowchart for the algorithm. The algorithm starts after the
forward Euler step with initial model state (o-'i+1, Ei+ d, hi+1). Next, the algorithm checks if
there is a component of normal stress that is negative (tensile):
'k < 0 (4.37)
If there is a tensile component, we set all normal stresses to a very low positive value:
o'i+ = 0.1 kPa (4.38)
and all shear stresses to zero:
a'k1 = 0 kPa, k # l (4.39)
This moves the stress state to a point very close to the apex, inside the yield function. This
ensures finite material stiffness at the return stress state. Finally the code exits with the
updated state (a'i+1 +1, dEi, hi+1).
4.2.5 Code Implementation
Figure 4-12 presents a flowchart illustrating the use of these algorithms in the explicit
integration of the DM2004 model. At the end of an explicit forward Euler time-step, the
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program checks, if the energy and stress norms of the increment are within acceptable
thresholds. If they are not, the code sub-increments the integration increment and re-runs the
forward Euler step with a smaller strain increment. After the code reaches a solution where the
energy and stress norms are acceptable, it checks if any of the normal stresses of the calculated
stress state are tensile (sands have no cohesion and no tensile stress is allowable). If there are
tensile normal stresses in the computed stress state, it invokes a return-to-apex correction.
Finally, the code checks if the stress state lies within the largest of the bounding or critical state
surfaces (the larger of the two is defined as the return surface), because the maximum of these
two surfaces defines the largest deviatoric stress ratio that the model formulation allows. If it
does not lie within the return surface, the algorithm invokes a return-to-bounding/critical state
surface correction, and then returns the final calculated stress state.
The aforementioned changes have been implemented in the NewTemplate3Dep class of the
OpenSees framework in C++. A description of the implementation is given in Appendix B. The
model is written in three dimensions so a plane strain material wrapper has been implemented
that allows for the model to be used in plane strain analyses (Appendix C).
4.2.6 Code Verification
The drained triaxial shearing tests presented in Figures 3-17 and 3-18 and the undrained triaxial
shearing test in Figure 3-27, were simulated with the new implementation of the DM2004
model, and the results presented successfully match the ones presented on the original
publication (Dafalias & Manzari, 2004). In
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Figure 4-13 we see the stress-strain curves and effective stress paths for the same three points
shown in Figure 4-6, for the same numerical analysis with the DM2004 model, using the
implemented integration algorithms presented above. The stress states for points B and C stay
within the critical state, and no spurious blow-up of shear stresses is predicted. Point A predicts
shear stresses above the critical state line. This is though an allowed behavior by the model
since the bounding surface is larger than the critical surface. Moreover, in all of the analyses, no
tensile effective vertical stresses are predicted.
4.2.7 Application Example
In order to understand the use of the sub-incrementation scheme and choose an appropriate
tolerance for its use, a strip foundation verification problem was also examined. Figure 4-14
shows the verification problem geometry for the DM2004 constitutive model. The simulation
uses model parameters corresponding to medium-loose (Dr = 40%) Nevada Sand with
properties shown in Table 3-3. There is partial drainage in the model with water flowing
through the sand layer, towards the ground surface which acts as a free drainage boundary
(k=3.10-4 m/s). The sides of the boundaries are closed flow boundaries. At the right of the
model, a load linearly increasing to Aq = 200kPa is applied in a time period At = 2s.
Figure 4-15 summarizes the total solution time until the end of the analysis for different choices
of the tolerance parameter (eqn. 4.30). For a tolerance tol < 10-4 we see significant increases in
computational time. In Figure 4-16 we see the initial and final pore pressure contours (for
tol = 10-8) and the deformed shape of the problem (10x magnification) to verify that the
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solution predicts qualitatively reasonable results. The pore pressures are reduced below the left
hand side of the foundation, mainly due to the sand's tendency to contract upon shearing.
Figure 4-17 shows the load-displacement response of the foundation using different tolerances
for the sub-stepping. The results at tolerances, tol=10 6 and 10- are almost identical. The
results for tol=10 4 are between these solutions and results without sub-stepping. Note that the
shape of the curve is not smooth because the simulation takes into account inertial effects. Also
in Figure 4-18 we plot effective stress paths at point A to the left of the load (defined in Figure
4-14). We see that sub-incrementation removes spurious oscillations predicted in the analysis
without sub-incrementation. The subsequent analyses, use tol=10 4 as compromise between
solution speed and accuracy.
4.3 Absorbing Boundary Conditions
In order to perform accurate free-field analyses of seismic ground response, accurate boundary
conditions must be used. In the numerical model the input motion is applied as time-
dependent forces on the base and sides of the FE model (Joyer & Chen, 1975). Spurious
reflections on the sides of the model are avoided by applying viscous dampers (Lysmer &
Kuhlemeyer, 1969) around the FE analysis domain. During an earthquake, these conditions are
estimated using the sub-structure theorem, illustrated schematically in Figure 4-19. According
to this theorem, for a linear elastic case, one can decompose the free field problem into
substructures, simulating separately the far-field regular 1-D (symmetric) configuration, and the
irregular domain of interest. The sides and base of the infinite soil model are modeled as
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different substructures and their interaction is modeled by means of viscous dampers and
normal and shear forces acting on the boundaries.
At both of the sides of the model, separate one-dimensional vertical wave propagation analysis
are performed to simulate accurately the response of an infinite, level soil domain by a column
of elements in which all nodes at the same vertical elevation are fixed to have the same vertical
displacement. This boundary condition ensures that the one-dimensional soil column deforms
as a shear beam. The vertical forces needed to keep the soil column in a shear beam mode of
deformation are recorded. They are then applied as boundary conditions on the two sides of
the FE analysis domain. In order to simulate radiation damping, wave energy arriving at the
boundaries should exit the analysis domain. This is achieved by means of viscous dampers in
the tangential and normal directions. The difference between the 1D motion and 2D response
evaluated at the far field is the scattered energy of the system, which propagates outside the
irregular domain and should be absorbed by the artificial boundaries. On the base of the one-
dimensional soil columns and the irregular analysis domain of interest we apply viscous
dampers to simulate radiation damping. The damping coefficient, C, at any element with a side
w, is calculated by multiplying half of the side of the element, w [L], with the density of the soil
material, p, and the wave velocity, V (P-wave or S-wave).
w
C = -p - V (4.40)
The recorded ground motion is de-convolved from the measured rock outcrop location to the
elevation at the base of the model. This deconvolved seismic excitation is applied as effective
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force input in the model. More specifically, the deconvolved acceleration time history is
integrated to velocities, and is applied as effective force input on the bottom according to:
F = C - v( {4.41)
where v, is the velocity of the deconvolved recorded ground motion, F the applied force, and C
the viscous damping coefficient used on the bottom nodes along the direction where the force
is applied.
The finite element model has no points of displacement fixity, so it will move as a rigid body if
gravitational forces are not balanced with applied loads on the sides and the base of the
model 8 . Other researchers (McGann et al., 2010) have used simpler models by keeping the
vertical fixities of the model and simply removing all the horizontal fixities in the model. Due to
the irregular domain of interest (sloping fill), we know that even under horizontal base
excitation is applied, P-waves (and surface waves) develop within the soil mass, and this simpler
approach will lead to artificial trapping of P-wave energy inside the analysis domain.
In order to facilitate the creation of boundary conditions, a FORTRAN code has been written.
This code runs the one-dimensional wave propagation analyses for the sides, and assigns the
measured forces on the one-dimensional analyses to the irregular domain of interest. Thus the
analyses of the side sub-domains are analyzed before the simulation of the irregular domain.
Opensees uses the following viscous Uniaxial material that can be applied to zeroLength
elements.
18 Even if gravitational forces are balanced, some rigid body motion will take place due to numerical difficulties to
equilibrate exactly all the forces associated with rigid body motion of the model.
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uniaxialMaterial Viscous $matID $C $alpha
where $matlD is the ID of the material used, and C and a are defined below:
F = C - vr (4.42)
(a is equal to 1 in our problem).
4.4 Validation of Numerical Framework Using a Centrifuge Model
The numerical procedures dealing with the integration of the constitutive model and the
simulation of the PV-drains have been validated through finite element modeling of a reference
centrifuge model test, SSK01 (Kamai et al., 2008) performed at UC-Davis in March, 2007. The
test compares the response of two similar facing slopes with a central channel. Beneath the left
side slope, is a 5m thick (at prototype scale) layer of loose sand containing an array of PV-
drains, while beneath the right side slope is the untreated, loose sand. The two sides slope
symmetrically at 3 towards a 200 mm wide central channel, and both comprise three distinct
soil layers (Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21): (1) a bottom layer of dense Nevada Sand (Dr=84%),
overlain by (2) a liquefiable layer of loose Nevada Sand (Dr=40%), and (3) a cap layer of
compacted (low permeability) Yolo Loam. The Yolo Loam was used to impede the vertical
dissipation of pore water pressure out of the liquefiable layer. A series of harmonic shaking
events with period T=0.5s (shown in Table 4-1) were applied to the model at a centrifugal
acceleration of approximately 15g. All events were applied transverse to the central channel in
the longitudinal direction. In this section we present a comparison of numerical results and
experimental data from the third event with maximum applied horizontal acceleration,
amax=0.07g.
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4.4.1 Finite Element Model
The finite element analysis is performed at prototype scale. Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22
illustrate the main features of the OpenSees finite element model used to simulate centrifuge
test SSK01:
1. Coupled flow and deformation in the high permeability sand layers are represented by
QuadUP elements which include 4-nodes for bilinear interpolation of displacements and 4
nodes for bilinear interpolation of pore pressures. These elements are usually not
appropriate for cases where incompressible behavior is expected according to the Babuska-
Brezzi conditions (cf., Oden & Carey, 1984). In this case, incompressibility is not an issue due
to partial drainage within the high permeability sand layers. The effective stress-strain-
strength properties of the Nevada sand layers are modeled using the DM2004 model.
2. The capping layer of low permeability, compacted Yolo loam is represented by 4-noded
Quad elements (quadratic displacement interpolation using total stresses), and its
undrained mechanical properties are represented by an elastic, perfectly-plastic model (PI-
MYS; Mazzoni et al., 2005).
3. The QuadUP and Quad domains are connected with equalDOF objects (Figure 4-22), a
connection that ties the displacement DOFs in a node of a Quad element to the
displacement DOFs in an adjacent node of a QuadUP element.
4. The centrifuge model is built within a laminar box (i.e., a shear box made from an assembly
of hollow steel plates separated by bearings which minimize friction) to ensure equal
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horizontal displacements at the lateral boundaries of the centrifuge model. These periodic
boundary conditions are represented in the finite element model by constraining nodes at
the left and right boundaries with equal displacement degrees of freedom, while the mass
of the plates is added to these boundary nodes. The sand layers are continuous across the
model and hence, remain in contact with the box walls throughout shaking. In contrast, the
Yolo loam forms a partial cap and is absent in the central channel. During shaking events,
the Yolo loam can separate from the walls of the laminar box. This behavior is modeled by
introducing zero-thickness, no-tension elements between the Yolo loam and the walls of
the box.
5. The array of PV drains is installed on the left-side of the centrifuge model and is
represented in the finite element model (Figure 4-21) by a series of 7 uniformly-spaced,
lines of laminar or turbulent flow drain elements with properties listed on Table 4-3. The
water table is located at the top of the sand layer in the centrifuge model, while the PV
drains discharge at the ground surface (i.e., above the Yolo loam). Hence, there is a
significant storage effect (Storage volume/drain cross-sectional area is 1m) which is also
represented by the drain elements. The finite element approximation of planar flow (vs.
radial flow in the centrifuge model) is represented using an equivalent hydraulic
conductivity (see section 2.4.2) to match the average degree of consolidation within the
surrounding soil mass. There is free flow occurring towards the central channel and closed
flow boundaries all around the sides and the base of the model.
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6. Seismic loading is represented by applying a uniform horizontal excitation (acceleration)
across the base of the model. The load history used in the SSK01 experiment comprises five
cycles of shaking as presented in Table 4-1. The first 2 events were used to test the physical
model and the monitoring equipment (pore pressure transducers, accelerometers, and
displacement transducers). The third loading event (ama=0.07g) constitutes the part of the
experiment that is used for validation.
4.4.2 Model Parameters
4.4.2.1 Soil Parameters
Although there are some uncertainties in the as-built density of the centrifuge model, the
current analyses assume that the dense and loose Nevada sand are prepared uniformly with
relative density, Dr=80% and 40% (i.e., e=0.5897 and 0.7457, respectively). The DM2004 soil
model is used to simulate the mechanical response of the sand. Table 3-3 summarizes the
properties of the calibration of the model for Nevada sand as reported in Chapter 3. An elastic-
perfectly plastic model was used to model the Yolo loam. Its properties were calibrated by
Vytiniotis (2009) and shown in Table 4-2.
4.4.2.2 Parameters for PV-drains
The input parameters needed for the PV drains are the transmissivity for laminar flow, the
transmissivity for turbulent flow, the axial stiffness, and the storage capacity. The nylon drains
have an inner diameter, Dm=7mm, and wall thickness, w=2mm (model scale). A summary of the
input parameters for the PV-drains in prototype scale (centrifuge model scaling factor, N=15) is
presented in Table 4-3.
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4.4.3 Discussion of Results
The simulation results are discussed in terms of the flow coming out of the drains, the
predicted displacements, excess pore pressures, accelerations, and simulated constitutive
model behavior. Figure 4-23 shows some typical experimental results such as sand boils and
tensions cracks in the Yolo loam. Figure 4-24 shows the water outflow coming out of the drains
during the shaking event. The base case scenario assumes laminar drains (a comparison with
results for turbulent drains is presented separately).
4.4.3.1 Predicted Excess Pore Pressure
Figure 4-25 compares the predicted and measured pore pressures at six points within the loose
Nevada sand. The points A, B, C are located within the PV drain array at elevations
corresponding to the top, middle, and base of the loose Nevada sand; while D, E and F are at
similar locations in the untreated side of the model. It is readily apparent from the measured
data that the PV drains are effective in reducing excess pore pressures generated within the
sand (compare time series for A vs. D at the top, B vs. E in the middle or C vs. F towards the
base of the sand).
The numerical analyses provide very good predictions of the measured excess pore pressures in
the middle part of the untreated sand (point E). The analyses underestimate the pore pressures
at the top of the untreated sand (point D). The ground water level does not remain constant
during the experiment due to sliding of the Yolo loam cap towards the central channel (Kamai
et al., 2008). It is also likely that the pore pressure transducer sank during testing since the
measured excess pore pressures do not dissipate to pre-earthquake levels. The numerical
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analyses also predict slower dissipation of excess pore pressures after cessation of shaking at
point E. This latter effect could be related to the selected consolidation coefficient19 in the sand
and can reflect an overestimate of the hydraulic conductivity and/or the stiffness properties of
the soil skeleton. It also reflects possibly a moving front of excess pore pressures from the
bottom all the way up to point D. At the bottom of the model (point F) the analysis overpredicts
excess pore pressures possibly because the closed flow boundaries used in the numerical model
do not accurately represent some drainage occurring at the sand/laminar box interface that is
hard to be accounted for.
On the treated side of the model, direct comparison of the computed and measured pore
pressures (points A, B and C) should be interpreted with caution. The parameters assumed in
the plane strain finite element model match the average degree of consolidation in the sand
surrounding the drains, but do not reproduce accurately the spatial variation of excess pore
pressures as discussed in Figure 2-13. The equivalent plane strain analyses should always
predict greater excess pore pressures than the ones measured in the actual 3D problem in the
middle of the distance between the drains. The finite element model appears to predict higher
pore pressures at points B and C. However, at point A, the numerical model predicts smaller
excess pore pressures than the measured data.
19 Consolidation coefficient is c,=k/(mvy,), where k is the hydraulic conductivity of the soil, mv is the soil's
compressibility and y, is the specific weight of the soil.
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4.4.3.2 Predicted Accelerations
Figure 4-26 shows comparisons between the computed and measured horizontal accelerations
at points A-F. On the treated side, the numerical analysis grossly underestimates the
accelerations in the upper part of the sand layer (point A) but the model correctly predicts de-
amplification at point B in the middle of the sand layer.
On the untreated side the model correctly predicts de-amplification on the upper part of the
sand layer (point D). It also correctly simulates de-amplification in the middle of the sand layer
(point E) at the start of shaking, but fails to capture amplification taking place in subsequent
pulses. At points D and E there are spikes in the computed accelerations due to DM2004
predictions of cyclic mobility behavior. Discrepancies between measurements and simulations
reflect constitutive model limitations in simulating the onset of liquefaction in the model.
4.4.3.3 Predicted Displacements
Special attention should be used when trying to interpret displacement measurements from
centrifuge tests. That is because the gravitational field is non-uniform, and even in a large
centrifuge device20 this non-uniformity can affect the measured deformation mechanisms.
These effects introduce 3D deformation mechanisms as the variation in the gravitational field
takes place in the out-of-plane direction. Special care should be taken especially when
interpreting the vertical displacements (Vytiniotis & Whittle, 2009).
Figure 4-27 summarizes the computed and measured horizontal deformations at a series of 6
points along the surface of the Yolo loam cap. On the untreated side, the numerical analysis
2 At UC-Davis the centrifuge device has a radius of R=8.5m
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underestimates the lateral movements at point E and F (due to tension cracks developed in the
Yolo loam in the experiment), but is in very reasonable agreement at point D. On the treated
side, the analysis results are in good agreement with the smaller movements measured above
the PV drains.
Figure 4-29 compares the simulated lateral deformations along two vertical sections on the
treated and the untreated side during shaking. For the untreated side, results show that lateral
spreading within the loose Nevada sand is partially constrained by the overlying Yolo loam cap.
There is much smaller lateral spreading on the treated side of the model, confirming the
efficacy of the PV drains in mitigating effects of liquefaction. Since the drains have small
bending stiffness the predicted displacements are not affected significantly by their stiffness.
Figure 4-28 compares the computed and measured vertical deformation at 6 points along the
surface of the Yolo Loam. The finite element analyses correctly predict much smaller surface
settlements on the treated side (points A, B and C). The comparisons on the untreated side vary
from over-prediction at point F and E to relatively good agreement in point D.
The simulated behavior becomes easier to understand when the whole field of soil
deformations is viewed at the end of the simulation. Figure 4-30 shows that the numerical
predictions of deformations are associated with a large rotational mechanism on the untreated
side of the model.
Overall, the model provides very good gualitative results with quantitative agreement in some
parameters. Three different factors influence the results: (1) there is significant uncertainty in
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the as built relative density of the sand (possibly ±10%), (2) there is partial flow on the bottom
boundaries through the laminar box-sand interface, (3) there is uncertainty both in the
measured value of hydraulic conductivity and in its actual value during dynamic excitation.
4.4.3.4 Drain Outflow
Figure 4-31 shows typical outflow results in one row of drains (#2, see Figure 4-32) during the
cyclic loading event (10 cycles of loading with amax=0.69m/s 2 with period T=0.5s, over a 10s
period, followed by 3s of dissipation). The drain elements enable calculation of the flow rate
(Figure 4-31a) and fluid volume discharged in each row of drains (Figure 4-31b). The actual flow
rates in the drain (Figure 4-31c) exceed the limit for laminar flow at both prototype scale and
model scale. The discharge volume increases approximately linearly during the shaking event
(Figure 4-31b). Figure 4-31c compares the displacement computed directly at the top of the
drain with an indirect estimate based on fluid volume discharged by the drain. The indirect
calculation generates higher settlements and reflects other sources of ground movements
including cyclic shear-induced volume changes in the sand and fluid inflow from the untreated
side of the centrifuge model. Discrepancies between these two lines are also attributed to the
drain/soil interface. In the simulation, soil nodes are fixed to drain nodes, reducing settlements,
since the drains are made out of nylon (with high axial stiffness). In reality there is slippage
between the soil-drain interface when the horizontal effective stress is low.
4.4.3.5 Constitutive Behavior
Figure 4-33 examines the effective stress strain behavior and stress paths in the middle of the
loose sand layer at point A (midpoint between two drains), B (adjacent to a drain), and C (in the
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untreated side). The response at points A and C shows similar behavior: the vertical effective
stress decreases in each cycle, and is constrained by the frictional strength of the sand (4=31")
while shear strains accumulate in each cycle (ratchetting plasticity response). Point C reaches a
liquefaction state where o',->0 while there is a smaller build up of excess pore pressure at
point A indicating flow towards the PV-drains. At point B (next to the drain), there is only a
small change in vertical effective stresses (due to discharge through the drains) which is
associated with smaller predicted shear strains.
In Figure 4-34 shows the computed deformed configuration (at 4x magnification) together with
contours of void ratio at the end of the analysis. The initial void ratio, eo=0.7457, and the
contour colors are calibrated so that green corresponds exactly to the value of the initial
condition. One can observe that there is significant dilation taking place in the middle of the
model where most of the shearing is occuring. There is also some dilation happening in the
layer just below the clay layer (red colored region) due to the low effective stress and the one-
sided shearing due to static shear stresses. At the bottom of the model, the blue color in Figure
4-34(c) indicates contraction of the sand. More contraction occurs on the treated side than on
the un-treated side. Also, on the un-treated side we can see that at the end of the analysis
there is a voids ratio redistribution taking place, with contraction happening at the base and
dilation at the top close to the Yolo loam interface. This is attributed to two mechanisms, on
one hand there is dilation due to static shearing at low effective stress (a mechanism that
affects both sides) and on the other hand there is migration of water pressures from top to
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bottom, consistent with the voids ratio redistribution mechanism described by Whitman
(1985).
4.4.3.6 Laminar vs. Turbulent Drains
In this section we compare the predictions of the simulations of the centrifuge experiment
SSK01 with the laminar drains to the predictions of the simulations of the same experiment
with the fully turbulent drains. Figure 4-35 compares the predicted pore pressures using the
laminar and the turbulent drains. On the untreated side (points E, F, and D) there is practically
no difference in the predictions of pore pressures (as expected). On the treated side maximum
excess pore pressures at points A and B are almost identical. However, at point B, pore
pressures accumulate more rapidly in the fully turbulent case. At point C the excess pore
pressures are significantly higher for the turbulent drains, since turbulence in the drains
diminishes their discharge capacity.
Figure 4-36 compares the predicted accelerations using the laminar and the turbulent drains.
The predictions are very similar, although there are some high spikes in the simulations with
turbulent drains (points A and E) due to numerical issues.
Figure 4-37 compares the predicted horizontal displacements using the laminar and the
turbulent drains. We notice higher predicted displacements on the untreated side on the
simulation with the laminar drains, and lower predicted displacements on the treated side.
These differences in the simulations are attributed to the fact that the analyses with the
turbulent drains predict larger excess pore pressure ratios at the lower levels of the improved
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soil. Larger excess pore pressures at lower elevations in the improved soil cause slightly higher
horizontal displacements at the treated side (points A, B, and C) with turbulent discharge, that,
due to the periodic boundaries used on the sides of the model, causes smaller displacements at
the untreated side (points D, E, and F).
Figure 4-38 compares the predicted settlements using the laminar and the turbulent drains
which are very similar. The differences can be attributed to the higher accumulation of initial
excess pore pressures in the fully turbulent case.
Figure 4-39 show the deformation contours at the end of shaking and the (4x) deformation
shape of the model. Compared with the analysis without drains (Figure 4-30) we see that higher
deformations develop in the analysis with the fully turbulent drains. For example, in the treated
side in the simulation with the laminar drains, deformations range from 0-0.05m, whereas in
the simulation with the fully turbulent drains deformations range from 0-0.075m.
4.5 Free Field Analyses: Numerical Details and Validation
The current NEESR-GC project simulates the seismic damage to a pile-supported wharf
structure using an uncoupled substructure approach. This involves separate analyses for the
response of the soil mass (without no structural elements), and for the wharf structure (piles,
deck, and crane). The soil-structure interaction between the two models is handled through
macro-elements that require time-varying soil displacements and pore pressures as input
properties (Varun, 2010). This thesis focuses on the analyses of the seismic response of the
continuous soil mass, referred to as the "free-field" analyses, in order to develop realistic
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predictions of the time-histories of displacements and excess pore pressures inside the soil
mass, to be used as inputs to the macro-elements in modeling damage to the pile-supported
wharves.
Free field analyses simulate site response assuming that there are no structures embedded in
or above the soil, and accurately model the existence of an infinite soil domain on the
boundaries of the FE model. In this section, the numerical details of plane-strain free-field
analyses of a partially submerged slope subjected to ground motions are discussed. The
numerical model was built in the OpenSees finite element software framework (Mazzoni et al.,
2005)21.
4.5.1 Model Overview
Figure 4-40 shows the geometry of a typical pile-supporter wharf (Berth 60-63, at the top port
of Oakland). The geometry comprises of a partially submerged slope made of medium-loose
hydraulic fill, overlaying a clay layer (Old Bay Mud). The deck is supported by rows of piles
driven through the fill into the underlying clay. Figure 4-41 presents the geometry of the
numerical model for simulating the free-field response. The soil layers are approximated with
horizontal layers and the irregular geometry at the toe of the facing stone is ignored. Table 4-4
summarizes the particle size fractions, unit weights, estimated friction angle, relative density
(Dr), void ratio, and shear wave velocity as measured for the in situ soils.
Pore pressures and displacements at nodal locations along the locations of the piles are
predicted through the free-field numerical site response analyses and they are used as inputs
2 GiDTM was used as a pre- and post-processor.
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for the structural models. This uncoupled approach enables engineers to perform simulations
of structural response, taking into account the soil-structure interaction, without the need for
very expensive numerical analyses that also involve the soil mass. This research deals only with
the simulation of the free field dynamic response of the soil; the soil-structure interaction is
performed by colleagues at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Varun, 2010; Shafieezaedeh,
2011).
4.5.2 Finite Element Model
Figure 4-41 illustrates the main features of the numerical model used for the free field analyses:
1. SSK01 QUADUP elements have been used to model coupled flow and deformation for all
soil layers below the water table.
2. The drained layer of the sand above the water table is modeled with QUAD elements,
connected with equalDOF objects to the QUADUP elements (same procedure used in
the centrifuge validation test in Section 4.3).
3. An approximation to the initial geostatic stress field is found assuming linear elastic
properties, under the assumption that there is no lateral deformation22 . After the elastic
analysis, a long transient elasto-plastic analysis is performed using the DM2004 model
under gravity loads to relax the stresses and achieve drained equilibrium within the
slope. The DM2004 soil model is then used to represent the constitutive response of the
hydraulic fill, the sand fill, and the facing stone using input parameters corresponding to
Toyoura sand (Table 3-3) during dynamic loading. The stiff clay (Bay mud) layer is
v = +K 0 , where Ko is the coefficient of lateral pressures at rest
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modeled throughout the analysis (in both initial geostatic and dynamic parts of the
simulation) as a visco-elastic material, with viscosity calibrated to match the measured
hysteretic behavior of this material.
4. The water layer is modeled as an elastic layer with QUAD elements with very small
elastic shear stiffness and appropriate bulk modulus so that the P-wave velocity in this
elastic layer is matched with the P-wave velocity of water. This approach has been used
periodically with some success (Zienkiewicz & Bettess, 1978).
5. On both the sides and base of the model, Lysmer springs (Lysmer, 1978) are introduced
in order to absorb incident waves according to the substructure theorem. The tangent
stiffness of the sand changes dramatically during cyclic loading. Hence, in principle the
damping of the viscous boundaries must also vary in order to absorb fully the wave
energy arriving at the boundaries. The current simulation uses constant damping
coefficients. Material damping in actual soils should smooth out any spurious reflections
(as shown in the last part of this section). To allow for dissipation of spurious reflections
the finite element model extends laterally to 276m.
6. Seismic loading is applied by means of force input in the bottom of the model according
to the substructure theorem to avoid spurious wave reflections.
7. It was assumed that the water level remains constant during cyclic loading. The slope
immersed in the sea acts as a free draining boundary.
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The setup of the 58 numerical analyses is handled by a Matlab code, that creates all the
necessary files for every analysis, shown in Appendix D. The actual tcl/tk code, the source file
that OpenSees runs for each simulation, is explained in Appendix E.
4.5.3 Model Parameters
4.5.3.1 Finite Element Grid Size
The size of the elements is limited by computational time (lower limit) and wave-length of the
propagating waves (upper limit). A shear wave in an elastic medium with velocity
VS= has a wavelength of = .The minimum usable frequency for our simulations is
chosen to be f = 5Hz, because most of the energy from natural earthquakes is between
1Hz < f < 5Hz. The selected element size should be smaller than 0. 2 5Amin, where Amin is the
minimum wavelength to be propagated though the media. For Toyoura sand at y'vo=50kPa,
Gmax=50MPa, and p=1800kg/m 3 . Thus the shear wave velocity and the wavelength at this strain
level are:
50000000 167m 167
Vs ,A = m =33.4m (4.43)1800 s 5
From simulations for Toyoura Sand, (Figure 3-22) at T=40kPa and y=2.5%, the secant shear
modulus, shear wave velocity, and wavelength are:
Gsec = 1600kPa; V = 29.8m;A = 6.0m (4.44)
S
The current analyses thus use an average grid element size of 1m in order to avoid aliasing.
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4.5.3.2 Material Properties
4.5.3.2.1 Stiff Clay (Bay Mud)
The clay (Bay Mud) layer is modeled as a visco-elastic material (i.e., no permanent deformations
are expected due to seismic ground motions). The shear wave velocity Vs of the clay layer is
Vs=227m/s thus the shear modulus of the material is:
G = V2 p - 100MPa (4.45)
Assuming the lateral earth pressure at rest coeffiecient, Ko=0.7 (de Alba et al., 1994) for the
clay, the equivalent Poisson's' ratio (for an elastic material) is then:
KoV 0.412 (4.46)1+ Ko
Hence, the Young's modulus can be estimated as:
Emax = 2Gmax(1 + v) ~ 28OMPa (4.47)
The material damping ratio for Bay Mud is assumed to be (=10%, for plasticity index 3, 1p=18
(Hashash, 2002; Figure 4-42) at calibration shear strain of yc=0.1%. We use Rayleigh damping to
simulate the material damping, estimated as:
C = aOM + a1 K (4.48)
where ao and ai are the mass and stiffness proportional damping coefficients
23 Where 1, of a clay is the difference between its liquid limit (wj), the water content at which a soil changes from
plastic to liquid behavior, and its plastic limit (pi), the water content where soil transitions between brittle and
plastic behavior, lp=w-wp.
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We choose two periods to calibrate the Rayleigh damping parameters, T1=0.1s and T2=0.5s,
since between these two periods earthquake motions have most of their energy. These
correspond to radial frequencies w1=62.83rad/s and W2=12.57rad/s. Hence, ao and ci can be
calculated:
ao = = 2.09 (4.49)
W1 + (02
and:
ai = 0.00265 (4.50)
a)l + W2
We select a saturated unit weight, psat=1.75Mgr/m 3 and a hydraulic conductivity, k=3x10 7m/s.
4.5.3.2.2 Fill
Three types of fill layers exist in the model, the hydraulic fill, the sand fill and the facing stone
layers. All types of fill are modeled as linear elastic material under the initial geostatic stress
state conditions. Once these stresses are equilibrated, the DM2004 soil model is used to
describe the constitutive response for all sand layers. Initially, the coefficient of horizontal earth
pressure at rest, Ko=0.5 is selected as a good approximation for NC sands and the fill layers are
modeled with E=100MPa and v=0.33.
For the dynamic part of the analysis, the DM2004 model with input parameters calibrated for
Toyoura sand is chosen to simulate the constitutive behavior of the hydraulic fill. Table 3-3
shows the input parameters of the selected model. The hydraulic fill was assumed to have a
relative density of Dr=40% (e=0.825), a saturated unit weight of Psat=1.85Mgr/m 3, and a
hydraulic conductivity of k=3x10-4 m/s. The sand fill was assumed to have a relative density of
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Dr=80% (e=0.673), a saturated unit weight of psat=2.05Mgr/m 3, and a hydraulic conductivity of
k=3x10~4m/s. The facing stone is also assumed to have parameters corresponding to dense
Toyoura sand (Dr=80%, e=0.673), a saturated unit weight of psat=1.85Mgr/m 3, and hydraulic
conductivity, k=3x10 2m/s. The facing stone layer provides a layer of increased strength, which
prevents significant deformations close to the soil-water boundary of the loose sand layer
(attributed to its low effective stress at this region).
4.5.3.2.3 Sea Water Body
The sea water layer is modeled as a very soft elastic layer. The p-wave velocity in water is
VP=1450m/s and hence, the confined modulus, M, is given by:
p1p 2 =10003 (1450 - 2 .250GPa (4.51)
Assuming a nominal shear modulus of G=1kPa, the apparent elastic Poisson's ratio is (number
of significant digits is important in order to match the water bulk modulus):
M
V= G +1 = 0.499999778 (4.52)
2(1 G -)
i.e. the material is effectively incompressible.
And the elastic modulus is:
E = 2. 1(1 + 0.499999778) = 2.99999956kPa (4.53)
Damping inside the water layer is very hard to estimate, because developed turbulence can
affect it significantly. For this reason we assume a small value of 10% damping ratio (ao=2.09,
a1=0.00265).
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In principle the water body could also be simulated with viscous dampers, but their properties
are difficult to estimate for the nodes close to the grid surface. By treating the water body as a
soft elastic layer, three features of the soil-water interaction are represented: (1) P-waves can
propagate through the water; (2) there is some shear interaction of the soil and water, similar
to the viscous drag forces of water which could cause significant strains in low effective stress
sands (this justifies numerically the use of the facing stone); (3) the soil/sea interface acts as a
free drainage boundary. A wave moving from the sea towards the slope will both exert force to
the slope and increase the excess pore pressure as it compresses the soil skeleton. One
mechanism that is not captured is the migration of water across the sea slope interface. A more
elaborate model could use the same QUADUP elements for the simulation of the water layer so
that it can capture flow coming from the water mass towards the soil layer. Instead simpler
continuum Quad elements were used in order to reduce the DOF's of the model, and thus
computational time. A summary of the material properties used in the initial elastic step and
the subsequent dynamic part of the free field analysis is shown in Table 4-5.
4.5.3.3 Boundary Conditions
Seismic loading is applied in the longitudinal direction at the base of the model as a force time
history using the method of Joyer and Chen (1975). No vertical component of excitation is
applied on the model. The compression wave modulus, M, is defined as:
M = E = 668.18MPa (4.54)
(1+ v)(1 - 2v)
and the compression wave velocity, VP, is:
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668180000 m
V - _C_ 617.91- (4.55)1750 s
The applied shear force history is then obtained by multiplying the velocity time history of the
recorded ground motion with the mass density and the shear wave velocity, and half of the
width of the element (w) along the direction that the motion is applied:
w
Fx = - -p - v - t= 209.17 -w - (4.56)
The force is calculated in [kN] for w in [m] and t in [m/s].
4.5.3.3.1 Lysmer Springs
In the stiff clay (Bay mud) layer, the Lysmer spring (Lysmer & Kuhlemeyer, 1969) coefficient for
shear waves is:
w Mgr
Cs - -p - V = 209.17 -w (4.57)2 m-s
And the Lysmer spring coefficient for P-waves:
w Mgr
Cp = - -p - V = 540.67 -w (4.58)
The tangent stiffness of the hydraulic fill and sand fill layers is not constant. Constant values of
the Lysmer spring coefficients are used as a simplification to reduce numerical cost. In order to
use viscous dampers to absorb incident waves we make some assumptions for the average
stiffness properties of the sand layer:
Gsec = 2 000 kPa (4.59)
And using a Poisson's ratio of v=0.3 we get:
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E = 2 -2000(1 + 0.3) = 5 200kPa
So the P-wave modulus is:
M =E = 7 790kPa(1 + v)(1 - 2v)
The compression wave velocity is:
7988 m
V = = 61.64-
= 2.05 s
And the shear wave velocity is:
2000 m
VS = F O5= 31.23-2.05 s
The Lysmer spring coefficient for shear waves has a value of:
w Mgr
CS=--p- V=32.00 -w2 m-S
And the Lysmer springs coefficient for P-waves:
wCQ = - -p - Vp = 6 4 .01 Mgr-*
m-s
The selected Lysmer spring coefficients for all the sand layers are then:
Cs = 30 -w Mgr
m -S
C = 60 -w Mm - s
(4.60)
(4.61)
(4.62)
(4.63)
(4.64)
(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)
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In the water layer, we apply dampers only at the normal direction with the following Lysmer
spring coefficient:
w Mgr
C, = - -p . V = 541 - w (4.68)
A summary of all the Lysmer springs coefficient for all layers in the model is shown in Table 4-6.
4.5.4 Verification of Model Boundaries
A contour plot of the rigid body accelerations at the end of the geostatic step is shown in Figure
4-43, showing some rotation of the model but this also verifies that there is minimal rigid body
motion. The properties of the viscous dampers on the sides and the base are calculated only
once during the transient analysis; a constant elastic modulus is therefore assumed. For the
base of the model this is not a problem because the clay layer is modeled as a visco-elastic
material. For the sides of the sand layers, an approximate equivalent elastic modulus was
chosen. For this reason the side boundaries are far from the hydraulic fill slope. This can cause
spurious reflected waves to dissipate in the far field (due to material damping) before reaching
the domain of interest.
Figure 4-45 shows the contours of the acceleration at selected snapshots during the simulation
of an excitation (ground motion nga0779). The rock outcropping recording of motion nga077924
is shown in Figure 4-44. Close to the boundaries the imposed far-field conditions do not work
perfectly; we can see that apart from SH, there are also SV and P-waves propagating close to
the boundaries. At some distance from the boundaries, spurious waves have dissipated and SH
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24 Loma Prieta earthquake (1989)
are propagating. Inside the water layer, one can observe developed waves. Figure 4-46 shows
the predicted shear stresses inside the water layer during the event nga0779. The developed
shear stresses are very small (tr,<O.O1kPa) and hence shear resistance is not affecting the
overall behavior of the numerical model.
4.5.5 Properties of PV-drain Improvement
This thesis also examines the effectiveness of PV-drains in the mitigation of earthquake induced
damage, by performing simulations with specified drainage systems. These analyses consider
an array of earthquake drains installed behind the crest of the slope and evaluate the
deformations and pore pressures within the slope. The location of the improvement zone is
shown in Figure 4-47. The high density polyethylene drains have a spacing of 1m, diameter
D=75mm, and wall thickness of w=lmm. The stiffness and drainage properties of the PV-drains
are shown in Table 4-7.
4.5.5.1 Use of Turbulent vs. Laminar Drains in Simulations
According to numerical simulations of the centrifuge model (Figure 4-31), the turbulent drain
assumption should provide a more accurate representation of the actual drainage properties of
the drains, but their integration procedure is computationally more expensive and has a
significant influence in computational times (3x slower). In this section we investigate if the use
(and associated extra computational cost) is justified in this particular example.
According to Vytiniotis (2009) a least square methodology can be used to estimate the
diameter of laminar drains that would be needed to produce similar outflow for the same
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hydraulic gradient in a turbulent drain, for a selected range of pressure gradients. Given that
pressure gradients inside the drains are usually quite small, of the order of:
AP
AP = 1/100Ah -yw
(4.69)
the equivalent laminar drain diameter is:
1
(768 p DPt 5 _4 (4.70a)
= -Y 2 -J~ A -p)
DP = 70.4mm (4.70b)
So, the laminar drain diameter that would correspond to the real fully turbulent drains is very
close to the actual diameter of the drains. We would thus expect the use of laminar drains for
the assumed range of pressure gradients instead of fully turbulent drains to introduce minimal
errors in the predictions of the water outflow from the drains.
To further support this assumption, two sample analyses are compared in Figure 4-48 for the
ground motion nga0779 with a fill of relative density Dr=50%. The results show that
displacements and excess pore pressures predicted from both linear and turbulent drains are
practically the same (although there are slightly higher pore pressures in the case with the
turbulent drains). The PV-drain array is very dense, and hence, minimal excess pore pressures
are expected to develop within the improvement region. Thus, both assumptions produce
almost identical results for this example problem. The difference in predicted excess pore
pressures has no influence on the predicted permanent deformations in the slope.
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A case that would justify the use of turbulent drains is when either there is a large zone of
influence or when clogging impairs the effectiveness of individual drains. They are also useful
for predicting more accurately the efflux volumes for cases where drain storage is significant.
4.5.5.2 Drain Stiffness
Before proceeding to evaluate the effectiveness of PV-drains in reducing liquefaction damage, it
is important to investigate whether there is any soil reinforcement effect due to the axial
stiffness of the drains that effects the computed permanent ground deformations. This issue is
examined by two analyses with very high hydraulic conductivity (k=O.lm/s) one without
treatment and the other with PV-drain treatment, so that both achieve almost full drainage of
excess pore pressures developed. The analyses are carried out for base case excitation,
nga0779, and relative density Dr=40%. Deformations at the top of the slope for the two
different analyses are presented in Figure 4-49, where we see that results are practically
identical.
A second pair of analyses was carried out, with hydraulic conductivity, k=3x10 4m/s. In this case,
the permittivity of the drains is set to a very low value (cl=le-9m5/kN), making the drains
practically impermeable. Figure 4-50 compares the predicted deformations at the top of the
slope in both cases, showing only slightly smaller displacements in the case where we use
impermeable drains. The results show that drain stiffness has no practical effect on the
prediction of slope damage.
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4.6 Summary
In this section the numerical techniques used to: (1) simulate the effect of PV-drains in
mitigating liquefaction risk; (2) accurately numerically integrate the DM2004 constitutive
model; and (3) simulate effectively absorbing boundaries were presented. The PV-drain
elements, the constitutive model, and the integration algorithms implemented have been
validated against a centrifuge test and shown to predict some important aspects of measured
behavior. The numerical details of the free field models and the PV-drain improvement that will
be used to predict the pile-wharf damage have also been presented. The boundary conditions
of the free field analyses have been shown to perform adequately providing the mesh is
extended laterally from the irregular region of interest. It was also shown that the laminar flow
assumption could be adequate for simulations of PV-drains and that the drainage supplied by
the drains (and not their stiffness) is the primary reason of their effect in reduction in slope
damage.
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Table 4-1 Experiment loading sequence for centrifuge model SSK01. Each event applies horizontal basal acceleration to the
model with period T=0.5s and a total duration of t=10s.
Spin Up -
SSKO1_08 15 0.01
SSKO1_09 15 0.03
SSKO1 10 15 0.07
SSKOI 11 15 0.11
SSKO1 12 15 0.3
Spin Down - = -
Table 4-2 Yolo Loam model properties for the elastic perfectly plastic, PI-MYS, model (Mazzoni et al., 2005). Parameters
selected by Vytiniotis (2009).
Parameter Input
p (ton/rn3)
Gref (kPa)
Kref (kPa)
c (kPa)
Ypeak 25
1.3
13000
65000
6.0
0.1
25 Ypeak is the octahedral shear strain at which maximum shear strength is reached
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Table 4-3 Drain properties in prototype scale for the centrifuge test SSK01
Physical Characteristics
Inner Diameter 105mm
Outer Diameter 135mm
Mechanical Deformation
Cross Section 56.55cm2
E 3000MPa
Storage Capacity
Cross Section 0.0087M2
Maximum Stored Height 1M
Drain properties
C,' P1ms
0.1614
0.0247 Os
Table 4-4 Measured in-situ properties of soils in Berth 60-63
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% % Ysat Ccrt. Dr V
Coarse Fines (pcf) (%) e (m/s)
Hydraulic
Fill 90-100 0-10 110-120 30 32-51 - 37
Rock 99 1 135 - - -
Upper 
.5-
Sand 96 4 126-130 30 84-91 .63 121
Dense/Lower
Sand 92-95 5-8 132 30 84-98 0.43 121
Silty/Clayey 
.48-
Sand 45-67 33-55 118-127 30 65-94 .54 121
Old
Bay Mud - - 110-112 - - - 69
Table 4-5 Material properties used in the free field analysis
Initial Geostatic Equilibrium Dynamic Analysis
Layer E V Psat K0' k
(kPa) (Mgr/m 3 ) (m/s)
Hydraulic Fill 100 000 0.333 1.85 0.5 3x10-4  DM2004-Toyoura
Dr=40%
Facing Stone 100 000 0.333 1.85 0.5 3x10-2 DM2004-Toyoura
Dr=80%
Sand Fill 100 000 0.333 2.05 0.5 3x10-4 DM2004-Toyoura
Dr=80%
Old Bay Mud 282 400 0.412 1.75 0.7 3x10 7  Visco-elastic
Sea Water 2.99999956 0.499999778 1 =1 - Visco-elastic
*Assumed values
Table 4-6 Lysmer springs coefficients used as boundaries for the free field analysis
Layer Cp/w Cs/w
Clay 540.67 209.17
Sand 60 30
Water Layer 541 -
Table 4-7 Drain properties for free field analyses
Physical Characteristics
Inner Diameter 74mm
Outer Diameter 75mm
Mechanical Deformation
Cross Section 0.000117M2
E 800MPa
Drain properties
0.9371 kN -s
Ct' 1m 4.s
0.0162
kN0 -5 - s
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Figure 4-1 Moody Diagram: Estimation of the Darcy friction factor (A) for different Reynolds number
Nodal Force Components: qi, q2, q3, q4
Nodal Displacements: u1, u2, u3, u4
Nodal Flow Rate in Pipe: Q1, Q2
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Figure 4-2 Coordinates, pressure, flow, force, and displacement definitions for the uncoupled drain element
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Figure 4-3 Various regimes and definitions used to integrate the Darcy-Weisbach equation for fully turbulent flow
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Figure 4-4 Illustration of the storage capacity effect mechanisms
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Figure 4-5 Flowchart of forward Euler explicit integration procedure
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Figure 4-6 Stress paths and stress-strain curves using the original explicit forward Euler Integration scheme for three different
Gauss points in a finite element analysis with the DM2004 model
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Figure 4-7 Flowchart of automatic sub-incrementation scheme for the DM2004 soil model
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Figure 4-8 Illustration of return-to-apex correction for the DM2004 soil model in an effective stress space. If after the explicit
integration step the stress state has tensile components of normal stress (i.e., one case could be when p'<O), then the stress
state is returned to a stress state inside the yield surface very close to its apex.
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Figure 4-9 Flowchart of return to apex scheme for the DM2004 soil model
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Figure 4-10 Illustration of return-to-bounding/critical state surface correction for the DM2004 soil model in an effective
stress space. If after the explicit integration step the stress state a' '1' lies outside the bounding or critical state surface
(whichever is largest) the return-to-bounding/critical state surface algorithm is invoked. The stress state is returned to the
bounding/critical state surface at point a'r'i1 using a closest projection path.
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Figure 4-11 Flowchart of the return-to-bounding/critical state surface algorithm for the DM2004 soil model. A value of
tolerance, ft 0=1x10~", has been used throughout this research.
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Figure 4-12 Flowchart of the implemented DM2004 model integration procedure. In red boxes we illustrate three important
algorithms implemented, the sub-incrementation algorithm, the return-to-apex algorithm, and the return-to-
bounding/critical state surface.
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Figure 4-13 Stress paths and stress-strain curves using the explicit forward Euler Integration scheme with the integration
improvements for three different gauss points in a finite element analysis with the DM2004 model
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Figure 4-14 Surface loading used as a verification problem to test the DM2004 constitutive model integration algorithms.
Loading of Aq=200kPa is applied at the top right corner of the model incrementally in 2s.
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Figure 4-15 Solution time for the incremental foundation loading test case for different error norms
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Figure 4-16 Computed pore pressures and deformed geometry (10x magnification factor) for test problem
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Figure 4-17 Load vs. Average Displacement curves for different values of the sub-incrementation tolerance
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Figure 4-18 Effective stress paths at point A for different sub-incrementation tolerances
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Figure 4-19 Illustration of the sub-structure theorem
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Figure 4-20 Top view of the experimental setup
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Figure 4-21 Conceptual model of the PV-drains centrifuge experiment SSK01
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Figure 4-22 The two different degree of freedom domains used in finite element analysis of test SSK01
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Figure 4-23 Observations of model test SSK01, clockwise: (a) PV-drains placed before pluviation, (b) surface markers on
untreated side, (c) sand boil (cross section through crust) (d) the untreated side after the test (cracking and sand boils).
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Figure 4-24 Water outflow during shaking. From snapshot, t=2s, water outflow is being seen from all the drains
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Figure 4-25 Comparison of measured and simulated pore pressures of model SSK01 during event SSK01_10 (laminar drain assumption)
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Figure 4-26 Comparison of measured and simulated horizontal accelerations of model SSK01 during event SSKO1_10 (laminar drain assumption)
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Figure 4-27 Comparison of measured and simulated horizontal displacements of model SSK01 during event SSK01_10 (laminar drain assumption)
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Figure 4-28 Comparison of measured and simulated settlements of model SSK01 during event SSK01_10 (laminar drain assumption)
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Figure 4-29 Simulated horizontal displacements profiles during shaking of model SSK01 during event SSK01_10 (laminar drain
assumption)
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Figure 4-30 Deformed shape (4x) and contour fill of displacements (m) at the end of analysis of model SSK01 during event
SSK01_10 (laminar drain assumption)
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Figure 4-31 Flow and volume of water coming out of drain No 2, and comparison of directly and indirectly predicted displacements on the top of the laminar drain during
shaking of model SSK01 (eventlD=SSK01_10, am,=0.07g)
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Figure 4-32 Selected Gauss points to examine constitutive model behavior of model SSK01
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Figure 4-33 Simulated stress-strain curves and stress paths at point A, B, and C of model SSK01 during event SSK01_10
(laminar drain assumption)
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Figure 4-34 Deformed shape (4x) and contour fill of volumetric strains and void ratio, e, at the end of model SSK01 during
event SSK01_~10 (laminar drain assumption). Initial void ratio was e=0.7457. Green color in plot (c) indicates no change in
void ratio.
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Figure 4-35 Comparison of simulated pore pressures of model SSK01 for the fully turbulent and the laminar drains during event SSK01_10
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Figure 4-36 Comparison of simulated horizontal accelerations of model SSK01 for the fully turbulent and the laminar drains during event SSK01_10
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Figure 4-37 Comparison of simulated horizontal displacements of model SSK01 for the fully turbulent and the laminar drains during event SSK01_10
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Figure 4-38 Comparison of simulated vertical displacements of model SSK01 for the fully turbulent and the laminar drains during event SSKO1_10
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Figure 4-39 Deformed shape (4x) and contour fill of displacements (m) atthe end of analysis of model SSK01 during event
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Figure 4-40 Section of berth 60-63 as provided by the port authority
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Figure 4-41 Conceptual model of the section of berth 60-63 with details of the properties of the FE numerical model.
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Figure 4-42 Published damping ratio, k, vs. shear strain, y, relations for Bay Mud (Hashash, 2002)
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Figure 4-44 Horizontal acceleration time-history of recorded bedrock outcrop, motion nga0779 (Chiou, 2008)
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Figure 4-45 Acceleration contours at different snapshots during the seismic excitation of the free field model for the excitation nga0779
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Figure 4-46 Shear stresses inside the water layer during the event nga0779
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Figure 4-47 Geometry of the treated site
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Figure 4-48 (a) Predicted displacements at the end of the analyses and (b) predicted excess pore pressure at the end of the bracketed duration for analysis with event
nga0779, for laminar and turbulent assumptions inside the drains. (Black regions illustrate regions where the excess pore pressure is smaller than -10 kPa)
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Figure 4-49 Horizontal displacement at the top of the slope for a fully drained slope (hydraulic conductivity of fill, k=0.lm/s)
)under the excitation nga0779 with PV-drains, and a fully drained slope without PV-drains
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Figure 4-50 Horizontal displacement at the top of the slope under the excitation nga0779 for the untreated case and a
treated case where drains are impermeable (c=le-9m5/kN) PV-drains (hydraulic conductivity of fill, k=3x10~4m/s)
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5 Free Field Analyses
This chapter presents and interprets the results from a suite of plane-strain free field finite
element analyses of an ocean-fronting, loose sand fill subject to seismic ground motions.
Chapter 4 has described the components of the FE model that enable simulations of coupled
groundwater flow and deformations. The analyses represent realistically the free field
boundary conditions, and simulate the complex cyclic mechanical response of the fill using the
DM2004 model (Dafalias & Manzari, 2004), with free drainage at the submerged slope surface.
The free field analyses are used to examine various aspects of the seismic slope stability
problem; the relation of slope damage to seismic motion characteristics, the effects of the
shear-induced volumetric strains and relative density of the sand, the effect of directionality in
the ground motions, and the effectiveness of PV-drains in reducing earthquake-induced
damage.
5.1 Ground Motions
The NEESR-GC team selected a suite of 58 ground motions that are typical of firm-site
conditions in coastal California. Fifty-five (55) of these records were selected from the database
used to develop the Next-Generation Attenuation of Ground Motions project (NGA; Chiou et al.
2008), with minimum moment magnitude M=5.5, closest distance to rupture ranging from R=0
to 60km, including strike-slip, reverse, or reverse-oblique fault sources, for a C site class (very
dense soil and soft rock), with minimum usable frequency of less than 0.5Hz. Three (3) ground
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motions are produced from the M=7.8 ShakeOut simulation on the southern San Andreas Fault
(Graves et al., 2008).
Figure 5-1 presents histograms of the key intensity measures for the suite of fifty-eight (58)
ground motions. All of the records have peak ground acceleration26, PGA<1g. Most of the
motions have a peak ground velocity2, PGV<0.5m/s, and bracketed duration 28, Td<20s. Most of
the records have a predominant frequency 29, fp< 5Hz, Arias intensity30, la<lm/s, and root mean
square acceleration31, arms<2m/s 2m, spectral acceleration at the degraded resonant frequency 32
Sa(1.5Ts)<2m/s 2, and moment magnitude of the motions M=5.5-7.6. Characteristic intensity3,
IC, varies from 0 to 15m 5/s 2.5 with most of the motions having a characteristic intensity,
Ic<5m. 5/S2.s. Table 5-1 summarizes the same intensity measures for nine of the ground motions
that produce the largest damage for the sand fill slope as seen in subsequent analyses. The
values listed in Table 5-1 differ from the published characteristics as the reported motions
include only the horizontal components of accelerations in the seismic records.
26 The peak ground acceleration (PGA) is the maximum acceleration of the ground motion recorded at the surface.
2 The peak ground velocity (PGV) is the maximum velocity of the ground motion recorded at the surface.
28 The bracketed duration (Td, Bolt, 1973) is defined as the time between the first and the last occurrence of an
acceleration spike greater than 0.05g.
29 The predominant frequency (fp) is the frequency that corresponds to the maximum value of the Fourier
amplitude spectrum.
30 The Arias intensity (la) is a measure of the total energy content of a seismic excitation defined as:
lr ~~I [ ( t)]2 dt
312gThe root mean square acceleration (arms) (McCann & Shah, 1979; McGuire & Hanks, 1980) is defined as:
arms = Td [a(t)] 2dt
The resonant acceleration at a degraded resonant period (S,(1.5T,)) is the resonant acceleration at a period 1.5
times the initial undamaged resonant period of the slope.
The characteristic intensity, Ic, (Ang, 1990) has been shown to relate linearly with an index of structural damage
and is defined as:
le = arms .Td-
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5.2 Base Case Analysis
In this section we examine the results of a base case site response analysis for the numerical
model of Berth 60-63 using as excitation the horizontal ground acceleration record for event
nga0779 34. The geometry of the untreated site is shown in Figure 4-41 and the geometry of the
treated site is shown in Figure 4-47. The numerical model uses the DM2004 model calibrated
with parameters for Toyoura sand in order to simulate the behavior of the loose sand fill
(Dr=40%), with properties shown in Table 3-3. Properties of the PV-drain elements are shown in
Table 4-7. We examine in detail the predicted deformations, the associated soil behavior, and
the effectiveness of PV-drains in mitigating liquefaction risk for this singular event.
Throughout the presentation, slope damage is represented by the average horizontal shear
strain, yave, over the height of the fill, H:
oS (0, H)
Yave = (5.1)H
where 6x(0,H) is the horizontal displacement at the top of the slope as seen in Figure 5-2.
This measure was chosen since the final horizontal deformation on the top of the slope is
crucial for the behavior of structures on top of the slope (crane derailment or pile deflection)
and also because shear strains caused by shear beam type of deformations, are principally
responsible for the soil loads applied on the piles embedded in the fill.
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34 Loma Prieta earthquake (1989)
5.2.1 Untreated Case
Figure 4-44 shows the rock-outcrop record of horizontal acceleration vs. time for motion
nga0779 with peak ground acceleration, PGA = 0.96g. This is a record with significant
accelerations over a period of Td = 17.37s, recorded during the magnitude M=6.9, Loma Prieta
earthquake (1989).
Figure 5-3 shows contours of the acceleration within the loose fill at selected times during the
shaking. The snapshots at t=5s, 10s and 15s show that the waves are propagating almost
vertically on the left and right hand side lateral boundaries, verifying that the model simulates a
soil domain of infinite lateral extent. The effect of the slope in amplifying the acceleration is
seen most clearly at t=10s and 15s, where maximum accelerations occur close to the sea-slope
interface. The wavefield at the top of the slope consists not only of the vertically propagating
shear waves, but also P-waves generated from the interaction of the S-waves with the inclined
surface of the cliff, and Rayleigh waves (similar results were reported by Assimaki, 2004).
Figure 5-4 shows the corresponding ground deformations at the same selected times. There is
no well-defined shear failure plane (as assumed in Newmark sliding block-type models
described in Section 2.2.2) and large deformations occur at the top of the slope (6~0.7m). The
deformation gradient below the slope is almost vertical (see results at t=20s) and hence it is
reasonable to focus on the horizontal displacements and strains as a measure of the slope
damage.
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The contours of the excess pore pressure ratios (Au/a',o) are shown in the same instants in time
in Figure 5-5. The dark regions correspond to locations where excess pore pressure ratios,
Au/a'vo<-0.1. These regions are close to the fill-sea interface, where water tension develops due
to the interaction of the soil layer with the water body (modeled as very soft elastic layer).
There are two regions (I and II) of elevated excess pore pressures at the end of shaking 1) in the
far field and II) close to the fill-sea interface. The excess pore pressure ratios predicted in the
soil mass (at regions I and II) are larger than 60%, which indicates significant reduction in
effective stress, and is associated with shear strains and deformation predicted at the top of the
slope. They are separated by a region of lower excess pore pressure ratios. In this saddle region
(i.e. between I and II) there is significant single-sided shearing taking place due to the initial
static shear stress in the slope, which causes dilation and a subsequent decrease in excess pore
pressures inside the soil mass.
Figure 5-6 shows the effective stress paths and stress-stain behavior at three points within the
soil mass (all at the mid-height of the slope). At point A (far field), the soil experiences large
cyclic shearing (ATc/o'vo=±0.2), there is significant degradation in stiffness and accumulation of
large excess pore pressure ratios at the end of shaking (t=20s) (Au/a'vo-13s) . Although A is far
from the slope, shear strains accumulate in the direction towards the sea due to the small
initial static shear due to the presence of the slope (To/cy'vo=0.008). Point B shows very similar
response to point A, although there is a noted bias in the direction of shearing (1O/o'vo=0.025)
which causes an increase in the lateral spreading and reduces the amount of pore pressure
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3s Au/a'uo= 1- a' /'VO
accumulation compared to point A. There is much smaller accumulation of pore pressures at
point C (To/o',o=0.1831) (close to the surface of the slope), but a substantial accumulation of
shear strains (up to y=10%) occurs in one-way cyclic shearing.
The effective stress paths show that high ratio of Tc/o',o causes significant dilation. Point C is in
the zone of most intense shearing but experiences shear strain y<10%. This result justifies the
use of small strain assumption used in the finite element analyses.
5.2.2 Effect of Hydraulic Conductivity
This section considers the effects of hydraulic conductivity of the fill on permanent
deformations of the waterfront slope using the base case finite element model (with nga0779
shaking). Two additional analyses have been performed, one with hydraulic conductivity of the
fill ten times larger than the base case analysis (k=3.10-3m/s vs. k=3.10-4m/s), and one with
conductivity of the fill ten times smaller (k=3-10-5m/s). Figure 5-7 compares the computed
horizontal displacements at the crest of the slope for the three different values of fill hydraulic
conductivities, slightly larger displacements occur in the case with the lowest permeability
(k=3-10-5m/s). Figure 5-8 shows the average shear strain, yave, developed in the slope compared
to the base case analysis. As the permeability decreases from k=3-10-3m/s to k=3-10-4 m/s the
permanent average shear strain along the slope increases by 0.4%. Increasing the permeability
from k=3-10~4m/s to k=3.10-5m/s decreases the permanent average shear strain by almost 0.2%.
These results demonstrate the potential to decrease seismic damage through soil improvement
methods that increase effective drainage in the slope during an earthquake. Damage along the
slope is sensitive to the actual value of hydraulic conductivity used for the simulations,
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illustrating the need to examine different hydraulic conductivities when evaluating in situ
liquefaction potential.
The preceding results show that differences in predicted deformations are only apparent (for
nga0779) for t > 12s. Figure 5-9 plots the excess pore pressure ratio as predicted from the three
hydraulic conductivities at a point D in the saddle region (Figure 5-5) where most of the shear
strains develop. There is very similar development of excess pore pressure for all three cases at
0 < t < 12s (with maximum excess pore pressure ratios Au/a'vo ~ 60%). For longer durations of
shaking, the more permeable fill (k=3.10-3m/s) shows significant dissipation of excess pore
pressure for t=12-25s, while higher levels of excess pore pressures are predicted for cases with
k=3-10- 4 and 3-10-5m/s. Figure 5-10(a-c) show shear strain response and effective stress paths at
the same saddle point D. As the hydraulic conductivity decreases, the permanent shear strain at
the end of shaking increases (and lower vertical effective stresses occur). Differences are
relatively small but are significant when considering overall deformations within the slope.
5.2.3 Effect of Relative Density
This section considers the effect of the relative density of the fill on the slope response to the
nga0779 ground excitation. Figure 5-11 compares the timehistories of predicted horizontal
displacements on top of the slope for relative densities Dr = 40%, 60%, and 80% (eo = 0.825,
0.749, and 0.673) all with Toyoura sand properties (Table 3-3). The results show that the
permanent deformations are reduced by approximately 30% as Dr increases from 40% (base
case) to 80%. This effect can be seen in the comparison of changes in average shear strain
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accumulated along the slope (Figure 5-12). The analyses with Dr=60% and 80% predict 0.3% and
1% in average shear strains respectively compared to the base case.
The evolution of excess pore pressures (Figure 5-13) shows that as the relative density of the fill
increases from Dr = 40% to 80% there is a reduction in the accumulation of excess pore
pressures at point D. However results from Dr=40% and 60% are very similar with maximum
Au/a'vo=0.75-0.80 (at t=12-15s). For the dense fill (Dr=80%), pore pressure ratios Au/a'vo<0.45
and never exceed 60%, a value that engineers commonly associate with increased susceptibility
to liquefaction (Onoue, 1988b; lai & Koizumi, 1986).
These results highlight the importance of initial relative density as a key parameter affecting
liquefaction potential. Koutsourelakis et al. (2002) show that local variations in the density can
have a profound impact in damage prediction. For example, low-density sand lenses can
provide low shear strength zones where failure initiates.
From the simulated effective stress paths and shear stress-strain curves (Figure 5-14) it can be
seen that the soil is stiffer at higher relative densities, and less excess pore pressures are
produced in the denser fill. In particular the predicted shear strains for Dr = 40% are about
y = 8%, where for Dr=60% and 80% they are y=5% and 3% respectively. These results confirm
the significant potential of densification in mitigating liquefaction risk.
5.2.4 Effect of PV-drains
In this section we consider the liquefaction potential of the same waterfront fill after the
installation of PV-drains under excitation nga0779. PV-drains are installed in a 30m zone,
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extending to the full depth of the hydraulic fill layer with a spacing of 1m (Figure 4-47). The
drains are installed beyond the crest of the slope to minimize disruption of activities at the pile-
supported wharf structure. The untreated areas below the slope are also less prone to
accumulation of excess pore pressures due to partial drainage to the free draining side of the
slope (as illustrated in Figure 5-5). With the selected geometry, the PV-drains not only prohibit
the development of excess pore pressures within the improved soil mass, but also prevent the
migration of excess pore pressures from the far-field to the slope.
5.2.4.1 Results
Figure 5-15 summarizes acceleration contours at selected times during shaking. Compared with
the untreated case (Figure 5-3), it can be seen that the waves propagate faster in the treated
region (PV-drain zone). At t = 15s and 20s spikes in the acceleration contours occur due to local
instabilities at the ocean-slope interface (i.e., interaction between soil layer at low effective
stress and low stiffness elastic layer representing the ocean).
Figure 5-16 shows the deformation contours at selected times during shaking. The slope is
moving towards the right during the earthquake. Comparing with the untreated case (Figure
5-4) deformations are slightly smaller (subtracting the displacement at the bottom of the fill:
5x(O,H) = 0.65m and 0.57m for the untreated and the treated cases, respectively), and most of
the deformation is contained to the right hand side of the improvement zone.
Figure 5-17 shows the excess pore pressure ratios at selected times during shaking. The regions
that are black represent regions with excess pore pressure ratio less than -0.1. These regions
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are close to the water-soil interface and they are attributed to tension developed due to the
interaction of the soil layer with the water body (modeled as a very soft elastic material). At
points close to the interface, the effective stress is low, and even a small tensile pore pressure,
can correspond to large absolute values of excess pore water ratios. These zones are in general
small and their participation to slope deformations is not significant. Excess pore pressures in
the model are increasing during shaking. There is minimal development of excess pore water
pressure in the treated part of the model. At snapshots at t=10s, 15s and 20s, excess pore
pressures develop beneath the slope with local maxima in two lobes. This effect occurs because
the largest shear strains develop between these two lobes, producing a small region of more
dilative behavior with lower excess pore pressures.
In order to understand PV-drain behavior, it is useful to plot the efflux of water from three lines
of drains (D1, D15, and D30) shown in Figure 5-18. Figure 5-19 to Figure 5-21 show the flow rate
from each drain, the total efflux, and the settlement on top of the drain computed directly from
the FE analyses and estimated indirectly from assumed volume change (associated with the
change in void ratio of the soil caused by outflow of pore water in the cell adjacent to the PV-
drain).
The results show that all drains (D1, D15, D30) have relatively large flow rates well above the
laminar limit. Drain D1 has the largest outflow as it also drains the excess pore pressures
developing in the far field (i.e., to the left hand side of the treated zone). D15 drains only the
cell of soil adjacent to the drain, whereas drain D30 also drains the region below the crest of
the slope, and produces smaller outflow because pore pressures in this region migrate to the
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free draining slope interface. As a result, the indirect estimate of settlement at drain D1 is much
larger than the actual settlement estimated from the FE solver, while drain D15 has a
surprisingly good match of directly and indirectly calculated settlements (though some of the
predicted vertical displacement should be attributed to the rotational mechanism of
displacement in the slope). For drain D30, the directly predicted settlement is larger than the
indirectly estimated as most of the displacement is attributed to permanent displacement of
the slope (rather than the efflux through the drains).
Figure 5-22 shows the effective stress paths and stress-stain response at three points A, B, and
C inside the hydraulic fill. Point A lies outside the PV-drain zone. There is large reduction in
vertical effective stresses during 2-way cyclic shearing producing local liquefaction. At point B
the effective stress remains almost constant during shearing due to drainage, but there is small
accumulation of permanent shear strain. At point C there is almost complete liquefaction and
accumulation of significant permanent shear strains close to the face of the slope.
By comparing the response before and after the installation of PV-drains (Figure 5-6 vs. Figure
5-22), we see that: 1) the PV-drain system reduces the accumulation of excess pore pressures
and produces less permanent shear strain at point A. However, differences are small because A
is outside the improvement zone. 2) There are minimal excess pore pressures and much lower
permanent shear strains at point B after the installation of PV-drains. It should be noted that
the applied shear stress is larger in the treated case because there is less material damping
when the drains are installed. 3) Larger excess pore pressures develop at point C compared to
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the untreated case. However, these are associated with smaller permanent shear strains
affecting the permanent displacements in the slope.
5.2.5 Effect of Drainage
The PV-drains only influence the response of the fill by enhancing drainage within the specified
treatment zone (i.e. they provide no mechanical reinforcement). In principle, simulations for a
fully drained fill should represent an upper limit on the potential for improving the response of
the fill slope. Figure 5-23 compares the permanent deformations and the excess pore pressures
at the end of the bracketed duration for the base case excitation nga0779 for: 1) the un-treated
slope; 2) the slope treated with PV-drains; and 3) the fully drained slope. The overall
deformation mechanisms for the drained slope are similar to the case with PV-drains, but show
no excess pore pressures. Figure 5-24 compares the predicted time-history of horizontal
displacements at the crest of the slope. The proposed PV-drain installation achieves 40% of the
total reduction in permanent slope deformations that is possible for a fully drained slope.
Permanent deformations and excess pore pressures are reduced compared to the reference
untreated configuration. However, further improvements are definitely achievable through
direct drainage beneath the slope. The results show that numerical analyses can be used to
design the layout of PV-drains at a given slope.
5.2.6 Effect of Spacing Ratio
This section considers the effect of varying the spacing ratio between PV-drains on the
predicted permanent deformations and excess pore pressures for the base case excitation
nga0779. Excess pore pressure ratio contours at the end of bracketed duration (t=22.9s) for
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different drain spacings (s = 1, 3, 5, and 6m) are reported in Figure 5-25. There is a clear
increase in predicted excess pore pressures as the spacing between drains is increased. Figure
5-26 summarizes the slope damage, defined by the average shear strain at the end of the
earthquake. The is little difference in results for drains spaced at s = 1m and 3m and a
progressive increase in yave for spacing increasing up to 6m, indicating that current
recommendations (s = 1-2m) could be conservative.
5.3 Effect of Ground Motion Records in Response of Untreated Slope
Free-field analyses of the base case geometry subject to the complete suite of 58 ground
motions have been performed. In this section we correlate the numerical results with ground
motion characteristics and compare the results with empirical equations that have been
developed to predict permanent deformations of soil slopes. Soil behavior issues are discussed
by relating excess pore pressure to soil damage. Finally, the effect of the directionality of the
ground motions in the predicted displacements is discussed. Section 5.5 presents a calibration
of a power law with the Intensity Measures (IM) that are best correlated with damage.
5.3.1 Damage vs. Ground Motion Characteristics
There are many relations between slope damage and input ground motion characteristics
proposed in the literature. Most rely on measures such as peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak
ground velocity (PGV), or Arias intensity (Ia) to characterize the input motions. Figure 5-27
shows that PGA is well correlated with the average shear strain in the slope, yave. This occurs
because PGA not only includes a measure of the maximum shear forces that excite the slope
but also a measure of the duration of the earthquake as longer excitation records are usually
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stronger. PGV (Figure 5-27) does not correlate so well, possibly because integration of the
acceleration record (to obtain PGV) smoothes out some of the acceleration spikes that
contribute to the accumulation of excess pore pressure and affect deformations. The
earthquake intensity measure that correlates best with slope damage is the Arias intensity, 1a.
Arias intensity includes the effect of acceleration, duration, and form of the recorded
acceleration, and thus provides perhaps the most reliable measure of earthquake intensity.
Other very popular intensity measures include the predominant frequency of the ground
motion (fp), the spectral acceleration at a degraded slope resonant frequency (Sa(1.5Ts)), or the
bracketed duration (TA). The predominant frequency may be less reliable due to the changes in
the natural period of the soil system associated with elasto-plastic deformations (making it hard
to observe resonance effects). Greater damage is observed close to the 2Hz region. This could
be attributed to a resonance effect since the natural degraded period of the slope is T, = 0.88s
(fs = 1.14Hz), but most probably is due to the fact that most of the high amplitude motions are
observed in this region of predominant frequencies. Natural earthquakes tend to concentrate
most of their energy in this region. The spectral acceleration at the degraded resonant slope
frequency, Sa(1.5Ts), also appears to provide a reasonable correlation due to the fact that it
includes the effects of PGA. Figure 5-27 shows that the computed slope damage relates very
poorly with root mean square acceleration (arms), earthquake magnitude (M), or characteristic
intensity (Ic). Amongst the parameters considered here, the Arias intensity appears to be the
most reliable indicator of slope damage. Unfortunately, Arias intensity attenuation
relationships have the greatest variability in their predictions (Travasarou, 2003).
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5.3.2 Effect of Relative Density
The suite of 58 free field analyses were repeated for a fill with relative density, Dr = 80% (also
using the DM2004 model with parameters for Toyoura sand), in order to examine the effect of
relative density on predictions of slope damage.
Figure 5-28 presents a summary of these results using the same nine earthquake intensity
measures. As expected the average shear stains in these simulations are much smaller than
those computed for the loose fill (Dr=40%). The most reliable correlations for Yave are PGA, and
la.
5.3.3 Evaluation of Empirical Correlations
None of the numerical simulations predicts a complete flow failure of the slope. Moreover, the
mechanisms show continuous deformation patterns within the soil mass, a result which
corresponds more closely to the stick-slip lumped mass model proposed by Rathje and Bray
(2000) than the Newmark sliding block analogy (Newmark, 1965) (c.f. section 2.2.2). For this
reason, we expect a priori that the Newmark sliding block based semi-empirical approximations
will not be adequate for estimating damage in this particular slope.
The yield acceleration of the slope can be estimated from a pseudo-static finite element
analysis (details in Appendix F) as ay=0.13g. Interestingly, all of the nine most damaging ground
motions have PGA > 0.13g (Table 5-1). This illustrates the difficulties in using simple stability
calculations for seismic slope stability problems which ignore the form of the acceleration time-
history.
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Analytical solutions that correlate earthquake intensity measures with slope damage are based
mainly on sliding bock analyses. Thus, they are very sensitive to the selected value of the yield
acceleration as well as the acceleration time-history (number of cycles and frequency content).
Hence, small perturbations in these two factors can produce significant differences in
predicted slope displacements (Kramer, 1996).
Two empirical equations that have been examined are: (1) Jibson (1994), that links permanent
displacement of a slope with Arias intensity and yield acceleration of a slope; and (2) Bray
(2007), that correlates permanent displacement on the top of the slope with Arias intensity,
yield acceleration of a slope, spectral acceleration at the degraded resonant frequency of a
slope, and with the earthquake magnitude. Jibson (1994) predicts that the permanent
displacement, 5, of a slope can be estimated from:
log(S) = 1.46 log(Ia) - 6.642ay + 1.546 (5.2)
While Bray (2007) proposes a more complex empirical relation:
In(8) = -1.10 - 2.83 1n(ay) - 0.333(ln(ay))2
+ 0.5661n(ay) In(Sa(1.5Ts)) + 3.04 ln(Sa(1.5Ts)) (5.3)
- 0.244(ln(Sa(1.STs))2 + 1.5Ts + 0.278(M - 7)
Figure 5-29 compares these empirical solutions with numerical simulations for the loose
waterfront fill. Neither approach gives a credible representation of the computed results. The
empirical correlations were developed under assumptions that are more appropriate for
drained slopes and hence, tend to underestimate the permanent slope displacements
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associated with degradation of the stiffness of sand for cyclic shearing under partially drained
conditions.
5.3.4 Characterization of Damage
This section considers how to characterize the slope damage based on the numerical
simulations for the suite of ground motions. Figure 5-30 shows the permanent ground
deformations predicted for the loose sand fill from 9 of the ground motions that produce large
deformations. The analyses predict permanent displacements up to 1m (but none trigger a
complete collapse). The results show similar deformation mechanisms for these strong ground
motions.
Figure 5-31 shows the computed horizontal displacements of the soil in the free field analyses
along two vertical sections at the end of shaking (i.e. at t = 25s). These results correspond to
locations where piles are installed (included in the analyses of soil structure interaction;
Shafieezaedeh, 2011). Soil movement will produce significant bending of piles. The shear strains
are mostly uniform inside the slope. Since the simulations do not generate well-defined shear
planes, this also justifies the choice of the average shear strain along the slope as the optimal
measure of damage.
Figure 5-32 shows excess pore pressure ratios at the end of the strong ground motion36 for the
same nine simulations. The largest excess pore pressure ratios occur in the far field (i.e.,
situations corresponding to 1-D vertical wave propagation) at mid-depth of the sand below the
water table. Smaller excess pore pressure ratios develop closer to the face of the slope (where
The end of the strong ground motion is defined as the last occurrence of a spike larger or equal to a=0.05g.
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the largest shear strains occur). This behavior can be understood by considering net volume
changes in the sand. Figure 5-33 compares the final void ratio, ef, at the end of the shaking for
two reference locations in the soil mass, as functions of PGA for the complete suite of ground
motions. At point A (far field) the less intense ground motions produce minimal volume change
(effectively undrained over the duration of shaking), while stronger ground motions produce
contraction in the sand. In contrast, close to the slope at point C, there is material dilation
which is well correlated with PGA. These results highlight the importance of dilative shear
strains predicted by the DM2004 soil model.
The threshold shear strain below which no accumulation of excess pore pressures occurs in
elemental cyclic shearing of saturated sands was reported by Hsu and Vucetic (2004) as
yc=0.01-0.02%. All of the ground motions generate shear strains larger than this threshold
value, and hence excess pore pressures are expected. On the other hand, if the excess pore
pressure ratio reaches unity there is no available shear strength in the model, and the
associated strain in the slope will become infinite. All other damage states lie in between these
two limiting conditions. In order to understand slope damage we correlate the average shear
strain developed within the slope at the end of shearing (Figure 5-35) with the average
bracketed excess pore pressure ratio, Ru,ave developed in a region close to the maximum shear
zone (Figure 5-34) according to the following equation:
Yave s Sf 1~Ru,ave (5.4)
e s1 aru,ave
where sf is a parameter that defines the damage resistance of the slope.
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Average excess pore pressure ratio R,,ave is defined as the time average of the excess pore
pressure average in a Region A (Figure 5-34), over the bracketed duration of the ground
motion:
1 4jt
Ruave = , Au dA dt (5.5)
A Td 
-vO ft,
where A is the area of the averaging region, ti is the time of first exceedance of accelerations
greater than 0.05g and t2 is the time of last exceedance of an acceleration spike greater than
0.05g.
Figure 5-35(a) shows that there is a very good correlation between yave and Ru,ave for the
complete suite of ground motions. It should be noted that the fact that excitations are recorded
from real ground motions improves the correlation since real excitations that have greater
intensity also have more cycles of shearing, causing more rapid generation of excess pore
pressures and greater shear damage. However, the relationship between damage (Yave) and
excess pore pressure (Ru,ave) relations could be created with fewer simulations. For example, 3-4
ground motion records at varying Arias Intensities (corresponding to different damage states)
should be sufficient. For an allowable design damage state one can estimate the expected
excess pore pressure in a given slope and hence, design appropriate PV-drainage liquefaction
mitigation systems.
5.3.4.1 Directionality Effects
In a given geographic location, the dip angle of the slope is arbitrary. This raises the question of
how strongly the azimuthal orientation of the slope affects its permanent deformation after an
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earthquake. In this section we examine, whether numerical analyses will predict similar
deformations on the slope if one inverts the sign of the applied force time-history at the base of
the model. In order to interpret behavior for the current suite of ground motions a measure of
directionality must be defined. Since la provides the best measure of intensity the directional
bias can be obtained from the following directionality index, Id:
Ia = [< a(t) >]2dt - 71f[< -a(t) >]2dt (5.6)2g 2g fo
where Id has units (L/T).
Figure 5-36 summarizes the magnitude of the bias I ll for the suite of motions. Most motions
have a directionality index lId <im/s.
The suite of excitations can be divided into two categories, those that drive the slope mostly
downslope (Id > 0 for the model geometry in Figure 4-41) and those that have an upslope bias
(Id < 0 for the model geometry in Figure 4-41). Next we estimate the correlation between
damage and excess pore pressure development for the two datasets separately and for the two
datasets simultaneously.
Figure 5-35(b) and (c) show the proposed damage correlations (Yave vs. Au/a'vo) separately for
motions with upslope and downslope bias, respectively. The results show small differences in
the correlations (sf) and coefficient of regression (r2 ). These results are similar to the overall
data set suggesting that directionality of the excitation motion has a secondary effect on the
estimation of damage in the slope. However, it is also important to establish how directionality
affects the slope damage. Simulations have been performed for three ground motions with the
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largest directionality indexes (nga0779, nga1085, nga1086) in which the analyses are repeated
by inverting the base excitation record. Figure 5-37 to Figure 5-39 show that the average shear
strain is affected by the directionality for Id = 2-8m/s. Other calculations for Id = 2.24m/s show
small influence of directionality in predicted permanent deformations.
5.4 Analyses of Sites Treated with PV-drains
In this section we present the results of the numerical simulations using the same suite of 58
ground motions, when the soil mass is improved with PV-drains (Figure 4-47). We examine the
relation of the damage results with various ground motion characteristics and discuss the
predicted excess pore pressures and permanent deformations.
5.4.1 Results
Figure 5-40 and Figure 5-41 present comparisons of permanent deformation contours at the
end of the earthquake (t = 25s) and excess pore pressure contours at the end of the bracketed
duration (t = 22.9s), respectively, for treated and untreated slope geometries subject to 4 of the
highest intensity ground motion records. The drains effectively separate the zones of excess
pore pressures below the slope and in the far field, and reduce significantly the magnitude of
the permanent slope deformations and extent of shearing (indicated by the shaded zone where
absolute displacements, |61>0.5m). Figure 5-42 shows that average strains are well correlated
with Arias intensity and PGA (but much less clearly correlated with PGV) for the analyses of
slopes retrofitted with PV-drains.
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Finally, Figure 5-43 shows that permanent horizontal displacements of the soil along two
vertical sections in the slope (where piles would have been installed in the actual section). The
results show small but noticeable reductions in deflections.
5.5 Effect of Drains in Reducing Slope Damage
Figure 5-44 compares the predicted permanent displacements at the crest of the slope with
and without PV-drain treatment. The data are grouped into regions of small deformations
(5x(O,H) < 0.05m), medium deformations (0.05m < 6x(O,H) < 0.2m) and large deformations
(5x(O,H) > 0.2m). The PV-drains increase the number of cases of small ground deformations, and
reduce more significantly the cases where large permanent ground deformations are
produced.
The effectiveness of PV-drains in mitigating slope damage can be quantified through the
improvement ratio (IR), relating the average shear strains for the untreated and treated
configurations:
JR = Yave[untreated] ()
Yave [treated]
In order to examine the effect of various motion characteristics on the improvement ratio we
ignore the records that predict small amounts of damage (5x(O,H) < 5cm, Yave < 0.24%), in the
untreated geometry (36 records). Figure 5-45(a), (b), (c), and (d) show the improvement ratio as
functions of PGA, PGV, Arias Intensity, and Td for the remaining 22 records. We see that there is
almost no correlation of the improvement ratio with PGA, PGV and Arias Intensity. This is an
important result as it illustrates that PV-drains will be similarly effective under different
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acceleration time-histories. Figure 5-45(b) shows the improvement ratio generally increases
with the duration of strong ground motions, but there appears to be a plateau where IR = 3-4
for Td > 15s. These trends are consistent with prior observations in Figure 5-9, where excess
pore pressures reach a plateau during a given seismic event. For long duration ground motions,
we can assume that all slopes reach a limiting excess pore pressure and thus no significant
increase in improvement ratio can be achieved through drainage alone. Papadimitriou et al.
(2007) (Figure 2-15), Pestana et al. 1997 (Figure 2-10), and design charts by Seed and Booker
(1977) all imply similar behavior where partial drainage in the soil prevents further
accumulation of excess pore pressures.
5.5.1 Slope Fragility Curves
This section considers the effectiveness of the PV-drains in reducing the fragility of the loose
sand fill. We use the randomly selected suite of earthquake ground motions to estimate
damage using various intensity measures. The site response analyses provide the demand for
the specific site configuration.
The demand in this problem is the average shear strain along the slope (Yave), and is assumed to
be a random variable following a lognormal distribution, where the median is approximated by
a power law functions (Cornell et al., 2002) of the three Intensity Measures (IM); PGA, PGV, la:
Yave = a . IMb ' E (5.8)
where E is a lognormal random variable with median 1 and logarithmic standard deviation
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Next we relate the average shear strain with the three intensity measures using the above
equation, for the untreated loose case (Dr = 40%) and dense (Dr = 80%) fill cases, and the
treated loose fill case (with the PV drainage system). Results from this curve fitting are
presented in Table 5-2. Figure 5-46 shows a comparison of the demand models for the three
different models. The best correlations (highest regression coefficient r2) are obtained using
Arias intensity. There is also better correlation for the treated loose fill case with PV-drains.
Using these demand models it is now possible to estimate the probability of zero damage,
defined as the probability of exhibiting less than 1cm of permanent horizontal displacement at
the top of the slope. The probability that a structure exceeds a particular damage state for a
given intensity measure is then:
(ln(Yave c)1-ln(YaveD))p(C < DIM) = 1 - <P (5.9)
where 0 is the standard normal distribution and Yavec and yaveD are the capacity and demand
average shear strains along the slope, and P is the logarithmic standard deviation for the
capacity and demand.
The probability of zero damage is computed as a function of the three selected intensity
measures (PGA, PGV, and 1a) in Figure 5-47. The limits in intensity measures (horizontal axis) are
controlled by the chosen suite of ground motions. For moderate level ground motions, the PV-
drains can be very effective in decreasing the probability of zero damage along the slope
(Figure 5-47a). However, for strong motions their presence has limited effect. This is reasonable
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as very strong motions can be expected to cause damage even if mitigation techniques are used
(there will still be reductions in permanent deformations due to drainage). These results
together with those presented in Figure 5-44 illustrate that PV-drains are effective as a
liquefaction mitigation technique, but they should be used together with other seismic risk
mitigation techniques if strong earthquakes motions are expected at the site of interest and
significant reduction in expected damage is needed.
Figure 5-47b shows a similar set of comparisons for loose and dense untreated fills. It is clear
that the probability of no damage is higher for the loose fill. Indeed, the results confirm that
densifying the soil layer can reduce slope damage to on an extent comparable to the the PV-
drain mitigation system. However, the PV-drains offer a much less intrusive mitigation solution
for existing waterfront fills.
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Table 5-1 Characteristics of the ground motions producing the largest slope damage in the simulations
ID PGA PGV la Td Sa(1.5Ts) fp arms M Ic
(g) (m/s) (m/s) (s) (m/s2) (Hz) (m/s2) (-) (m.s/s.)
nga753 0.64 0.28 3.24 13.89 5.52 1.41 1.20 6.9 4.90
nga779 0.96 1.09 8.37 17.37 15.79 1.56 1.73 6.9 9.51
nga802 0.30 0.27 1.45 15.42 4.61 0.51 0.77 6.9 2.65
nga982 0.57 0.42 3.24 13.98 6.19 2.86 1.2 6.7 4.95
nga1012 0.26 0.27 0.98 12.11 4.02 1.82 1.28 6.7 5.02
ngalO85 0.83 0.43 4.50 17.06 15.09 1.20 1.28 6.7 5.98
nga1O86 0.60 0.49 2.61 15.10 11.78 1.59 2.16 6.7 12.35
nga3474 0.62 0.31 2.91 9.59 2.41 3.86 1.39 6.3 5.07
simOO01 0.25 0.40 1.25 33.10 3.58 1.92 0.61 7.8 2.77
Range Min
of 0.25 0.28 0.98 9.59 2.41 0.5 0.61 6.3 2.65
Values max 0.96 1.09 8.37 33.10 15.79 3.86 2.16 7.8 12.35
Table 5-2 Details of curve-fitting of demand model
Treatment Density a b r
PGA No 40% 2.227 1.389 0.6774
Yes 40% 1.942 2.418 0.8171
No 80% 0.7146 1.244 0.6288
PGV No 40% 2.085 1.003 0.5563
Yes 40% 1.787 1.553 0.7817
No 80% 0.9068 1.207 0.7646
la No 40% 0.4826 0.7771 0.7651
Yes 40% 0.1754 1.158 0.9208
No 80% 0.1557 0.847 0.8179
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Figure 5-1 Histograms of intensity characteristics for the complete suite of ground motions
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Figure 5-2 Components of deformation at the top of the slope.
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Figure 5-3 Predicted accelerations within the loose sand fill at selected times during base case event (nga0779)
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Figure 5-4 Predicted displacements within the loose sand fill at selected times during the base case event (nga0779)
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Figure 5-5 Excess pore pressure ratios in loose sand fill at selected times during the base case event (nga0779). Black color
indicates regions where excess pore pressure ratio is less than -0.1.
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Figure 5-6 Simulated stress-strain curve and stress path during the base case event nga0779 at points A, B, and C
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Figure 5-7 Horizontal displacement at the top of the slope for three different hydraulic conductivities during the base case
event nga0779
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Figure 5-8 Comparison of the extra average shear strains developed in the slope during the base case event nga0779
assuming different values of hydraulic conductivity in the fill
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Figure 5-9 Excess pore pressure ratios predicted at point D for different values of hydraulic conductivity of fill during the base
case event nga0779
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Figure 5-10 Stress-strain curves and stress paths below the slope during shaking with base case excitation nga0779 for
different values of hydraulic conductivities
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Figure 5-11 Horizontal displacements at the top of the slope for different relative densities of the hydraulic fill during shaking
with base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-13 Excess pore pressure ratio for different values of relative densities at a point (D) below the slope inside the
maximum shear zone during shaking with base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-14 Stress-strain curves and stress paths below the slope during shaking with base case excitation nga0779, for
varying relative densities
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Figure 5-15 Effect of PV-drains on predicted accelerations within the loose sand fill at selected times during base case
excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-16 Effect of PV-drains on predicted displacements within the loose sand fill at selected times during base case
excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-17 Effect of PV-drains on excess pore pressure ratios in loose sand fill at selected times during
nga0779. Black color indicates regions where excess pore pressure ratio is less than -0.1.
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Figure 5-18 Drains where outflow is estimated
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Figure 5-19 Flow and volume of water coming out of drain D1, and comparison of directly and indirectly predicted
displacements on the top of the drain during base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-20 Flow and volume of water coming out of drain D15, and comparison of directly and indirectly predicted
displacements on the top of the drain during shaking with base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-21 Flow and volume of water coming out of drain D30, and comparison of directly and indirectly predicted
displacements on the top of the drain during shaking with base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-22 Simulated stress-strain curves and stress paths during shaking with base case excitation nga0779 at points A, B,
and C in the mid-height of the hydraulic fill
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Figure 5-23 Comparison of permanent deformation contours and excess pore pressure at the end of the bracketed duration for the untreated case, the treated case, and the
fully drained case after shaking with base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-24 Horizontal displacement on the top of the slope due to base case excitation nga0779 for an untreated, a treated,
and a fully drained case
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Figure 5-25 Effect of PV-drain spacing on excess pore pressure predictions for base case excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-26 Average slope damage vs. spacing ratio for the base excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-27 Correlation of intensity measures with damage for the untreated loose sand fill (Dr=40%) for suite of 58 input
ground motions (triangles indicate motions that cause large damage)
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Figure 5-30 Contours of permanent ground displacements in the untreated loose sand fill at end of shaking for a suite of nine
ground motions
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Figure 5-31 Final horizontal displacements relative to the bottom of the piles along two sections for the untreated case
where piles are installed for all the ground motions. Each line represents the final horizontal deformation profile for each
motion.
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Figure 5-39 Effect of directionality on slope damage due to excitation nga0779
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Figure 5-40 Permanent deformations within the loose sand fill (Dr=40%) for the treated and un-treated fills
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Figure 5-41 Excess pore pressures at end of bracketed duration within the loose sand fill (Dr=40%) for the treated and the un-
treated sites
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Figure 5-44 Effect of drains in reduction of damage in the simulated problem
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6 Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
6.1 Overview
This research is part of a large inter-university, multi-disciplinary program (NEESR-GC) on
"Seismic Risk Mitigation for Port Facilities" (Ivey et al., 2010). The project integrates
geotechnical and structural earthquake engineering research with expertise in port operations,
risk and decision analysis. The overall goal of the program is to develop a decision framework
with which port stakeholders can evaluate better the seismic risk, suitable risk reduction
measures, and their associated costs.
The NEESR-GC project simulates the seismic damage to a pile-supported wharf structure using
an uncoupled substructure approach. This involves separate analyses for the response of the
free field soil mass (no structures), and for the wharf structure (piles, deck, and crane). The soil-
structure interaction between the two models is handled through macro-elements that require
time-varying soil displacements and pore pressures as input properties (Varun, 2010). This
research focuses on the analyses of the seismic response of the continuous soil mass, referred
to as the "free-field" analyses. The goal of these analyses is to develop realistic predictions of
the time-histories of displacements and excess pore pressures inside the soil mass, that can be
used as inputs to the macro-elements in modeling damage for the pile-supported wharves.
Reliable numerical simulations of the response of loose granular, is therefore essential in
estimating seismic risk for wharf facilities. This research contributes towards the simulation of
the response of loose (hydraulic) granular fills and the effectiveness of proposed prefabricated
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vertical (PV) drain system for mitigating the liquefaction risks. The numerical simulations are
conducted by means of the Opensees finite element framework.
6.2 DM2004 model
The DM2004 (Dafalias & Manzari, 2004) soil model has been used throughout this research
with input parameters calibrated for Nevada and Toyoura sand. The DM2004 model is a
bounding surface plasticity (Dafalias, 1986) critical state model that has parameters
independent of void ratio and stress level. It is developed to describe both monotonic and cyclic
shear behavior of sands. It uses fifteen (15) material input parameters (Table 3-3) and two (2)
state parameters to describe the behavior of sand. Two calibrations of the DM2004 model have
been prepared for: 1) Toyoura sand, based on the original publication (Dafalias & Manzari,
2004); and 2) Nevada sand done by the Author using measured data from a variety of sources.
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 show that the DM2004 model provides reasonable predictions of the
elemental response of sands for different void ratios and confining effective stress levels with
the same set of parameters. The DM2004 model has been validated against monotonic and
cyclic, drained and undrained, triaxial and simple shearing experimental tests. For both sands,
the model is calibrated with excellent agreement in monotonic shearing with one set of
parameters at different relative densities and stress levels. More specifically the model is
shown to simulate very well the drained triaxial shearing of Toyoura sand (Figs. 3-17 and 3-18)
and undrained triaxial shearing of Nevada sand (Figs. 3-37 and 3-38). Relatively good
agreement is shown in the simulation of monotonic constant volume simple shear tests of
Toyoura sand (Figure 3-19).
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In terms of predicting the cyclic behavior of sands, it is shown that the DM2004 model provides
good predictions of the degradation of the secant modulus of Toyoura sand (Figure 3-20). It
also provides reasonable predictions of cyclic response, when the loading sequence involves a
small number of cycles of shearing or cycling at low levels of shear stress. The examples also
show very good agreement with experimental results for a single load/unload cycle of drained
shearing (Figs. 3-17 to 3-18) and reasonable agreement for undrained cyclic triaxial tests of
(Toyoura sand; Figs. 3-27 to 3-29) and simple shearing tests (Nevada sand; Figs. 3-39 and 3-40).
For large numbers of symmetric (2-way) loading cycles (for both sands) the DM2004 model
shakes down to a state of alternate plasticity (Toyoura sand; Figs. 3-22 to 3-24) but more
realistically predicts continuous accumulation of plastic shear strains when the specimen is
consolidated under initial static shear (Toyoura sand; Figure 3-25). By comparing the simulated
liquefaction curves of Toyoura sand with experimental data from Hosono & Yoshimine (2004),
the model generally overestimates the rate of excess pore pressure accumulation, and
therefore reaches liquefaction condition in fewer cycles than the experiments (Figure 3-31).
6.3 Numerical Procedures
Various numerical techniques have been developed in OpenSees in order to: 1) represent PV-
drains; 2) integrate robustly the DM2004 soil model; and 3) represent accurately the boundary
conditions for free field analyses.
Drain elements that model the uncoupled mechanical and flow behavior of the PV-drains have
been developed and implemented in the Opensees framework. The mechanical behavior is
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treated by classical truss theory37, while the flow is described using the phenomenological
Darcy-Weisbach equation for laminar or fully turbulent regimes. The drain elements can also
account for the effect of storage capacity.
The DM2004 model is integrated using a forward Euler explicit algorithm. The original
implementation of the model within the OpenSees framework (Cheng and Jeremic, 2005)
contained several limitations that were identified during the course of this research including a
drift of the stress state from the critical or bounding surface and spurious tensile normal
stresses (Figure 4-6). Three algorithms have been developed in order to improve the accuracy
of the DM2004 model integration with the OpenSees finite element framework:
1. Automatic sub-incrementation (Figure 4-7). This integration algorithm controls the
size of the increment of stress or strain applied at every forward Euler step, using a procedure
inspired by Bushnell (1977). If the calculated stress or the applied strain increment sizes are too
large for a given step, then the algorithm sub-increments the applied strain to increase
accuracy of the forward Euler integration.
2. Return-to-bounding/critical-state-surface algorithm (Figs. 4-10 and 4-11). This
algorithm (Crisfield, 2003) returns the stress state to the bounding surface when it is outside
the bounding surface for dense sands ($1 < 0). It returns the stress state to the critical state
surface when it is outside the critical state surface for loose sands (for loose sands, *P > 0).
37 Hence the drain carries axial load applied to through nodal connections by the adjacent soil.
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3. Return-to-apex algorithm (Figs. 4-8 and 4-9). This algorithm returns a computed stress
state to the apex of the yield surface (Crisfield, 2003) if tensile stress components occur (an
impermissible state for cohesionless sands).
The free-field response analyses of the 2D embankment sections are performed using effective
forces as input at the base and viscous boundary conditions in order to avoid the reflection of
wave energy from the lateral boundaries. The sea-water interface is modeled effectively by
using a very soft elastic layer to model the water body.
Validation of the numerical models has been performed against the SSK01 centrifuge test
(Kamai et al., 2008) performed at UC-Davis (March, 2007). The results show that the drain
elements simulate effectively drainage achieved by means of PV-drains, and accurately
simulate the effect of storage capacity. The constitutive model predicts accumulation of excess
pore pressures during cyclic shearing, and associated degradation of material strength, though
exact match of the predicted displacements and accelerations with the experimental results
was not achieved.
6.4 Free Field Analyses
The numerical analysis framework has been used in order to evaluate earthquake-induced
damage for an 18m high loose granular, ocean facing fill due to a suite of 58 earthquake ground
motions38, in two cases: 1) the soil mass is untreated; and 2) an array of full depth PV-drains are
installed behind the crest of the slope. The results relate the permanent embankment
38 The motions were selected from the NGA database (Chiou et. Al, 2008) and ShakeOut simulations of the Sand
Andreas fault (Graves et al., 2008)
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deformations to the peak ground acceleration, Arias intensity, directionality, and other
characteristics of the measured rock outcrop motions that would be expected to cause
liquefaction. In both the treated and the untreated simulations, Arias intensity, PGA, and PGV
are found to correlate well with slope damage, with Arias intensity giving the smallest scatter in
the correlations (Figure 5-46). It is shown that excess pore pressure development below the
deforming embankment relates very well with average slope damage shear strains in the slope
(Figure 5-35a).
The analyses illustrate that the installation of earthquake drains reduces slope damage. The
improvement ratio (i.e., ratio of permanent slope deformation before and after treatment) has
been found to be relatively insensitive to ground motion characteristics (Figure 5-45), giving
confidence to engineers that the design of a PV-drain seismic risk mitigation system will be
effective for different ground motions. Damage results are incorporated in slope damage
fragility curves that can be used by risk analysts to quantify the expected costs from earthquake
damage. Comparisons of the probabilities of zero damage along the slope (permanent
horizontal deformation on top of the slope less than 1cm) for different seismic intensity
measures for both the treated and untreated cases (with Dr= 40% and 80%) are presented
(Figure 5-47). PV-drain improvement was found to be more effective in reducing the risk of no-
damage in a slope for moderate intensity earthquakes (quantified by means of PGA, PGV, or
Arias intensity). Resuls also illustrate that a significant increase in the sands' relative density can
reduce significantly its seismic risk.
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Predicted pore pressure and displacement time-histories from the free field analyses are being
provided to the soil-structure interaction group at Georgia Tech. Shafieezaedeh (2011) has
created a non-linear model of a pile supported deck, and used this data (from the free-field
analyses) as the input histories for macro-elements simulating pile-soil interactions (Varun,
2010). By numerically modeling the response of the pile-supported wharves to the suite of
ground motions, Shafieezaedeh (2011) has produced fragility curves for important wharf
components (piles, pile-deck connection, and rails).
6.5 Research Impact
The results of this study have significant practical implications that should be considered in
performing slope stability calculations and in evaluating seismic risk mitigation system designs:
1. Seismic slope stability remains a very complex problem when considering effects of
partial drainage, coupling of the soil mass and open water bodies, and the highly non-
linear response of sands under cyclic loading. Existing empirical correlations such as
those proposed by Jibson (1994), Bray and Travazarou (2007) can be useful for an initial
assessment in dry slopes but they have limited capabilities for predicting permanent
deformations of partially submerged slope such as those considered in this study (Figure
5-29). Use of coupled pore pressure displacement procedures and advanced constitutive
models is imperative if a more realistic understanding of earthquake induced damage is
to be achieved.
2. PV-drains can reduce the earthquake induced seismic damage (Figure 5-44) in slopes at
low installation cost. The current numerical analysis framework can be used to design
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the layout of PV-drains for seismic risk reduction. In particular, the analyses have shown
that there are regions below the slope where there is no benefit from use of PV-drains.
In principle, it should be possible to optimize the layout of PV-drains.
3. This research allows for incorporating the results from a large set of advanced numerical
analyses into a simple fragility modeling framework. This is of great practical value in
communicating the risk of seismic slope damage to stakeholders, and allows for easy
quantification of the expected damage cost and mitigation costs.
6.6 Recommendations for Future Work
6.6.1 PV-drains
The PV-drain elements developed in this thesis provide a useful extension to analytical
modeling approaches presented by Seed & Booker(1977), Onoue (1988), and Pestana (1997). In
order to fully understand the use of PV-drains four different scenarios are of great interest and
should be evaluated:
1. Different drain installations: Results from numerical analysis (with reference input
motion nga0779) show that increasing the drain spacing does not necessarily degrade
their performance significantly. Changing the spacing from 1m to 3m gives
approximately the same seismic risk mitigation and reduces significantly the installation
cost. On the other hand, for the same motion (nga0779) it was shown that the drain-
based mitigation technique provided only about 40% of the potential damage reduction
that could be achieved for a fully drained fill. By increasing the drain spacing and
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optimizing drain placement it should be possible to achieve greater seismic risk
mitigation at lower cost.
2. Different soil properties: The analyses need to be repeated for a broad range of soil
properties and in situ states (Dr, k, etc.), in order to understand the sensitivity of risk
mitigation to material properties. Ideally the PV-drain mitigation system should be
insensitive to different materials to enable usage in engineering practice.
3. Combining soil improvement methods: The PV-drain technique has limited capabilities
to mitigate significantly the damage caused by large ground motions. Thus, it would be
very helpful to evaluate scenarios where PV-drains can be used together with other
more traditional improvement methods, such as deep soil mixing or jet grouting that
strengthen or stiffen the soil mass. Combining use of both mitigation methods may
reduce significantly both earthquake risk and cost compared to design based solely on
soil-strengthening techniques.
4. Different drainage conditions. PV-drains rely on high transmissivity to dissipate excess
pore pressures quickly (i.e. during the timeframe of an earthquake). This research
assumes a hydraulic conductivity of 3x10-4 m/s for most of the free field analyses. While
this is typical of clean sands, increases in the clay fraction and silt can significantly
reduce the hydraulic conductivity. The problem considered in this research involves no
storage in the drains, but nevertheless this can be an important factor affecting their
performance in other soil profiles. It is also possible that clogging and biofouling will
cause deterioration of PV-drains in the long term. Experimental results should be
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obtained from PV-drains installations and their data should be used to evaluate the long
term performance of PV-drain installation in reducing liquefaction risk.
Finally, a possible extension to the drain elements should be to assume coupled flow-
deformation. Large deformations in the soil mass can cause buckling of the drain during an
earthquake, thus significantly reducing suddenly its flow capacity during shaking, exactly at the
moment that excess pore water pressure dissipation is needed the most.
6.6.2 Soil Model
This thesis examined two calibrations of the DM2004 model (for Toyoura and Nevada sand)
which showed capabilities and limitations of the model in predicting cyclic behavior of soils. The
calibration of DM2004 model performed in this thesis for Nevada sand used data from three
different sources which reduces the reliability of the calibration. Thus, the DM2004 soil model
needs to be evaluated with elemental tests for different sands against consistent and good
quality sets of experimental data, in terms of predicted material stiffness degradation and
shear-induced volumetric deformations during cyclic shearing. Moreover further validation with
physical scale model tests is necessary.
The DM2004 soil model predicts alternate plasticity behavior after some cycles of cyclic
shearing, while real soils show a ratchetting behavior (Figure 3-8). This material behavior
feature is important in order to use the model in predicting the response of level ground under
large numbers of load cycles. Such behavior could be achieved by decomposing the total plastic
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strain increment (dEI) to plastic strains as predicted from the original formulation of DM2004
soil model (dEor) and plastic strains due to material degradation (dEdegP):
dE = dEr + dEd (6'1)o deg(61
More research should be then performed into estimating the plastic strains due to material
degradation.
6.6.3 Finite Element Model
Analyses of slope deformation under seismic loading have been performed in plane strain
conditions with uniform soil properties under small strain assumptions. Subsequent analyses
should:
1. Simulate a varying relative density within the loose hydraulic fill, examining how
liquefied lenses of soil can affect the total stability of the sloping fill. Using large strain
finite element formulations could be needed to effectively simulate strain localization.
Evaluate the mechanisms on the out-of-plane direction by performing three-dimensional
analyses. Three dimensional analyses can also model the complete soil-structure interaction
problem without the need of a sub-structure approach. These analyses can be used to evaluate
the macro-element developed by Varun (2010) in simulating the effects of soil-structure
interaction.
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Appendix A: PV-Drain Elements
PV-Drains are implemented in two C++ classes, Pipelin2 for the laminar drains and Pipe4 for the
turbulent drains. For every class its definition is coded in a .h (header) file and its
implementation in a .cpp file. The methods needed to be implemented in these classes involve:
1. getNumExternalNodes: It gets the number of external nodes of the element.
2. getNumDOF: It gets the number of DOF per node for the element.
3. commitState: Informs the material that the current state is converged and its internal
variables should be updated accordingly.
4. revertToLastCommit: Informs the material that it should revert its state to its last
committed state.
5. revertToStart: Informs the material that it should revert to its initial state.
6. sendSelf and recvSelf: These methods deal with sending and receiving data of the
element for parallel processing.
7. setResponse: It defines the output of the element.
8. getTangentStiff: Gets the tangent stiffness of the element.
9. getinitialStiff: Gets the initial tangent stiffness of the element.
10. getDamp: Gets the damping matrix of the element.
11. getMass: Get the mass matrix of the element
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Class Definition: Pipelin2
/* ****************************************************************** **
** OpenSees - Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation **
** Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center **
** **
** **
** (C) Copyright 1999, The Regents of the University of California **
** All Rights Reserved. **
** **
** Commercial use of this program without express permission of the **
** University of California, Berkeley, is strictly prohibited. See **
** file 'COPYRIGHT' in main directory for information on usage and **
** redistribution, and for a DISCLAIMER OF ALL WARRANTIES. **
** **
** Developed by: **
** Frank McKenna (fmckenna@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Gregory L. Fenves (fenves@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Filip C. Filippou (filippou@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** **
** ****************************************************************** */
// $Revision: 1.00 $
// $Date: 2008/07/18 18:05:53 $
// $Source: /usr/local/cvs/OpenSees/SRC/element/pipe/Pipe.h,v $
// Written: Antonios Vytiniotis
// Created: 07/08
// Revision: A
//
// Description: This file contains the definition for the Pipelin2. A Pipelin2 object
// provides the abstraction of the small deformation bar element plus predicts the
// uncoupled pore pressure change according to Darcy Weisbach equation for laminar flow.
// Each pipe object is associated with a material object dealing with the axial
compressibility
// of the drain. This Pipelin2 element will work in 2d problems in a 3DOF domain.
//
// What: "@(#) Pipelin2.h, revA"
#ifndef Pipelin2_h
#define Pipelin2_h
#include <Element.h>
#include <Matrix.h>
class Node;
class Channel;
class UniaxialMaterial;
class Pipelin2:public Element {
public:
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//constructors
Pipelin2 (int tag, int Ndl, int Nd2, UniaxialMaterial &theMaterial, double A,
double C_3, double Grav=0.0);
Pipelin2();
//destructor
~Pipelin2();
//public methods to obtain information about dof & connectivity
int getNumExternalNodes(void) const;
const ID &getExternalNodes(void);
int getNumDOF(void);
Node **getNodePtrs(void);
//public methods to set the state of the element
void setDomain(Domain *theDomain);
int commitState(void);
int revertToLastCommit(void);
int revertToStart(void);
int update(void);
//public methods to obtain stiffness, mass, damping, and residual information
const Matrix &getTangentStiff(void);
const Matrix &getInitialStiff(void);
const Matrix &getDamp(void);
const Matrix &getMass(void);
void zeroLoad(void);
int addLoad(ElementalLoad *theLoad, double loadFactor);
int addInertiaLoadToUnbalance(const Vector &accel);
const Vector &getResistingForce(void);
const Vector &getResistingForceIncInertia(void);
//public methods for output
int sendSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel);
int recvSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel, FEM_ObjectBroker &theBroker);
int displaySelf(Renderer &theViewer, int displayMode, float fact);
void Print(OPSStream &s, int flag=0);
Response *setResponse(const char **argv, int argc, OPS Stream &s);
int getResponse(int responseID, Information &eleInformation);
//protected:
private:
//private member function - only availabe to objects of the class
double computeCurrentStrain(void) const;
//private attributes - a copy for each object of the class
UniaxialMaterial *theMaterial; //pointer to a material
ID externalNodes; // contains the id's of end nodes
Matrix trans; //hold the transformation matrix
// Vector *theLoad; // pointer to the load vector P
double L; //length of Pipe based on undeformed configuration
double C_3;
double A;
double d_yclass;
int eletag;
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double Gamma; //weight per unit volume
Node *end1Ptr, *end2Ptr; //two pointer to the trusses nodes
Node *theNodes[2]; //two pointer to the trusses nodes in a matrix
form (AV)
//private class attribute
static Matrix trussK;
static Matrix trussD;
static Matrix trussM;
static Vector trussR;
#endif
Class implementation: Pipelin2
/* ****************************************************************** **
** OpenSees - Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation **
** Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center **
** **
** **
** (C) Copyright 1999, The Regents of the University of California **
** All Rights Reserved. **
** **
** Commercial use of this program without express permission of the **
** University of California, Berkeley, is strictly prohibited. See **
** file 'COPYRIGHT' in main directory for information on usage and **
** redistribution, and for a DISCLAIMER OF ALL WARRANTIES. **
** **
** Developed by: **
** Frank McKenna (fmckenna@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Gregory L. Fenves (fenves@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Filip C. Filippou (filippou@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** **
** ****************************************************************** */
// $Revision: 1.00 $
// $Date: 2008/07/18 18:05:53 $
// $Source: /usr/local/cvs/OpenSees/SRC/element/Pipe/Pipelin2.cpp,v $
// Written: Antonios Vytiniotis
// Created: 07/08
// Revision: A
I-
// Description: This file contains the implementation for the Pipelin2 class.
//
#include "Pipelin2.h"
#include <Information.h>
#include <Parameter.h>
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#include <Domain.h>
#include <Node.h>
#include <Channel.h>
#include <FEMObjectBroker.h>
#include <UniaxialMaterial.h>
#include <Renderer.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <ElementResponse.h>
#include <Matrix.h>
#include <Vector.h>
#include <ElasticMaterial.h>
// initial the class wide variables
Matrix Pipelin2::trussK(6,6);
Matrix Pipelin2::trussM(6,6);
Matrix Pipelin2::trussD(6,6);
Vector Pipelin2::trussR(6);
Pipelin2::Pipelin2(int tag,
int Nd1, int Nd2,
UniaxialMaterial &theMat,
double a, double c3, double g)
:Element(tag,ELETAGPipelin2),
theMaterial(O),
externalNodes(2),
trans(1,4),L(0.0), A(a), C_3(c3), Gamma(g), endlPtr(0),
end2Ptr(0), eletag(tag),
d_y_class(0.0)
{
//create a copy of the material object
theMaterial=theMat.getCopy();
//fill in the ID containing external node info with node id's
externalNodes(0)=Ndl;
externalNodes(1)=Nd2;
for (int i=0; i<2; i++)
theNodes[i] = 0;
trussR.Zero();
}
//constructor which should be invoked by an FEObjectBroker only
Pipelin2::Pipelin2()
:Element(0,ELETAGPipelin2),
theMaterial(e),
externalNodes(2),
trans(1,4), L(S.0), A(0.0), C_3(0.0), Gamma(0.0), endlPtr(0),
end2Ptr(e),
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d_y_class(0.0)
{
for (int i=0; i<2; i++)
theNodes[i] = 0;
}
Pipelin2::Pipelin2()
{
if (theMaterial !=0)
delete theMaterial;
}
int Pipelin2::getNumExternalNodes(void) const
{
return 2;
}
const ID &
Pipelin2::getExternalNodes(void)
{
return externalNodes;
I
int
Pipelin2::getNumDOF(void){
return 6;
}
Node **
Pipelin2::getNodePtrs(void)
{
return theNodes;
I
void
Pipelin2::setDomain(Domain *theDomain)
{
//first ensure nodes exist in Domain and set the node pointers
int Ndl =externalNodes(0);
int Nd2 =externalNodes(1);
endlPtr =theDomain->getNode(Nd1);
end2Ptr =theDomain->getNode(Nd2);
theNodes[0] = theDomain->getNode(Nd1);
theNodes[l] = theDomain->getNode(Nd2);
if (theNodes[0]==0)
return;
if (theNodes[1]==0)
return;
// call the DomainComponent class method
this->DomainComponent::setDomain(theDomain);
//ensure connected nodes have corrent number of dof's
int dofNdl=theNodes[0]->getNumberDOF(;
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int dofNd2=theNodes[1]->getNumberDOF();
if ((dofNdl !=3) || (dofNd2 !=3))
return; //don't go any further otherwise segmentation fault
//now determine the length & transformation matrix
const Vector &end1Crd=theNodes[0]->getCrds();
const Vector &end2Crd=theNodes[1]->getCrds(;
double dx= end2Crd(O)-end1Crd(0);
double dy= end2Crd(1)-end1Crd(1);
d_y_class=dy;
L=sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy);
if (L==0.0)
return;
double cs=dx/L;
double sn=dy/L;
trans(0,0)=-cs;
trans(0,1)=-sn;
trans(0,2)= cs;
trans(0,3)= sn;
// // determine the nodal mass for lumped mass approach
// M=M*A*L/2; //M was set to rho by the constructor
}
int
Pipelin2::commitState()
return theMaterial->commitState(;
}
int
Pipelin2::revertToLastCommit()
return theMaterial->revertToLastCommit(;
}
int
Pipelin2::revertToStart()
return theMaterial->revertToStart(;
int
Pipelin2::update()
{
//determine the current strain given trial displacements at nodes
double strain=this->computeCurrentStrain(;
//set the strain in the materials
theMaterial->setTrialStrain(strain);
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return 0;
}
const Matrix &
Pipelin2::getTangentStiff(void)
{
if (L==0) {//if length ==zero - we zero and return
trussK.Zero(;
return trussK;
}
//get the current E from the material for the strain that was set
// at the material when the update() method was invoked
double E = theMaterial->getTangent(;
//form the tangent stiffness matrix
Matrix Ktemp(4,4);
K-temp =transAtrans; //This is a temporary matrix containing the
truss stiffness parameters
K_temp *=A*E/L;
// trussK.Zero(;
// Truss stiffness components:
trussK(0,0)=Ktemp(0,0);
trussK(1,0)=Ktemp(1,0);
trussK(0,1)=Ktemp(0,1);
trussK(1,1)=Ktemp(1,);
trussK(3,3)=Ktemp(2,2);
trussK(4,3)=Ktemp(3,2);
trussK(3,4)=Ktemp(2,3);
trussK(4,4)=Ktemp(3,3);
trussK(2,2)=0 .
trussK(5,5)=0.;
trussK(5,2)=0.;
trussK(2,5)=0.;
return trussK;
}
const Matrix &
Pipelin2::getInitialStiff(void)
{
if (L==0) {
trussK.Zero();
return trussK;
}
//get the current strain from the material
double strain = theMaterial->getStrain(;
//get the current stress from the material
double stress = theMaterial->getStress(;
//compute the tangent
double E=stress/strain;
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//form the tangent stiffness matrix
Matrix K temp(4,4);
K_temp =transAtrans; //This is a temporary matrix containing the
truss stiffness parameters
K_temp *=A*E/L;
// trussK.Zero(;
// Truss stiffness components:
trussK(0,0)=Ktemp(0,0);
trussK(1,0)=Ktemp(1,0);
trussK(0,1)=Ktemp(0,1);
trussK(1,1)=Ktemp(1,1);
trussK(3,3)=Ktemp(2,2);
trussK(4,3)=Ktemp(3,2);
trussK(3,4)=Ktemp(2,3);
trussK(4,4)=Ktemp(3,3);
trussK(2,2)=0.;
trussK(5,5)=0.;
trussK(5,2)=0.;
trussK(2,5)=0.;
// opserr << "Componenents of the matrix K11" << trussK(3,3) <<endln;
return trussK;
}
const Matrix &
Pipelin2::getDamp(void)
{
//No damping associated with this type of element
trussD.Zero(;
trussD(2,2)=-C_3/L;
trussD(5,5)=-C_3/L;
trussD(5,2)=C_3/L;
trussD(2,5)=C_3/L;
double deleteme=C_3/L;
double deleteme2=C_3/L;
return trussD;
}
const Matrix &
Pipelin2::getMass(void)
{
if (L==0){
trussM.Zero(;
return trussM;
}
// At this point we have zero lumped mass
trussM.Zero();
return trussM;
}
void
Pipelin2::zeroLoad(void)
{
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//does nothing - no element load associated with this object
}
int
Pipelin2: :addLoad(ElementalLoad *theLoad, double loadFactor)
{
opserr <<"MyTruss::addLoad - load type unknown for truss with tag: <<
this->getTag() << endln;
return -1;
}
int
Pipelin2::addInertiaLoadToUnbalance(const Vector &accel)
{
return 0;
}
const Vector &
Pipelin2::getResistingForce()
{
if (L==0) {//if length ==zero - zero and return
trussR.Zero();
return trussR;
}
// R=Ku-Pext
//force =F*transformation
double force = A* theMaterial->getStress(;
trussR(0)= trans(0,0)*force;
trussR(1)= trans(0,1)*force;
trussR(3)= trans(0,2)*force;
trussR(4)= trans(0,3)*force;
const Vector &vell = theNodes[0]->getTrialVel();
const Vector &vel2 = theNodes[1]->getTrialVel();
// This is the linear element with total disp (no need for state params)
// Domain::update(double a, double b);
// double dt=;
//
trussR(2)=trussD(2,2)*vell(2)+trussD(2,5)*vel2(2)+trussD(2,2)*d_y_class*Gamma;
// trussR(5)=trussD(5,2)*vell(2)+trussD(5,5)*vel2(2)-
trussD(5,5)*d_y_class*Gamma;
trussR(2)=-C_3/L*vell(2)+C_-3/L*vel2(2)-C_3/L*d_yclass*Gamma;
trussR(5)=C_3/L*vell(2)-C_3/L*vel2(2)+C_3/L*dy_class*Gamma;
return trussR;
}
const Vector &
Pipelin2::getResistingForceIncInertia()
{
this->getResistingForce();
//No inertia is included in the in this element formulation
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return trussR;
}
int
Pipelin2::sendSelf (int commitTag, Channel &theChannel)
{
int dataTag=this->getDbTag(;
// Pipelin2 packs it's data into a Vector and sends this to
theChannel
//along with it's dbTag and the commitTag passed in the arguments
Vector data(6);
data(O)= this->getTag();
data(1)=A;
data(4)=C_3;
data(5)=Gamma;
data(2)=theMaterial->getClassTag(;
int matDbTag=theMaterial->getDbTag(;
if (matDbTag==0) {
matDbTag =theChannel.getDbTag(;
if (matDbTag !=O)
theMaterial->setDbTag(matDbTag);
}
data(3)=matDbTag;
theChannel.sendVector (dataTag, commitTag, data);
theChannel.sendID(dataTag, commitTag, externalNodes);
theMaterial->sendSelf(commitTag, theChannel);
return 0;
}int
Pipelin2::recvSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel,
FEMObjectBroker &theBroker)
{
int dataTag= this->getDbTag();
Vector data(6);
theChannel.recvVector(dataTag, commitTag, data);
this->setTag((int)data(O));
A=data(1);
C_3=data(4);
Gamma=data(5);
theChannel.recvID(dataTag, commitTag, externalNodes);
int matClass=data(2);
int matDb = data(3);
theMaterial= theBroker.getNewUniaxialMaterial(matClass);
theMaterial->setDbTag(matDb);
theMaterial->recvSelf(commitTag, theChannel, theBroker);
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return 0;
}
int
Pipelin2::displaySelf(Renderer &theViewer, int displayMode, float
fact)
{
const Vector &end1Crd= endlPtr->getCrds(;
const Vector &end2Crd= end2Ptr->getCrds(;
const Vector &end1Disp=end1Ptr->getDisp(;
const Vector &end2Disp=end2Ptr->getDisp();
Vector v1(3);
Vector v2(3);
for (int i=0; i<2;i++) {
vl(i)=endlCrd(i)+endlDisp(i)*fact;
v2(i)=end2Crd(i)+end2Disp(i)*fact;
}
if (displayMode==3) {
//use the strain as the drawing measure
double strain = theMaterial->getStrain(;
return theViewer.drawLine(v1, v2, strain, strain);
}
else if (displayMode==2){
//otherwise use the material stress
double stress =A*theMaterial->getStress();
return theViewer.drawLine(vl,v2,stress, stress);
}
else{
//use the axial force
double force = A*theMaterial->getStresso;
return theViewer.drawLine(vl,v2,force,force);
}
}
void
Pipelin2::Print(OPSStream &s, int flag)
{
//compute the strain and axial force in the member
double strain, force;
if (L==0.0) {
strain=0;
force=0.0;
}
else{
strain = theMaterial->getStrain(;
force=A*theMaterial->getStress();
I
trussR(0)= trans(0,0)*force;
trussR(1)= trans(0,1)*force;
trussR(3)= trans(0,2)*force;
trussR(4)= trans(0,3)*force;
const Vector &vell = theNodes[0]->getVel();
const Vector &vel2 = theNodes[1]->getVel();
trussR(2)=-C_3/L*vel1(2)+C_3/L*vel2(2)-C_3/L*d_yclass*Gamma;
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trussR(5)=C_3/L*vell(2)-C_3/L*vel2(2)+C_3/L*d_y_class*Gamma;
if (flag==0) {//print everythin
s<< "Element: " <<this->getTag(;
s<< " type: My Truss iNode: "<< externalNodes(S);
s<< " jNode: "<<externalNodes(1);
s<< " Area: "<< A;
if (Gamma!=O) s << "Gamma: "<<Gamma;
s<< \n\t strain: " <<strain;
s<< axial load: " <<force;
s<< "\n\t unbalanced load: " <<trussR;
s<< "\t Material: " << *theMaterial;
s<< endln;
} else if (flag==l) {//just print ele id, strain
s<< this->getTag() << " " <<strain << "
and force
" << force <<endln;
Response *
Pipelin2::setResponse(const char **argv, int argc , OPS Stream &s)
{
// we compare arg(0) for known response types for the Truss
//axial force
if(strcmp(argv[0], "axialForce")==0)
return new ElementResponse(this, 1, 0.0);
//a material quantity
else if (strcmp(argv[0], "material")==0)
return theMaterial->setResponse(&argv[l], argc-1, s);
else
return 0;
int
>getStress());
}
Pipelin2::getResponse(int responseID, Information &eleInformation)
switch (responseID){
case -1:
return -1;
case 1:
return eleInformation.setDouble (A*theMaterial-
default:
return 0;
Pipelin2::computeCurrentStrain(void) const
//determine the strain
double
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const Vector &disp1=end1Ptr->getTrialDisp(;
const Vector &disp2=end2Ptr->getTrialDisp();
double dLength=0.0;
for (int i=0;i<2;i++)
dLength -= (disp2(i)-disp1(i))*trans(0,i);
double strain =dLength/L;
return strain;
}
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Class Definition: Pipe4
/* ****************************************************************** **
** OpenSees - Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation **
** Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center **
** **
** **
** (C) Copyright 1999, The Regents of the University of California **
** All Rights Reserved. **
** **
** Commercial use of this program without express permission of the **
** University of California, Berkeley, is strictly prohibited. See **
** file 'COPYRIGHT' in main directory for information on usage and **
** redistribution, and for a DISCLAIMER OF ALL WARRANTIES. **
** **
** Developed by: **
** Frank McKenna (fmckenna@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Gregory L. Fenves (fenves@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Filip C. Filippou (filippou@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** **
** ****************************************************************** */
// $Revision: 1.00 $
// $Date: 2008/07/18 18:05:53 $
// $Source: /usr/local/cvs/OpenSees/SRC/element/pipe/Pipe4.h,v $
// Written: Antonios Vytiniotis
// Created: 07/08
// Revision: A
//
// Description: This file contains the definition for the Pipe4. A Pipe4 object
// provides the abstraction of the small deformation bar element plus predicts the
// uncoupled pore pressure change according to Darcy Weisbach equation. Each pipe
// object is associated with a material object dealing with the axial compressibility
// of the drain. This Pipe4 element will work in 2d problems in a 3DOF domain.
//
// What: "@(#) Pipe4.h, revA"
#ifndef Pipe4_h
#define Pipe4_h
#include <Element.h>
#include <Matrix.h>
class Node;
class Channel;
class UniaxialMaterial;
class Pipe4:public Element {
public:
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//constructors
Pipe4 (int tag, int Ndl, int Nd2, UniaxialMaterial &theMaterial, double A, double
C_3, double Gamma=0.0, double DC=0.0);
Pipe4();
//destructor
-Pipe4();
//public methods to obtain information about dof & connectivity
int getNumExternalNodes(void) const;
const ID &getExternalNodes(void);
int getNumDOF(void);
Node **getNodePtrs(void);
//public methods to set the state of the element
void setDomain(Domain *theDomain);
int commitState(void);
int revertToLastCommit(void);
int revertToStart(void);
int update(void);
//public methods to obtain stiffness, mass, damping, and residual information
const Matrix &getTangentStiff(void);
const Matrix &getInitialStiff(void);
const Matrix &getDamp(void);
const Matrix &getMass(void);
void zeroLoad(void);
int addLoad(ElementalLoad *theLoad, double loadFactor);
int addInertiaLoadToUnbalance(const Vector &accel);
const Vector &getResistingForce(void);
const Vector &getResistingForceIncInertia(void);
//public methods for output
int sendSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel);
int recvSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel, FEMObjectBroker &theBroker);
int displaySelf(Renderer &theViewer, int displayMode, float fact);
void Print(OPS Stream &s, int flag=0);
Response *setResponse(const char **argv, int argc, OPSStream &s);
int getResponse(int responseID, Information &eleInformation);
//protected:
private:
//private member function - only availabe to objects of the class
double computeCurrentStrain(void) const;
//private attributes - a copy for each object of the class
UniaxialMaterial *theMaterial; //pointer to a material
ID externalNodes; // contains the id's of end nodes
Matrix trans; //hold the transformation matrix
I/ Vector *theLoad; // pointer to the load vector P
double L; //length of Pipe4 based on undeformed configuration
double C_3;
double A;
double DC;
double d_y_class;
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int eletag;
double Gamma; //weight per unit volume
Node *endlPtr, *end2Ptr; //two pointer to the trusses nodes
Node *theNodes[2]; //two pointer to the trusses nodes in a matrix
form (AV)
double Qp;
double Pip;
double P2p;
//private class attribute
static Matrix trussK;
static Matrix trussD;
static Matrix trussM;
static Vector trussR;
};
#endif
Class Implementation: Pipe4
/* ****************************************************************** **
** OpenSees - Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation **
** Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center **
** **
** **
** (C) Copyright 1999, The Regents of the University of California **
** All Rights Reserved. **
** **
** Commercial use of this program without express permission of the **
** University of California, Berkeley, is strictly prohibited. See **
** file 'COPYRIGHT' in main directory for information on usage and **
** redistribution, and for a DISCLAIMER OF ALL WARRANTIES. **
** **
** Developed by: **
** Frank McKenna (fmckenna@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Gregory L. Fenves (fenves@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Filip C. Filippou (filippou@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** **
** ****************************************************************** */
// $Revision: 1.00 $
// $Date: 2008/07/18 18:05:53 $
// $Source: /usr/local/cvs/OpenSees/SRC/element/Pipe/Pipe4.cpp,v $
// Written: Antonios Vytiniotis
// Created: 07/08
// Revision: A
//
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// Description: This file contains the implementation for the Pipe4 class.
// The current implementation does not work very well for Newton and EnergyIncr
// (Flow does not go to zero at end of analysis)
// It works well for DispIncr and Newton analysis since the jacobian must be
// updated at every timestep.
//
#include "Pipe4.h"
#include <Information.h>
#include <Parameter.h>
#include <Domain.h>
#include <Node.h>
#include <Channel.h>
#include <FEMObjectBroker.h>
#include <UniaxialMaterial.h>
#include <Renderer.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <ElementResponse.h>
#include <Matrix.h>
#include <Vector.h>
#include <ElasticMaterial.h>
// initial the class wide variables
Matrix Pipe4::trussK(6,6);
Matrix Pipe4::trussM(6,6);
Matrix Pipe4::trussD(6,6);
Vector Pipe4::trussR(6);
Pipe4::Pipe4(int tag,
int Ndl, int Nd2,
UniaxialMaterial &theMat,
double a, double c3, double g, double dc)
:Element(tag,ELETAGPipe4),
theMaterial(e),
externalNodes(2),
trans(1,4),L(0.0), A(a), C_3(c3), Gamma(g), DC(dc),
endlPtr(0), end2Ptr(e), eletag(tag),
d_yclass(.0), Qp(.0), P1p(O.0),P2p(0.0)
{
//create a copy of the material object
theMaterial=theMat.getCopy();
//fill in the ID containing external node info with node id's
externalNodes(0)=Ndl;
externalNodes(1)=Nd2;
for (int i=0; i<2; i++)
theNodes[i] = 0;
}
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//constructor which should be invoked by an FEObjectBroker only
Pipe4::Pipe4()
:Element(0,ELETAGPipe4),
theMaterial(o),
externalNodes(2),
trans(1,4), L(e.0), A(0.0), C_3(0.0), Gamma(0.0),
D_C(0.0),endlPtr(0), end2Ptr(0),
d_y_class(0.0), Qp(0.0), Plp(0.0),P2p(0.0)
{
for (int i=0; i<2; i++)
theNodes[i] = 0;
}
Pipe4::-Pipe4()
{
if (theMaterial !=0)
delete theMaterial;
}
int Pipe4::getNumExternalNodes(void) const
{
return 2;
}
const ID &
Pipe4::getExternalNodes(void)
{
return externalNodes;
}
int
Pipe4::getNumDOF(void){
return 6;
}
Node **
Pipe4::getNodePtrs(void)
{
return theNodes;
I
void
Pipe4::setDomain(Domain *theDomain)
{
//first ensure nodes exist in Domain and set the node pointers
int Ndl =externalNodes(0);
int Nd2 =externalNodes(1);
endlPtr =theDomain->getNode(Nd1);
end2Ptr =theDomain->getNode(Nd2);
theNodes[0] = theDomain->getNode(Nd1);
theNodes[1] = theDomain->getNode(Nd2);
if (theNodes[0]==0)
return;
if (theNodes[l]==0)
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return;
// call the DomainComponent class method
this->DomainComponent::setDomain(theDomain);
//ensure connected nodes have corrent number of dof's
int dofNdl=theNodes[0]->getNumberDOF();
int dofNd2=theNodes[1]->getNumberDOF();
if ((dofNdl !=3) || (dofNd2 !=3))
return; //don't go any further otherwise segmentation fault
//now determine the length & transformation matrix
const Vector &endlCrd=theNodes[0]->getCrds(;
const Vector &end2Crd=theNodes[1]->getCrds(;
double dx= end2Crd(0)-end1Crd(0);
double dy= end2Crd(1)-end1Crd(1);
d_y_class=dy;
L=sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy);
if (L==O.0)
return;
double cs=dx/L;
double sn=dy/L;
trans(0,0)=-cs;
trans(0,1)=-sn;
trans(0,2)= cs;
trans(0,3)= sn;
// // determine the nodal mass for lumped mass approach
// M=M*A*L/2; //M was set to rho by the constructor
}
int
Pipe4::commitState()
{
return theMaterial->commitState(;
}
int
Pipe4::revertToLastCommit()
{
return theMaterial->revertToLastCommit();}
int
Pipe4::revertToStart()
{
return theMaterial->revertToStart(;}
int
Pipe4::update()
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//determine the current strain given trial displacements at nodes
double strain=this->computeCurrentStrain(;
//set the strain in the materials
theMaterial->setTrialStrain(strain);
return 0;
}
const Matrix &
Pipe4::getTangentStiff(void)
{
if (L==0) {//if length ==zero - we zero and return
trussK.Zero();
return trussK;
}
//get the current E from the material for the strain that was set
// at the material when the update() method was invoked
double E = theMaterial->getTangent(;
//form the tangent stiffness matrix
Matrix K temp(4,4);
K_temp =transAtrans; //This is a temporary matrix containing the
truss stiffness parameters
K_temp *=A*E/L;
// trussK.Zero(;
// Truss stiffness components:
trussK(0,0)=Ktemp(0,0);
trussK(1,0)=Ktemp(1,0);
trussK(0,1)=Ktemp(0,1);
trussK(1,1)=Ktemp(1,1);
trussK(3,3)=Ktemp(2,2);
trussK(4,3)=Ktemp(3,2);
trussK(3,4)=Ktemp(2,3);
trussK(4,4)=Ktemp(3,3);
trussK(2,2)=0.0;
trussK(5,5)=0.0;
trussK(5,2)=0.0;
trussK(2,5)=0.0;
return trussK;
}
const Matrix &
Pipe4::getInitialStiff(void)
{
if (L==0) {
trussK.Zero();
return trussK;
}
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//get the current strain from the material
double strain = theMaterial->getStrain(;
//get the current stress from the material
double stress = theMaterial->getStress(;
//compute the tangent
double E=stress/strain;
//form the tangent stiffness matrix
Matrix Ktemp(4,4);
K-temp =transAtrans; //This is a temporary matrix containing the
truss stiffness parameters
K_temp *=A*E/L;
// trussK.Zero(;
// Truss stiffness components:
trussK(0,0)=Ktemp(0,0);
trussK(1,0)=Ktemp(1,0);
trussK(0,1)=Ktemp(0,1);
trussK(1,1)=Ktemp(1,1);
trussK(3,3)=Ktemp(2,2);
trussK(4,3)=Ktemp(3,2);
trussK(3,4)=Ktemp(2,3);
trussK(4,4)=Ktemp(3,3);
trussK(2,2)=0.0;
trussK(5,5)=0.0;
trussK(5,2)=0.0;
trussK(2,5)=0.0;
return trussK;
}
const Matrix &
Pipe4::getDamp(void)
{
//No damping associated with this type of element
trussD.Zero(;
// Darcy-Weisbach components
const Vector &vell = end1Ptr->getTrialVel();
const Vector &vel2 = end2Ptr->getTrialVel();
double ia;
i-a=vel2(2)/L-vell(2)/L+d_y_class*Gamma/L; //Element hydraulic
gradient
// Find the sign of the gradient:
double sign_i_a=1;
if (ia<0)
sign_i_a=-1;
double Q2; // Flow at n+1
Q2=sign_i-a*C_3*sqrt(sign_i_a*ia);
double DP1;
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double DP2;
DP1=vell(2)-Pip;
DP2=vel2(2)-P2p;
double DP;
DP=DP2-DP1;
double DQ;
DQ=Q2-Qp;
double signDP=1;
if (DP<e)
signDP=-1;
if (sign_i_a*i-a*L<DC) {
trussD(2,2)=-C_3/sqrt(DC)/L;
trussD(5,5)=-C_3/sqrt(DC)/L;
trussD(5,2)=C_3/sqrt(DC)/L;
trussD(2,5)=C_3/sqrt(DC)/L;
}
else {
if (signDP*DP<DC) {
trussD(2,2)=-C_3/2/sqrt(sign_i_a*i_a)/L;
trussD(5,5)=-C_3/2/sqrt(sign_i_a*i_a)/L;
trussD(5,2)=C_3/2/sqrt(sign_i_a*ia)/L;
trussD(2,5)=C_3/2/sqrt(sign_i_a*ia)/L;
}
else {
trussD(2,2)=-DQ/DP;
trussD(5,5)=-DQ/DP;
trussD(5,2)=DQ/DP;
trussD(2,5)=DQ/DP;
}
}
// update Qp
Qp=Q2; // Flow at n
Plp=vell(2); // Pressure 1 at n
P2p=vel2(2); // Pressure 2 at n
return trussD;
}
const Matrix &
Pipe4::getMass(void)
{
if (L==0){
trussM.Zero();
return trussM;
}
// At this point we have zero lumped mass
trussM.Zero();
return trussM;
i
void
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Pipe4::zeroLoad(void)
{
//does nothing - no element load associated with this object
}
int
Pipe4::addLoad(ElementalLoad *theLoad, double loadFactor)
{
opserr <<"MyTruss::addLoad - load type unknown for truss with tag: <<
this->getTag() << endln;
return -1;
}
int
Pipe4::addInertiaLoadToUnbalance(const Vector &accel)
{
return 0;
}
const Vector &
Pipe4::getResistingForce()
{
if (L==0) {//if length ==zero - zero and return
trussR.Zero(;
return trussR;
}
// R=Ku-Pext
//force =F*transformation
double force = A* theMaterial->getStress(;
trussR(e)= trans(0,0)*force;
trussR(1)= trans(0,1)*force;
trussR(3)= trans(0,2)*force;
trussR(4)= trans(0,3)*force;
const Vector &vell = theNodes[0]->getTrialVel();
const Vector &vel2 = theNodes[1]->getTrialVel();
double ia;
i-a=vel2(2)/L-vel1(2)/L+d_y_class*Gamma/L; //Element hydraulic
gradient
// Find the sign of the gradient:
double sign_i_a=1;
if (i_a<)
sign_i_a=-l;
if (sign-i_a*ia<D_C) {
trussR(2)=C_3*ia/sqrt(DC);
trussR(5)= -C_3*i-a/sqrt(DC);
}
else {
if (ia>0.0)
{
trussR(2)=C_3*sqrt(ia);
trussR(5)= -C_3*sqrt(ia);
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}
else
{
trussR(2)=-C_3*sqrt(-ia);
trussR(5)= C_3*sqrt(-i a);
}
}
return trussR;
}
const Vector &
Pipe4::getResistingForceIncInertia()
{
this->getResistingForce(;
//No inertia is included in the in this element formulation
return trussR;
}
int
Pipe4::sendSelf (int commitTag, Channel &theChannel)
{
int dataTag=this->getDbTag();
// Pipe4 packs it's data into a Vector and sends this to theChannel
//along with it's dbTag and the commitTag passed in the arguments
Vector data(7);
data(0)= this->getTag(;
data(1)=A;
data(4)=C_3;
data(5)=Gamma;
data(6)=DC;
data(2)=theMaterial->getClassTag(;
int matDbTag=theMaterial->getDbTag(;
if (matDbTag==0) {
matDbTag =theChannel.getDbTag(;
if (matDbTag !=0)
theMaterial->setDbTag(matDbTag);
}
data(3)=matDbTag;
theChannel.sendVector (dataTag, commitTag, data);
theChannel.sendID(dataTag, commitTag, externalNodes);
theMaterial->sendSelf(commitTag, theChannel);
return 0;
}
int
Pipe4: :recvSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel, FEMObjectBroker
&theBroker)
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int dataTag= this->getDbTag();
Vector data(7);
theChannel.recvVector(dataTag, commitTag, data);
this->setTag((int)data(0));
A=data(1);
C_3=data(4);
Gamma=data(5);
DC=data(6);
theChannel.recvID(dataTag, commitTag, externalNodes);
int matClass=data(2);
int matDb = data(3);
theMaterial= theBroker.getNewUniaxialMaterial(matClass);
theMaterial->setDbTag(matDb);
theMaterial->recvSelf(commitTag, theChannel, theBroker);
return 0;
}
int
Pipe4: :displaySelf(Renderer &theViewer, int displayMode, float fact)
{
const Vector &end1Crd= end1Ptr->getCrds(;
const Vector &end2Crd= end2Ptr->getCrds(;
const Vector &end1Disp=end1Ptr->getDisp();
const Vector &end2Disp=end2Ptr->getDisp();
Vector v1(3);
Vector v2(3);
for (int i=0; i<2;i++) {
vl(i)=end1Crd(i)+endlDisp(i)*fact;
v2(i)=end2Crd(i)+end2Disp(i)*fact;
}
if (displayMode==3) {
//use the strain as the drawing measure
double strain = theMaterial->getStrain(;
return theViewer.drawLine(v1, v2, strain, strain);
}
else if (displayMode==2){
//otherwise use the material stress
double stress =A*theMaterial->getStress();
return theViewer.drawLine(v1,v2,stress, stress);
}
else{
//use the axial force
double force = A*theMaterial->getStresso;
return theViewer.drawLine(v1,v2,force,force);
}
}
void
Pipe4::Print(OPSStream &s, int flag)
{
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//compute the strain and axial force in the member
double strain, force;
if (L==0.e) {
strain=0;
force=0.0;
}
else{
strain = theMaterial->getStrain(;
force=A*theMaterial->getStress(;
I
trussR(0)= trans(0,0)*force;
trussR(1)= trans(0,1)*force;
trussR(3)= trans(0,2)*force;
trussR(4)= trans(0,3)*force;
const Vector &vell = theNodes[0]->getVel();
const Vector &vel2 = theNodes[l]->getVel();
double i_a;
i-a=vel2(2)/L-vel1(2)/L+d_y_class*Gamma/L; //Element hydraulic
gradient
// Find the sign of the gradient:
double sign_i_a=1;
if (i_a<O)
sign_i_a=-l;
if (sign_i_a*i-a<DC) {
trussR(2)=C_3*i_a/sqrt(DC);
trussR(5)= -C_3*i_a/sqrt(DC);
}
else {
if (ia>0.0)
{
trussR(2)=C_3*sqrt(ia);
trussR(5)= -C_3*sqrt(i a);
}
else
{
trussR(2)=-C_3*sqrt(-i_a);
trussR(5)= C_3*sqrt(-i a);
}
if (flag==0) {//print everythin
s<< "Element: " <<this->getTag();
s<< " type: My Truss iNode: "<< externalNodes(0);
s<< " jNode: "<<externalNodes(1);
s<< " Area: "<< A;
if (Gamma!=0) s << "Gamma: "<<Gamma;
s<< " \n\t strain: <<strain;
s<< " axial load: " <<force;
s<< "\n\t unbalanced load: " <<trussR;
s<< "\t Material: " << *theMaterial;
s<< endln;
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} else if (flag==1) {//just print ele id, strain and force
s<< this->getTag() << " " <<strain << " " << force <<endln;
Response *
Pipe4::setResponse(const char **argv, int argc , OPSStream &s)
{
// we compare arg(0) for known response types for the Truss
//axial force
if(strcmp(argv[e], "axialForce")==0)
return new ElementResponse(this, 1, 0.0);
//a material quantity
else if (strcmp(argv[0], "material")==0)
return theMaterial->setResponse(&argv[1], argc-1, s);
else
return 0;
int
>getStress();
Pipe4::getResponse(int responseID, Information &eleInformation)
switch (responseID){
case -1:
return -1;
case 1:
return eleInformation.setDouble (A*theMaterial-
default:
return 0;
Pipe4::computeCurrentStrain(void) const
//determine the strain
const Vector &disp1=end1Ptr->getTrialDisp(;
const Vector &disp2=end2Ptr->getTrialDisp(;
double dLength=0.0;
for (int i=0;i<2;i++)
dLength -= (disp2(i)-disp1(i))*trans(0,i);
double strain =dLength/L;
return strain;
double
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Appendix B: NewTemplate3D implementation
The NewTemplate3D class is a generic driver that drives the integration of many constitutive
models in OpenSees allowing the user to combine different classes for elasticity, yield surface,
and flow and hardening rules. The implementation of the sub-incrementation algorithm is
generic so that any model that uses the NewTemplate3Dep.cpp driver can use it. The return-to-
apex and return-to-bounding/critical state surface corrections are implemented on the same
generic driver class but are used only during the integration of the DM2004 soil model. The
changes in the NewTemplate3Dep class are implemented so that all other models that utilize
this driver will work seamlessly, though testing the behavior of other models was beyond the
scope of this research.
This Appendix presents the following four methods implemented in the NewTemplate3Dep
class:
1. ForwardEuler: This is the subroutine that is doing the forward Euler integration,
including the automatic sub-incrementation procedure, and calls the return-to-apex and
return to bounding/critical state surface corrections.
2. DM bs value: It finds the value of the return surface.
3. DM.bs.grad: It calculates the value of the gradient to the bounding surface.
4. DMcorr: It invokes the return-to-apex and return to bounding/critical state surface
corrections.
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Class Methods
ForwardEuler
int NewTemplate3Dep: :ForwardEuler(const straintensor& strain incr){
// Initial Definitions
straintensor start-strain;
stresstensor start-stress;
stresstensor stress incr;
straintensor Intersectionstrain;
stresstensor Intersectionstress;
stresstensor elasticpredictorstress;
BJtensor Ee;
straintensor incrstrain;
int err = 0;
double fstart = 0.0;
double f_pred = 0.0;
double intersectionfactor = 0.0;
Ee = pointerelasticstate->getElasticStiffness(*pointermaterialparameter);
startstress = getStressTensor(;
startstrain = getStrainTensor(;
// I had to use the one line incrstrain = strainincr; Problem of BJTensor;
incrstrain.Initialize(strain-incr);
stresstensor stresssub_incr;
straintensor subincrstrain;
TrialStress.Initialize(start_stress);
// Define pseudo-time:
double pseudoT=0.;
double pseudodt=1.;
double pseudoT-suc=0.;
while (pseudoT suc<1.) {
// Calculate the correct increment of strain:
double trialpseudo_T_suc=pseudo_T_suc+pseudo_dt;
if (trialpseudoT suc>1.){
pseudo_dt=1.-pseudo_T_suc;
trialpseudo_T_suc=1.;
}
subincrstrain=incrstrain*pseudodt;
Ee = pointerelastic state->getElasticStiffness(*pointer material_parameter);
stress sub incr = Ee("ijpq") * subincrstrain("pq");
stresssubincr.nullindices();
elasticpredictorstress = startstress + stresssubincr;
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Intersectionstress.Initialize(start stress);
// Addition by AV:
Intersectionstrain.Initialize(start strain);
f_start = pointeryieldfunction->YieldFunctionValue( start-stress,
*pointermaterialparameter );
f_pred = pointeryield_function->YieldFunctionValue(
elasticpredictor stress, *pointermaterialparameter );
// If Elastic
// if ( (f start <= 0.0 && f_pred <= FTOL) || fstart > f_pred ) {
if ( fstart <= 0.0 && f pred <= FTOL) {
TrialStrain=startstrain+subincrstrain;
TrialStress.Initialize(elasticpredictorstress);
Stiffness = Ee;
// double p_av = TrialStress.phydrostatic(;
// DownCast plastic flow operator:
DM04_PF *DMptr=dynamic_cast<DMO4_PF *> (pointerplastic flow);
// Nothing happens unless we use the DM soil model:
if (DMptr!=0&&trialpseudoT suc==1.){
// Apply all the necessary stress state corrections:
TrialStress=DMcorr(TrialStress,TrialStrain);
I
// update elastic part
err += pointer_elasticstate->setStress(TrialStress);
err += pointer_elasticstate->setStrain(TrialStrain);
pseudo_T_suc=pseudo_T_suc+pseudo_dt;
startstress=TrialStress;
startstrain=TrialStrain;
fprintf(stdout,"After the Elastic Increment PseudoT suc: %5.1f
\n",pseudo_T_suc);
I
// If Elastic and then Elastic-Plastic
else {
if ( fstart <.e ) {
intersection_factor = zbrentstress( startstress, elasticpredictorstress, 0.0,
1.0, TOL );
Intersectionstress = yield_surface cross( start_stress,
elasticpredictor stress, intersectionfactor );
Intersection-strain = start-strain + (sub incrstrain * intersectionfactor);
double fav = pointeryield function->YieldFunctionValue(
Intersection-stress, *pointermaterialparameter );
stress sub incr = elastic_predictorstress - Intersectionstress;
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// Update elastic part
err += pointerelasticstate->setStress(Intersectionstress);
err += pointerelasticstate->setStrain(Intersectionstrain);
Ee = pointer elasticstate->getElasticStiffness(*pointermaterialparameter);
}
// If E-P Response,
double lower = 0.0;
double Deltalambda = 0.0;
double hardMod = 0.0;
double hs = 0.0;
double xis = 0.0;
stresstensor dFods;
straintensor dQods;
BJtensor Hq;
BJtensor Hf;
BJtensor Ep;
stresstensor ht;
stresstensor xit;
straintensor plasticstrainincr;
stresstensor epstress;
// For better numerical performance
//Intersectionstress = Intersectionstress *(1.0 - TOL);
dFods = pointeryield_function->StressDerivative( Intersection-stress,
*pointermaterialparameter );
dQods = pointerplasticflow->PlasticFlowTensor( Intersectionstress,
Intersection_strain, *pointer materialparameter );
// E_ijkl * R kl
Hq = Ee("ijkl") * dQods("kl");
Hq.nullindices();
// L_ij * Eijkl
Hf = dFods("ij") * Ee("ijkl");
Hf.nullindices();
// L_ij * Eijkl * Rkl
lower = ( Hf("ij") * dQods("ij") ).trace(;
int i;
// Evolution of scalar (isotropic) internal variables in yield function
double Numinternalscalar inyield_function = pointeryield_function-
>getNumInternalScalar(;
for (i = 0; i < Numinternalscalar inyield_function; i++) {
h_s = pointerscalarevolution[i]->H( dQods, Intersection-stress,
Intersectionstrain, *pointer materialparameter);
xi_s = pointeryield function->InScalarDerivative( Intersectionstress,
*pointermaterialparameter, i+1);
hardMod += h-s * xis;
}
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// Evolution of tensor (kinematic) internal variables in yield function
double Numinternaltensorinyieldfunction = pointeryield function-
>getNumInternalTensor();
for (i = 0; i < Numinternaltensorinyield_function; i++) {
h_t = pointer tensorevolution[i]->Hij( dQods, Intersectionstress,
Intersectionstrain, *pointermaterialparameter);
xi t = pointeryield function->InTensorDerivative( Intersectionstress,
*pointermaterialparameter, i+1);
hardMod += ( ht("mn") * xit("mn") ).trace(;
}
lower -= hardMod;
// L-ij * E-ijkl * d ekl ( true ep strain increment)
Deltalambda = ( dFods("ij") * stresssubincr("ij") ).trace(;
if (lower != 0.0)
Deltalambda /= lower;
// if (Delta-lambda < 0.0) fprintf(stdout,"Delta lambda<0.0");
if (Delta lambda < 0.0)
Deltalambda = 0.0;
// double deletemeincr1=dQods.cval(2,2);
// Plastic strain increment
plastic strainincr = dQods * Deltalambda;
epstress = elasticpredictorstress - (Hq * Deltalambda);
// double deletemeincr2=dQods.cval(2,2);
// double deletemeincr3=deletemeincrl-deletemeincr2;
TrialPlasticStrain = this->getPlasticStrainTensor() + plasticstrain incr;
TrialStress = epstress;
// Find the energy norm of the current increment:
stresstensor subincrepstress;
sub incr-ep_stress=TrialStress-startstress;
double
e_norm=fabs(1./2.*(subincrstrain("ij")*subincrepstress("ij")).trace();
double
strainnorm=fabs((subincr strain("ij")*subincr_strain("ij")) .trace();
double
stressnorm=fabs((subincrepstress("ij")*sub_incr_epstress("ij")).trace();
if (strain norm>enorm)
e_norm=strainnorm;
// if (stress norm>enorm)
// e_norm=stressnorm;
// fprintf(stdout,"Norm is: %7.3e \n",e norm);
double ffinal;
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double normTOL=le-6;
// If the step is successful:
if (enorm<=norm_TOL){
// Update internal scalar variables
double dS= 0.0;
double S = 0.0;
int Num internal scalar = pointer_material parameter-
>getNumInternalScalar(;
for (i = 0; i < Numinternalscalar; i++) {
dS = ( pointerscalarevolution[i]->H(dQods, Intersection-stress,
Intersection_strain, *pointer materialparameter) ) *Deltalambda;
S = pointermaterialparameter->getInternalScalar(i);
err += pointermaterialparameter->setInternalScalar(i, S + dS );
}
// Update internal tensor variables
stresstensor dT;
stresstensor T;
int Num internal tensor = pointer_material parameter-
>getNumInternalTensor(;
for (i = 0; i < Numinternaltensor; i++) {
dT = pointertensorevolution[i]->Hij(dQods, Intersection-stress,
Intersection_strain, *pointer materialparameter) *Deltalambda;
T = pointermaterialparameter->getInternalTensor(i);
err += pointermaterialparameter->setInternalTensor(i, T + dT );
// To
Ep
obtain Eep
= Hq("pq") * Hf("mn");
Ep.null_indices();
Ep = Ep * (1.0/lower);
if ( Delta_lambda > 0.0 )
Stiffness = Ee - Ep;
else
Stiffness = Ee;
// DownCast plastic flow operator:
DM04_PF *DMptr=dynamic_cast<DM04_PF *> (pointerplastic-flow);
double deletemel=ep_stress.cval(2,2);
// Nothing happens unless we use the DM soil model:
if (DMptr!=0&&trialpseudoT suc==1.){
// Apply all the necessary stress state corrections:
epstress=DMcorr(epstress,TrialStrain);
}
TrialStress.Initialize(epstress);
// Update elastic part
err += pointerelasticstate->setStrain(TrialStrain);
err += pointerelasticstate->setStress(TrialStress);
deletemel=abs(deletemel-TrialStress.cval(2,2));
pseudo_T_suc=pseudoT-suc+pseudo_dt;
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if (trialpseudo_T_suc==1.) pseudo_T_suc=1.; // This makes sure
that pseudo_T_suc becomes exctly 1 at the end of the step.
startstress=TrialStress;
startstrain=startstrain+subincrstrain;
}
// If the step has failed but subincrement is already too small:
if (enorm>normTOL&&pseudo dt<=0.001){
// Update internal scalar variables
double dS= 0.0;
double S = 0.0;
int Num internal scalar = pointermaterialparameter-
>getNumInternalScalar(;
for (i = 0; i < Numinternalscalar; i++) {
dS = ( pointerscalarevolution[i]->H(dQods, Intersectionstress,
Intersectionstrain, *pointer_materialparameter) ) *Delta_lambda;
S = pointermaterial_parameter->getInternalScalar(i);
err += pointermaterialparameter->setInternalScalar(i, S + dS );
}
// Update internal tensor variables
stresstensor dT;
stresstensor T;
int Num internal tensor = pointer materialparameter-
>getNumInternalTensor(;
for (i = 0; i < Numinternaltensor; i++) {
dT = pointertensorevolution[i]->Hij(dQods, Intersection_stress,
Intersectionstrain, *pointermaterialparameter) *Deltalambda;
T = pointer_material parameter->getInternalTensor(i);
err += pointermaterialparameter->setInternalTensor(i, T + dT );
}
// To obtain Eep
Ep = Hq("pq") * Hf("mn");
Ep.nullindices();
Ep = Ep * (1.0/lower);
if ( Deltalambda > 0.0 )
Stiffness = Ee - Ep;
else
Stiffness = Ee;
// DownCast plastic flow operator:
DM04_PF *DMptr=dynamiccast<DM04_PF *> (pointerplasticflow);
// Nothing happens unless we use the DM soil model:
if (DMptr!=0&&trialpseudo_Tsuc==1.){
// Apply all the necessary stress state corrections:
epstress=DMcorr(epstress,TrialStrain);
}
TrialStress. Initialize(ep stress);
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// Update elastic part
err += pointerelasticstate->setStrain(TrialStrain);
err += pointer elasticstate->setStress(TrialStress);
// double deletemel=TrialStress.cval(2,2);
pseudo_T_suc=pseudoTsuc+pseudo_dt;
if (trialpseudoTsuc==l.) pseudoT suc=1.; // This makes sure
that pseudoT_suc becomes exctly 1 at the end of the step.
startstress=TrialStress;
startstrain=startstrain+subincr_strain;
(enorm>norm_TOL&&pseudodt>0.001) {
If the step is failed:
pseudo_dt=pseudodt/2;
} // End of all the increments
return err;
}
DM bs value
double NewTemplate3Dep::DMbsvalue(const stresstensor bsStress, const straintensor
bsStrain) const
{
// Initialize variables:
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
m;
temp1;
cc;
cos3theta;
g;
M_cal;
eO;
e_r;
lambda_c;
xi;
Pat;
ec;
nb;
Numinternaltensor_inyield function;
epsilon_v;
e;
stateParameter;
expnb;
f_bs=0.0;
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double lls_barll;
double J3D;
double p;
double Mmax;
// DownCast plastic flow operator:
DM04_PF *DMptr=dynamic_cast<DMO4_PF *> (pointerplastic flow);
// Return to Bounding Surface:
// Calculate the bounding function value:
// Get the DM parameters from the respective classes:
p = bsStress.phydrostatic(;
if (DMptr!=0){
stresstensor sbar;
stresstensor n;
m = DMptr->getm(*pointermaterialparameter);
s_bar = bsStress.deviator();
tempi = ( sbar("ij") * sbar("ij") ).trace(;
cc=DMptr->getcc(*pointermaterialparameter);
llsbarll = sqrt( (sbar("ij")*sbar("ij")).trace() );
if (p > 0.0 && llsbarll > 0.0)
n = sbar * (1.0/llsbarll);
// New from AV; This should always be calculated.
n = s_bar * (1.0/lls-barll);
J3D = n.Jinvariant3();
cos3theta = -3.0*sqrt(6.0) *)3D;
if (cos3theta > 1.0) cos3theta = 1.0;
if (cos3theta < -1.0) cos3theta = -1.0;
g = DMptr->getg(cc, cos3theta);
M_cal = DMptr->getM-cal(*pointer-material_parameter);
eO = DM ptr->gete0(*pointermaterialparameter);
e r=DMptr->geter(*pointermaterial parameter);
lambda c=DMptr->getlambda c(*pointermaterialparameter);
xi=DMptr->getxi(*pointermaterialparameter);
Pat=DMptr->getPat(*pointermaterial-parameter);
ec=DMptr->getec(er, lambdac, xi, Pat, p);
// DownCast DM04_alphaEij to calculate nb:
Numinternaltensorinyieldfunction = pointeryield function-
>getNumInternalTensor(;
for (int i = 0; i < Numinternaltensor in yield_function; i++) {
DM04_alphaEij *DM-alphaptr=dynamic_cast<DM04_alphaEij *>
(pointertensorevolution[i]);
if (DMalphaptr!=0){
nb = DM_alphaptr->getnb(*pointermaterialparameter);
}
}
epsilonv = bsStrain.Iinvariantl();
e = eo + (1 + eO) *epsilon_v;
stateParameter = e - ec;
expnb = exp( -nb *stateParameter );
M_max=Mcal*expnb;
// Check is bounding surface is less than critical state surface (happens when psi>0):
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if (Mmax<Mcal) M max=Mcal;
// Value of the Bounding surface yield function:
f_bs=sqrt(templ) - sqrt(2.0/3.0)*g*(Mmax+m)*p;
I
return f_bs;
}
DM-bs-grad
stresstensor NewTemplate3Dep::DMbsgrad(const stresstensor bsStress, const straintensor
bsStrain) const
{
// Warning! The gradient provided in this algorithm is not exact and assumes that g=1
// This should not be a large problem since the vector of the return to boundary
correction
// is already an approximation.
double p;
double m;
double sbaralpha;
double s_norm;
double tempav;
double temp_a_tr;
double M_cal;
double epsilonv;
double e;
double eo;
double ec;
double er;
double lambdac;
double xi;
double Pat;
double stateParameter;
double nb;
double expnb;
double Num internal tensor in yield_function;
double Mmax;
stresstensor sbar;
stresstensor grad;
stresstensor alpha;
stresstensor sdeviator;
BJtensor KroneckerI("I", 2, defdim_2);
// DownCast plastic flow operator:
DM04_PF *DMptr=dynamic-cast<DM04_PF *> (pointerplastic_flow);
p = bsStress.phydrostatic(;
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m = DMptr->getm(*pointer_materialparameter);
M_cal = DMptr->getMcal(*pointermaterialparameter);
e0 = DMptr->geteO(*pointermaterialparameter);
e_r=DMptr->geter(*pointermaterialparameter);
lambdac=DMptr->getlambdac(*pointermaterialparameter);
xi=DMptr->getxi(*pointer materialparameter);
Pat=DMptr->getPat(*pointer materialparameter);
ec=DMptr->getec(e_r, lambdac, xi, Pat, p);
// DownCast DM04_alphaEij to calculate nb:
Numinternaltensor_inyield function = pointeryield function-
>getNumInternalTensor(;
for (int i = 0; i < Numinternaltensor inyield_function; i++) {
DM04_alphaEij *DM alphaptr=dynamic-cast<DM04_alphaEij *>
(pointertensorevolution[i]);
if (DMalphaptr!=0){
nb = DM alphaptr->getnb(*pointermaterialparameter);
}
}
epsilon v = bsStrain.Iinvariantl();
e = eo + (1 + eO) *epsilonv;
stateParameter = e - ec;
expnb = exp( -nb *stateParameter );
// True m for bounding surface is:
M_max=Mcal*expnb;
// Check if bounding surface is less than critical state surface (happens when psi>0):
if (Mmax<Mcal) M_max=M_cal;
m=Mmax+m;
alpha.val(1,1)=alpha.val(1,2)=alpha.val(1,3)=0;
alpha.val(2,1)=alpha.val(2,2)=alpha.val(2,3)=0;
alpha.val(3,1)=alpha.val(3,2)=alpha.val(3,3)=0;
s_bar=bsStress.deviatoro-alpha*(p);
s_baralpha=(sbar("ij")*alpha("ij")).traceo;
s norm = sqrt( (sbar("ij")*sbar("ij")).trace() );
// stresstensor sdeviator=TrialStress.deviator(;
grad = sbar*(1./snorm);
tempav=grad.cval(1,1);
temp_a_tr=alpha.cval(1,1)+alpha.cval(2,2)+alpha.cval(3,3);
grad.val(1,1)=tempav+(sbaralpha)*(1./snorm/3)+p*temp_a_tr*(./s_norm/3)+sqrt(2
./27.)*m;
tempav=grad.cval(2,2);
grad.val(2,2)=tempav+(sbaralpha)*(1./snorm/3)+p*temp_a_tr*(1./snorm/3)+sqrt(2
./27.)*m;
tempav=grad.cval(3,3);
grad.val(3,3)=tempav+(sbar_alpha)*(1./snorm/3)+p*temp_a_tr*(1./snorm/3)+sqrt(2
./27.)*m;
return grad;
}
DMcorr
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stresstensor NewTemplate3Dep::DMcorr(const stresstensor bsStress, const straintensor
bsStrain) const
{
double p;
double f_bs;
double lower;
stresstensor scalingofexplicit stress;
stresstensor rtrnTrialStress;
rtrnTrialStress=bsStress;
p = rtrnTrialStress.p_hydrostatic(;
if (p<1) {
// Return to Appex Correction:
if
(rtrnTrialStress.cval(1,1)>0I rtrnTrialStress.cval(2,2)>0| IrtrnTrialStress.cval(3,3)>0
rtrnTrialStress.val(1,1)=-.1;
rtrnTrialStress.val(2,2)=-0.1;
rtrnTrialStress.val(3,3)=-0.1;
rtrnTrialStress.val(1,2)=rtrnTrialStress.val(2,1)=0.0;
rtrnTrialStress.val(1,3)=rtrnTrialStress.val(3,1)=O.0;
rtrnTrialStress.val(2,3)=rtrnTrialStress.val(3,2)=0.0;
}} else {
/// Return to bounding surface correction:
f_bs=DMbs value(rtrn_TrialStress, bsStrain);
if (fbs>o) {
// Check if Stress state is outside the bounding function:
// Call the return to bounding surface algorithm:
stresstensor grad=DMbsgrad(rtrn_TrialStress, bsStrain);
while (fbs>o){
lower = (grad("ij") * grad("ij")).trace(;
scalingofexplicit stress = grad("ij") *
((fbs+FTOL)/lower);
rtrnTrialStress = rtrnTrialStress -
scalingofexplicitstress;
f_bs = DMbs_value(rtrnTrialStress, bsStrain);
grad = DM-bsgrad(rtrnTrialStress, bsStrain);
}
}
}
return rtrnTrialStress;
i
#tendif
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Appendix C: Plane Strain material wrapper
Plane strain material wrapper
Since the DM2004 soil model was originally implemented in a three-dimensional space, the first
step to perform plane strain analysis was to prepare a plane strain "material wrapper". This
wrapper is implemented as a virtual material that allows any material formulated in 3D in the
OpenSees code to be used in conjunction with plane strain two dimensional elements in order
to perform plane strain analyses.
In plane strain conditions, the increment of strain is:
dE11 dE12 0 (C. 1)dE = dE2 1 dE2 2  0)
And if the 3-D material non-symmetric tangent stiffness matrix is:
/1 112 113 114 115 116 (C.2)
121 122 123 124 125 126
_=131 132 133 134 135 136
3D 141 142 143 144 145 146
151 152 153 1s4 Jss 156
161 162 163 164 165 166
Then the corresponding 2-D material tangent is:
J11 J12 J14 (C.3)
J2D = 121 122 124
141 142 144
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The virtual plane strain material creates a copy of the 3D material, sets the increment of strain
on the out-of-plane direction to be 0, and also creates the two-dimensional material tangent
from the three dimensional tangent. Because the wrapper creates a copy of the object of the
3D material at initialization, all state parameters of the 3D material should be initialized before
the wrapper initialization. If a state parameter of the material needs to be changed after
initialization of the wrapper, one should act on the copy of the material object and not on the
original material object itself.
Figure C-1 shows a comparison of an un-drained cyclic simple shear plane strain test performed
with: (1) a three dimensional u-p element using the 3D formulation of the DM2004 soil model;
and (2) with a plane strain u-p element (Toyoura Sand, eo=0.808, Ko=0.5, cy'vo=200kPa) using the
virtual plane strain material together with the 3D version of the DM2004 soil model. Results
show that the two formulations produce exactly the same results. Using the plane strain
material wrapper makes it simpler to create plane strain models without using 3D elements and
constraining them on the out of plane direction. It also reduces the number of unknowns in the
domain if a penalty method is used to impose the homogeneous constraints of the model, thus
reducing by half the computational time needed to solve the equilibrium equations. If a
transformation method is used, where homogenous boundary conditions are applied by
removing the corresponding rows and columns on the stiffness matrix of the system, to impose
these constraints, then using this wrapper should have no effect on computational time.
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Opensees implementation
The plane strain material wrapper is a class (PlaneStrainMaterial) that inherits its properties
from an NDMaterial class. NDMaterials are materials that provide the multi-axial stress-strain
responses at a point in a solid element. All the methods of this class are public and they involve:
1. setTrialStrain: Gets the current strain.
2. getStrain: Returns the current strain of the material.
3. getStrainRate: Returns the current strain rate of the material.
4. getStress: Returns the current stress of the material.
5. getTangent: Returns the current material tangent.
6. getDampTangent: Returns the current damping tangent.
7. getSecant: Returns the material secant.
8. commitState: Informs the material that the current state is converged and its internal
variables should be updated accordingly.
9. revertToLastCommit: Informs the material that it should revert its state to its last
commited state.
10. revertToStart: Informs the material that it should revert to its initial state.
11. getCopy: Allows other materials to obtain copies of this material.
12. setResponse: Stores material information.
13. getResponse: Returns material information.
14. sendSelf and recvSelf: Send and receive model information when using the parallel
solver.
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A new command was added in the OpenSees interpreter that takes the arguments:
material PlaneStrain 2DMaterialID 3DMaterialID
2DMaterialID is the ID of the new two-dimensional plane strain material that the wrapper
creates, and 3DMaterialID is the ID of the actual three-dimensional material.
The rest of this Appendix presents the class definition and implementation of the plane strain
material wrapper, a material that allows any three-dimensional material to be used in a plane
strain analysis.
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Figure C-1 Comparison of stress-paths (a) and stress-strain response (b) of undrained plane strain tests performed with a
constrained 3D model with the full 3D model formulation and with a plane strain material wrapper with plane strain
elements (Toyoura Sand, eo=0.808)
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Class definition
/* ****************************************************************** **
** OpenSees - Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation **
** Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center **
** **
** **
** (C) Copyright 1999, The Regents of the University of California **
** All Rights Reserved. **
** **
** Commercial use of this program without express permission of the **
** University of California, Berkeley, is strictly prohibited. See **
** file 'COPYRIGHT' in main directory for information on usage and **
** redistribution, and for a DISCLAIMER OF ALL WARRANTIES. **
** **
** Developed by: **
** Frank McKenna (fmckenna@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Gregory L. Fenves (fenves@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Filip C. Filippou (filippou@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** **
** ****************************************************************** 
*/
// $Revision: 1.0 $
// $Date: 11/10/2008 23:01:25 $
// $Source: /usr/local/cvs/OpenSees/SRC/material/nD/PlaneStressMaterial.h,v $
// Antonios Vytiniotis
//
// Generic Plane Strain Material
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <Vector.h>
#include <Matrix.h>
#include <ID.h>
#include <NDMaterial.h>
class PlaneStrainMaterial: public NDMaterial{
------------------- Declarations-------------------------------
public :
//null constructor
PlaneStrainMaterial( ) ;
//full constructor
PlaneStrainMaterial( int tag,
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NDMaterial &the3DMaterial ) ;
//destructor
virtual -PlaneStrainMaterial( )
//make a clone of this material
NDMaterial *getCopy( ) ;
NDMaterial *getCopy( const char *type ) ;
//send back order of strain in vector form
int getorder( ) const ;
//send back order of strain in vector form
const char *getType( ) const ;
//swap history variables
int commitState( ) ;
//revert to last saved state
int revertToLastCommit( ) ;
//revert to start
int revertToStart( ) ;
//get the strain
int setTrialStrain( const Vector &strainFromElement ) ;
//send back the strain
const Vector& getStrain( ) ;
//send back the stress
const Vector& getStress( ) ;
//send back the tangent
const Matrix& getTangent( ) ;
const Matrix& getInitialTangent( ) ; // AV Not Sure if it works
//density
double getRho( ) ;
//print out data
void Print( OPS_Stream &s, int flag ) ;
int sendSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel);
int recvSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel, FEMObjectBroker &theBroker);
// Data to extract responce
Response *setResponse (const char **argv, int argc, OPSStream &s); //Antonios
Vytiniotis
private :
/* double Tstrain22
double Tgamma02 ;
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Tgamma12 ;
Cstrain22 ;
Cgamma02 ;
Cgamma12 ; */
NDMaterial *theMaterial ; //pointer to three dimensional material
Vector strain ;
static Vector stress
static Matrix tangent
Class implementation
/* ******************************* *********************************** **
** OpenSees - Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation **
** Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center **
** **
** **
** (C) Copyright 1999, The Regents of the University of California **
** All Rights Reserved. **
** **
** Commercial use of this program without express permission of the **
** University of California, Berkeley, is strictly prohibited. See **
** file 'COPYRIGHT' in main directory for information on usage and **
** redistribution, and for a DISCLAIMER OF ALL WARRANTIES. **
** **
** Developed by: **
** Frank McKenna (fmckenna@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Gregory L. Fenves (fenves@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** Filip C. Filippou (filippou@ce.berkeley.edu) **
** **
** ****************************************************************** 
*/
// $Revision: 1.0 $
// $Date: 11/10/2008 23:01:25 $
// $Source: /usr/local/cvs/OpenSees/SRC/material/nD/PlaneStressMaterial.cpp,v $
//
// Antonios Vytiniotis
//
// Generic Plane Strain Material
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double
double
double
double
#include <PlaneStrainMaterial.h>
#include <Channel.h>
#include <FEMObjectBroker.h>
#include <MaterialResponse.h> //Antonios Vytiniotis used for the recorder
//static vector and matrices
Vector PlaneStrainMaterial::stress(3) ;
Matrix PlaneStrainMaterial: :tangent(3,3) ;
//null constructor
PlaneStrainMaterial::PlaneStrainMaterial( )
NDMaterial(0, NDTAGPlaneStrainMaterial ),
strain(3)
{ }
//full constructor
PlaneStrainMaterial::PlaneStrainMaterial(
int tag, NDMaterial &the3DMaterial )
NDMaterial( tag, ND_TAGPlaneStrainMaterial ),
strain(3)
{
// theMaterial = the3DMaterial.getCopy("ThreeDimensional") ;
// if (theMaterial==0){
// theMaterial = the3DMaterial.getCopy("Template3Dep") ;
theMaterial = the3DMaterial.getCopy( ) ;
}
//destructor
PlaneStrainMaterial::~PlaneStrainMaterial( )
{
delete theMaterial ;
I
//make a clone of this material
NDMaterial*
PlaneStrainMaterial::getCopy( )
{
PlaneStrainMaterial *clone ; //new instance of this class
clone = new PlaneStrainMaterial( this->getTag(,
*theMaterial ) ; //make the copy
return clone ;
I
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//make a clone of this material
NDMaterial*
PlaneStrainMaterial::getCopy( const char *type )
{
return this->getCopy( ) ;
}
//send back order of strain in vector form
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::getOrder( ) const
f
return 3 ;
}
const char*
PlaneStrainMaterial::getType( ) const
{
return "PlaneStrain" ;
I
//swap history variables
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::commitState( )
return theMaterial->commitState( )
I
//revert to last saved state
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::revertToLastCommit( )
{
return theMaterial->revertToLastCommit( ) ;
I
//revert to start
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::revertToStart( )
strain.Zero();
return theMaterial->revertToStart( )
I
//mass per unit volume
double
PlaneStrainMaterial::getRho( )
{
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return theMaterial->getRho( )
}
//receive the strain
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::setTrialStrain( const Vector &strainFromElement )
{
this->strain(0) = strainFromElement(0) ;
this->strain(1) strainFromElement(1) ;
this->strain(2) = strainFromElement(2) ;
static Vector threeDstrain(6) ;
//set three dimensional strain
threeDstrain(0) = this->strain(0) ;
threeDstrain(1) = this->strain(1) ;
threeDstrain(2) = 0.0 ;
threeDstrain(3) = this->strain(2) ;
threeDstrain(4) = 0.0 ;
threeDstrain(5) = 0.0 ;
if (theMaterial->setTrialStrain( threeDstrain ) < 0) {
opserr << "PlaneStrainMaterial::setTrialStrain() - setTrialStrain in material
failed with strain " << threeDstrain;
return -1;
}
return 0;
}
//send back the strain
const Vector&
PlaneStrainMaterial::getStrain( )
{
return this->strain ;
}
//send back the stress
const Vector&
PlaneStrainMaterial::getStress( )
{
//three dimensional stress
const Vector &threeDstress = theMaterial->getStress(;
stress(0)=threeDstress(0);
stress(1)=threeDstress(1);
stress(2)=threeDstress(3);
return this->stress
}
//send back the tangent
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const Matrix&
PlaneStrainMaterial::getTangent( )
{
static Matrix ddl1(3,3) ;
static Matrix threeDtangentCopy(6,6);
//three dimensional tangent
const Matrix &threeDtangent = theMaterial->getTangent( ) ;
tangent(0,0)=threeDtangent(0,0);
tangent(1,0)=threeDtangent(1,0);
tangent(2,0)=threeDtangent(3,0);
tangent(0,1)=threeDtangent(0,1);
tangent(1,1)=threeDtangent(l,1);
tangent(2,1)=threeDtangent(3,1);
tangent(0,2)=threeDtangent(0,3);
tangent(1,2)=threeDtangent(1,3);
tangent(2,2)=threeDtangent(3,3);
return this->tangent ;
}
// AV not sure if it actually works
//send back the tangent
const Matrix&
PlaneStrainMaterial::getInitialTangent
( )
{
static Matrix dd11(3,3) ;
static Matrix threeDtangentCopy(6,6);
//three dimensional tangent
const Matrix &threeDtangent = theMaterial->getInitialTangent( ) ;
tangent(0,0)=threeDtangent(0,0);
tangent(1,0)=threeDtangent(1,0);
tangent(2,0)=threeDtangent(3,0);
tangent(0,1)=threeDtangent(0,1);
tangent(1,1)=threeDtangent(1,1);
tangent(2,1)=threeDtangent(3,1);
tangent(0,2)=threeDtangent(0,3);
tangent(1,2)=threeDtangent(1,3);
tangent(2,2)=threeDtangent(3,3);
return this->tangent
}
// End of un-known part
//print out data
void
PlaneStrainMaterial::Print( OPSStream &s, int flag )
{
s << "General Plane Strain Material \n"
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s << " Tag: " << this->getTag() << "\n"
s << "using the 3D material :\n"
theMaterial->Print( s, flag )
return ;
}
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::sendSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel)
{
int res = 0;
// put tag and associated materials class and database tags into an id and send it
static ID idData(3);
idData(0) = this->getTag(;
idData(1) = theMaterial->getClassTag(;
int matDbTag = theMaterial->getDbTag(;
if (matDbTag == 0) {
matDbTag = theChannel.getDbTago;
theMaterial->setDbTag(matDbTag);
I
idData(2) = matDbTag;
res = theChannel.sendID(this->getDbTag(, commitTag, idData);
if (res < 0) {
opserr << "PlaneStrainMaterial::sendSelf() - failed to send id data\n";
return res;
I
// now send the materials data
res = theMaterial->sendSelf(commitTag, theChannel);
if (res < 0)
opserr << "PlaneStrainMaterial::sendSelf() - failed to send vector material\n";
return res;
}
int
PlaneStrainMaterial::recvSelf(int commitTag, Channel &theChannel, FEM_ObjectBroker
&theBroker)
{
int res = 0;
// recv an id containg the tag and associated materials class and db tags
static ID idData(3);
res = theChannel.sendID(this->getDbTag(, commitTag, idData);
if (res < 0) {
opserr << "PlaneStrainMaterial::sendSelf() - failed to send id data\n";
return res;
I
this->setTag(idData(0));
int matClassTag = idData(1);
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// if the associated material has not yet been created or is of the wrong type
// create a new material for recvSelf later
if (theMaterial == 0 || theMaterial->getClassTag() matClassTag) {
if (theMaterial != 0)
delete theMaterial;
theMaterial = theBroker.getNewNDMaterial(matClassTag);
if (theMaterial == 0) {
opserr << "PlaneStrainMaterial::recvSelf() - failed to get a material of type: <<
matClassTag << endln;
return -1;
}}
theMaterial->setDbTag(idData(2));
// now receive the materials data
res = theMaterial->recvSelf(commitTag, theChannel, theBroker);
if (res < 0)
opserr << "PlaneStrainMaterial::sendSelf() - failed to send vector material\n";
return res;
}
Response*
PlaneStrainMaterial::setResponse (const char **argv, int argc, OPSStream &output)
{
if (strcmp(argv[0],"stress") == 0 || strcmp(argv[0],"stresses") == 0)
return new MaterialResponse(this, 1, this->getStress();
else if (strcmp(argv[0],"strain") == 0 || strcmp(argv[0],"strains") == 0)
return new MaterialResponse(this, 2, this->getStrain();
else
return 0;
}
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Appendix D: Set up of free-field analyses
Initial conditions setup
A flowchart of the procedure used to set-up the initial conditions is shown in Figure D-1. An
initial elastic analysis is performed with the material properties for the initial elastic step
presented in Table 4-5 with vertical fixities on the bottom and horizontal fixities on the sides.
The Ko is matched by using an appropriate Poisson's ratio. The results from the elastic analysis
are stored in a matrix inside the .tcl analysis file. For every element, a new material is defined
that has a different initial stress state, and initial voids ratio. After the initial stress state of the
material has been calculated, a new elasto-plastic geostatic analysis with horizontal fixities on
the sides and vertical fixities on the sides is performed and the horizontal forces at the sides
and the vertical forces on the bottom are recorded. Finally, the analysis is re-performed
replacing the fixities with the recorded loads on the sides and the bottom. Due to numerical
inaccuracies in solving exactly the initial elasto-plastic step some rigid body movement takes
place if we use exactly the recorded forces. One more reason that causes significant rigid body
movements is the fact that the initial geostatic step is a very long transient analysis (9 000s),
during which time even small accelerations can cause significant displacements. Because of the
above reasons we need to fine-tune the applied loads on the sides, in order to minimize rigid
body movement (we limit rigid body accelerations after the geostatic step to the order le-
12m/s 2). A similar procedure is performed in order to run the analyses for the soil columns used
to estimate the force boundaries on the left and right hand sides of the model. After we
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successfully run the geostatic analysis without the fixities, we can apply the dynamic part of the
loading.
Free field analysis protocol
A matlab code was developed to run the setup of the free field analyses shown at the end of
this appendix. The analyses we performed at a 64-node cluster, the Davinci Cluster supported
by the CENSAM program of the MiT-Singapore alliance. After the code is run, the analyses are
ready to be uploaded in the Davinci cluster and run. The code creates the boundary conditions
on the sides, creates the input files of the analysis from a template and then packs the files
needed for each analysis in a separate folder.
The flowchart of this code is shown in Figure D-2. For every single motion we read the timestep
($dt) and number of increments ($nincr) in the recording. Then we integrate the acceleration
time-histories to velocity time-histories and save them in the "force.txt" file. This multiplied by
the appropriate viscous damping coefficient, C, will give the forces applied at the bottom of our
models. Then we create a time file that starts from 9000+$dt to 9000+$dt*$n_incr that defines
the timeframe under which the seismic excitation is applied. The first 9000s are used for the
gravity application step of the analysis. Then we go to the folders where the 1-D analysis is run
and change the dynamic runtime to $dt*$n_incr. Next, we run the two 1-D wave propagation
analyses for the left and the right hand side boundaries. We are moving these files to new
folders where we convert the measured forces to appropriate shear and normal forces that
should be applied on the sides of the model. After the conversion, we transfer the files
containing the shear and normal forces boundary conditions to the analysis folder. Then we
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create another time file that starts from Os to 9000+$dt*n incr. This time file is needed to
describe the time-history of the forces needed to keep our model in equilibrium. These are
different from the dynamic forces applied in the model. Then we change the dynamic runtime
to $dt*$nincr in the analysis input file. After that, we run the analysis, and after it is finished
we extract from the output the data at the pile nodal locations needed for the soil-structure
interaction analyses.
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Figure D-1 Procedure to set up the initial conditions of the problem
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Matlab code
function ff create all
% Matrix to store the dt of the input motions
dt= [0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.01 0.005 0.005 0.005
.005 0.005 0.02 0.005
.005 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.
.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.0
.010 0.005 0.005 0.005
.004 0.005 0.005 0.005
.005 0.005 0.025 0.025
% Matrix to store the
n incr inp=[3033 5764
7921 7819 7989 500
5315 ...
2500 2000
6220 9200
0.005
0.005
005 0.
1 0.01
0.005
0.005
0.025
0.005
0.005
005 0.
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.025
0.
0.
01
0
0
0
0
02 0.02 0.02...
005 0.005 0.005
0.01 0.005...
.02 0.02 ...
.005 0.005 0.005
.005 0.005 0.005
.025 0.025 0.0251
number of increments of the input motions:
5419 5665 5991 5665 997 1422 1354 5984 4399 1660 ...
1 7990 7991 7990 2500 2999 2999 5723 5723 3999 6002
1600 3499 1991 3600 8000 2000 2000 5000 11200 7400 7800 ...
10200 20807 9600 11001 9400 10200 13399 10799 10599 9798 ...
9598 10999 13999 14203 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000];
% Matrix to store the name of the analyses:
nm=['nga0033'; 'ngaO145'; 'nga0150';
'nga0632' ; 'nga0648'; 'nga0649';...
'nga0669'; 'nga0676'; 'nga0684';
'nga0779'; 'nga0791'; 'nga08O2'; ...
'nga0810'; 'nga0897'; 'nga0954';
'nga1008'; 'ngalOl2'; 'nga1013';...
'ngalO14'; 'ngal023'; 'ngal031';
'ngalO85'; 'ngalO86'; 'nga1642'; ...
'nga1794' ; 'nga2374'; 'nga2393'
'nga2498'; 'nga2658'; 'nga2716'; ...
'nga2804'; 'nga2867'; 'nga2871';
'nga3353'; 'nga3361'; 'nga3469'; ...
'nga3474'; 'nga3507'; 'simOO01';
'simO005'; 'simOO06'; 'simOO07';];
'nga0448'; nga0451' ; 'nga0472';
'nga0739'; 'ngaO751'; 'ngaO753';
'nga0969'; 'nga0982'; 'nga0983';
'ngalO35'; 'ngalO55';'ngalO57';
; 'nga2397'; 'nga2399';'nga2490';
Inga2883'; 'nga3008';'nga3Ol6';
'simO002'; 'simOO03';'simOO04';
% Number of analyses:
n an=max(size(dt));
% Calculate the number of increments
for i=1:n an
for the analyses:
n incr an(i)=int32(nincr inp(i));
if (dt(i)>0.005)
n incr an(i)=int32(n incr inp(i)*dt(i)/0.005);
end
end
% Run the next loop for all the analyses we might need:
for i=19:n an
% Change directory and go to the left dyn directory:
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...
...
;
% Create a time file:
time=(90000+dt(i)):dt(i):(90000+n incr inp(i)*dt(i));
% Write the time file:
% Save the file as time.txt in the left dyn and righ dyn
%left
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\']);
dlmwrite('time.txt',time','precision','%9.3f');
% Right:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2.gid\']);
dlmwrite('time.txt',time','precision','%9.3f');
% ff 3:
% time d.txt=time.txt for l-d analyses
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
'\ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid\']);
% Save the file as time d.txt in the ff 3 analysis folder
dlmwrite('time d.txt',time','precision', '%9.3f');
% Create the time.txt file used for the ff 3 analysis:
% Create a time file:
if dt(i)<0.005
time ff=(90000+dt(i)):dt(i):(90000+n incr inp(i)*dt(i));
else
time ff=(90000+0.005):0.005:(90000+n incr inp(i)*dt(i));
end
time ff=[0.0 90000.0 time ff];
dlmwrite('time.txt',time ff','precision','%9.3f');
% Go to the velocites folder:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\conv\' nm(i,:)]);
% Read the velocities to a matrix:
f vel = fopen([nm(i,:) ' x vel.dat'],'r');
temp vel=fread(f vel);
% Write the velocities to force.txt
% save the file in the left dyn, right dyn, and ff 3 folders
% Left:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\']);
f temp=fopen('force.txt','w');
fwrite(f temp,temp vel);
fclose(f temp);
% dlmwrite('force.txt',temp vel');
% Right:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2.gid\']);
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f temp=fopen('force.txt','w');
fwrite(f temp,temp vel);
fclose(f temp);
% ff 3:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
'\ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid\']);
f temp=fopen('force.txt','w');
fwrite(f temp,temp vel);
fclose(f temp);
% Go to the analysis file and replace string <<n incr an>> and <<dt>>
% with n incr an(i) and dt(i):
%left
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\']);
f temp = fopen('leftdyn 2 temp.tcl','r');
f source = fopen('leftdyn_2.tcl','w');
Temp=fread(f temp);
schange='<<n incr an>>';
Source=strrep(Temp,schange,num2str(n incr an(i)));
schange='<<dt>>';
if dt(i)<=0.005
Source=strrep(Source,schange,num2str(dt(i)));
else
Source=strrep(Source,schange, '0.005');
end
fwrite (f source,Source);
fclose(f source);
%right
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2.gid\']);
f temp = fopen('right dyn 2 temp.tcl','r');
f source = fopen('right dyn_2.tcl','w');
Temp=fread(f temp);
schange='<<n incr an>>';
Source=strrep(Temp,schange,num2str(n incr an(i)));
schange='<<dt>>';
if dt(i)<=0.005
Source=strrep(Source,schange,num2str(dt(i)));
else
Source=strrep(Source,schange,'0.005');
end
fwrite (f source,Source);
fclose(f source);
%ff 3
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cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
'\ff_3_lg sdt nDM l.gid\']);
f temp = fopen('ff 3 lg sdt temp.tcl','r');
f source = fopen('ff 3 lg sdt.tcl','w');
Temp=fread(f temp);
schange='<<n incr an>>';
Source=strrep(Temp,schange,num2str(n incr an(i)));
schange='<<dt>>';
if dt(i)<=0.005
Source=strrep(Source,schange,num2str(dt(i)));
else
Source=strrep(Source,schange,'0.005');
end
fwrite(f source,Source);
fclose(f source);
% Run opensees in the left dyn and the right dyn folders:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\']);
dos ('openSe-l.exe left dyn 2.tcl');
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2.gid\']);
dos ('openSe-l.exe right dyn 2.tcl');
% Wait for the 1-D analyses to finish
% move sides.txt and output-pore to the respective folders:
% Left:
copyfile(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\sides.txt'), ['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\'
nm(i,:) '\soil columns\left dyn 2 ff large\sides.txt'])
% dos(['copy D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\sides.txt D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i)
'\soil columns\left dyn 2 ff large\sides.txt']);
copyfile(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2.gid\output pore.txt'], ['D:\PhD\Free Field
Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil columns\left dyn 2 ff
large\output pore.txt'])
% Right:
copyfile(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2.gid\sides.txt'], ['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\'
nm(i,:) '\soil columns\right dyn 2 ff large\sides.txt'])
copyfile(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2.gid\output pore.txt'], ['D:\PhD\Free Field
Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil columns\right dyn 2 ff
large\output pore.txt'])
% Convert the sides.txt and output pore.txt to usable boundary
% conditions:
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\left dyn 2 ff large\']);
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% Change left inp.txt:
f temp = fopen('left inp temp.txt','r');
f source = fopen('left inp.txt','w');
Temp=fread(f temp);
schange='<<n incr>>';
Source=strrep(Temp,schange,num2str(n incr an(i)+9));
fwrite (f source,Source);
fclose(f source);
dos ('left inp 2');
dos ('left inp s 2');
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\rightdyn 2_ff large\']);
f temp = fopen('right inp temp.txt','r');
f source = fopen('right inp.txt','w');
Temp=fread(f temp);
schange='<<n incr>>';
Source=strrep(Temp,schange,num2str(n incr an(i)+9));
fwrite(f source,Source);
fclose(f source);
dos ('right inp 2');
dos ('right inp s 2');
% Move the boundary conditions to the analysis folder:
% Left:
b 1=[6972 6973 6974 6977 6978 6980 6982 6984 6986 6987 6989 6990 6991
6992 6993 6994 6995 6996 6997 6998 6999 7000 7001 7002 7003 7004 7006 7007
7008 7009 7010];
for i b=l:max(size(b 1))
copyfile(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
columns\left dyn 2_ff large\force ' num2str(b l(i b)) '.txt'], ['D
Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid\force '
num2str(b l(i b)) '.txt']);
copyfile(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
columns\left dyn 2 ff large\force shear ' num2str(b l(i b))
'.txt'], ['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
'\ff 3 Ig sdt nDM l.gid\force shear ' num2str(b l(i b)) '.txt']);
end;
'\soil
:\PhD\Free
'\soil
% Right:
b r= [1 3 6 12 18 27 37 49 63 72 77 89 105 118 133 147 162 178 198 214 235
253 274 292 316 337];
for i b=l:max(size(b r))
copyfile (['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2 ff large\force ' num2str(b r(i b)) '.txt'], ['D:\PhD\Free
Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid\force '
num2str(b r(ib)) '.txt']);
end;
b r=[1 3 6 12 18 27 37 49 63 72 77 89];
for i b=l:max(size(b r))
copyfile (['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:) '\soil
columns\right dyn 2 ff large\force shear ' num2str(b r(i b))
'.txt'], ['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
'\ff_3 ig sdt nDM l.gid\force shear ' num2str(b r(i b)) '.txt']);
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end;
% Finally make the necessary changes in the ff 3 lgsdt.tcl to be able
% to run the analysis in the davinci cluster and save the results to
% ff dav.tcl
cd(['D:\PhD\Free Field Analyses\analyses\' nm(i,:)
'\ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid\']);
f temp = fopen('ff 3 lg sdt.tcl','r');
f source = fopen('ff dav.tcl','w');
Temp=fread(f temp);
schange='recorder Node -file ';
snew=['recorder Node -file /data/avytin/' nm(i,:) '/'];
Source=strrep(Temp,schange,snew);
schange='recorder Element -file ';
snew=['recorder Element -file /data/avytin/' nm(i,:) '/'];
Source=strrep(Source,schange,snew);
schange='Series -fileTime time.txt -filePath ';
snew=['Series -fileTime /home/avytin/work/' nm(i,:)
'/ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid/time.txt -filePath /home/avytin/work/' nm(i,:)
'/ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid/'];
Source=strrep(Source,schange,snew);
schange='Series -fileTime time d.txt -filePath force.txt';
snew=['Series -fileTime /home/avytin/work/' nm(i,:)
'/ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid/time d.txt -filePath /home/avytin/work/' nm(i,:)
'/ff 3 lg sdt nDM l.gid/force.txt'];
Source=strrep(Source,schange,snew);
fwrite (f source,Source);
fclose(f source);
fclose all;
end
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Appendix E: Free field analyses tcl/tk code
In this Appendix a condensed sample of the tcl/tk code used to run a free-field analysis in
Opensees is presented.
Tcl/tk code
# Define the initial Stress Vector:
set sigma ini "'Vector of initial stresses'
set reaction "'Vector of Reaction Forces' "
# Parameters to fine-tune forces to minimize rigid body motion
set c f_1 .975
set c f r 1.
set c f 0.0229
set f hor 0.0
set c fs_1 1.
set c v .98465
# DM2004 Definition
# Common Properies used:
set GO 125.0
set v 0.05
set Pat 100.0
set kc .01
set M cal 1.25
set c 0.712
set lambda c 0.019
set xi 0.7
set er 0.934
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set m low 0.01
set hO 7.05
set ch 0.968
set nb 1.1
set AG 0.704
set nd 3.5
set z max 4.0
set cz 600.0
set zZ "0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0"
set zS "0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0"
set yf "Dafalias-Manzari 0 12 2 1"
set pf "Dafalias-Manzari 0 2 0 11 0 9 0 10 0 5 0 12 0 7 0 8 0 16 0 17 2 1 2
2"
set tel "Dafalias-Manzari 2 11 9 10 5 12 7 8 15 13 14 3 1 2"
set te2 "Dafalias-Manzari-fabric 12 19 18 1 2"
set te "$tel $te2"
# End of Common Properties for DM model
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 2
# Nodal coordinates (2 DOF)
node 324 -73.654 48.902
node 7096 202.92 48.902
# Create the Materials associated with the Dashpots
# Sand shear
uniaxialMaterial Viscous 50000 60. 1.
# Sand p-wave
uniaxialMaterial Viscous 60000 110. 1.
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# Sides Water
# Water Shear
uniaxialMaterial Viscous 110000 60. 1.
# Water p-wave
uniaxialMaterial Viscous 120000 1421 1.
# Now create the Dashpots
element zeroLength 6052 6527 6528 -mat 60000 50000 -dir 1 2
fix 6527 1 2
element zeroLength 6336 7095 7096 -mat 120000 110000 -dir 1 2
fix 7095 1 2
set gravX 0.0
set gravY -9.81
set press -0.0
# Define elastic material for water layer
nDMaterial ElasticIsotropic 10000 0.29999999555556 0.49999997777778 1.
# Associate Elements with appropriate Materials, assign void ratio, and
permeability to every element
set eQ .825
set rho 1.5
set mc "$rho $eO $GO $v $Pat $kc $M cal $c $iambda c $xi $er $m low $hO $ch
$nb $AO $nd $z max $cz"
set it "$zS $zZ"
set mp "MaterialConstant 19 Smc InternalTensor 2 Sit"
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set initS "[lindex $sigma ini 6556] [lindex $sigma ini 6558] 0.0 [lindex
$sigma ini 6558] [lindex $sigma ini 6557] 0.0 0.0 0.0 [lindex $sigma ini
65561 "
set el "Dafalias-Manzari 3 4 5 6 2 $initS"
nDMaterial NewTemplate3Dep 4371 -MaterialParameter $mp -ElasticState $el -
YieldFunction $yf -PlasticFlow $pf -TensorEvolution $te
nDMaterial PlaneStrain 4372 4371
element quad 2186 3898 3902 3904 3903 1.0 "PlaneStrain" 4372 $press $gravX
$gravY
set eO .825
set rho 1.5
set mc "$rho $eO $GO $v $Pat $kc $M cal $c $lambda c $xi $er $m low $hO $ch
$nb $AO $nd $z max $cz"
set it "$zS $zZ"
set mp "MaterialConstant 19 $mc InternalTensor 2 $it"
set initS "[lindex $sigma ini 14428] [lindex $sigma ini 14430] 0.0 [lindex
$sigma ini 14430] [lindex $sigmaini 14429] 0.0 0.0 0.0 [lindex $sigma ini
14428]"
set el "Dafalias-Manzari 3 4 5 6 2 $initS"
nDMaterial NewTemplate3Dep 9619 -MaterialParameter $mp -ElasticState $el -
YieldFunction $yf -PlasticFlow $pf -TensorEvolution $te
nDMaterial PlaneStrain 9620 9619
# Water elements
element quad 4810 754 793 809 769 1.0 "PlaneStrain" 9620 $press $gravX
$gravY
element quad 6050 5468 5471 5429 5426 1.0 "PlaneStrain" 10000 $press $gravX
$gravY
# Horizontal Forces on the boundaries of the Water layer
set Timeseries sides 6510 "Series -fileTime time.txt -filePath
force 6510.txt"
pattern Plain 6520 $Timeseries sides 6510
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load 6510 1 0.
set Timeseries sides_6526 "Series
force_6526.txt"
pattern Plain 6536 $Timeseries sides 6526
load 6526 1 0.
-fileTime time. txt -filePath
# Horizontal Forces on the boundaries of the Dry Sand layer
set Timeseries sides 350 "Series -fileTime time.txt -filePath force 350.txt"
pattern Plain 360 $Timeseries sides 350
load 350 $c f 1 0.
set Timeseries sides 452 "Series -fileTime time.txt -filePath force 452.txt"
pattern Plain 462 $Timeseries sides 452
load 452 $c f 1 0.
}
# Shear Forces on the boundaries of the Dry Sand Layer
set Timeseries sides shear 350 "Series -fileTime
force shear 350.txt"
pattern Plain 13412 $Timeseries sides shear 350
load 350 0. 1.
set Timeseries sides shear 452 "Series -fileTime
force shear 452.txt"
pattern Plain 13514 $Timeseries sides shear 452 {
time.txt -filePath
time.txt -filePath
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load 452 0. 1.
}
# Model the coupled pore-pressure displacement domain
# Define 3 DOF nodes
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 3
node
node 6508
-73.654
202.915
15.136
35.136
# Define Clay material
nDMaterial ElasticIsotropic 20000 282400 0.412 1.75
# Define coupled u-p elements
set bulk f 2.2e6
set n por 0.333
set bulk [expr $bulk f/$n por]
# Clay elements
element quadUP 1 539 518 562 578
0.0000003/9.81/1.] [expr 0.0000003/9.81/1.]
element quadUP 960 3757 3789 3790 3758
0.0000003/9.81/1.] [expr 0.0000003/9.81/1.]
1.0 20000 $bulk 1.
$gravX $gravY $press
1.0 20000 $bulk 1.
$gravX $gravY $press
# Sand elements
set e0 .635
set rho 2.05
set mc "$rho $eO $GO $v $Pat $kc $M cal $c $lambda c $xi $er $m low $hO $ch
$nb $AO $nd $z max $cz"
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[expr
[expr
set it "$zS $zZ"
set mp "MaterialConstant 19 $mc InternalTensor 2 $it"
set initS
$sigma ini
2881] "
"[lindex $sigma ini 2881]
2883] [lindex $sigma ini
[lindex $sigma ini
2882] 0.0 0.0 0.0
2883] 0.0 [lindex
[lindex $sigma ini
set el "Dafalias-Manzari 3 4 5 6 2 $initS"
nDMaterial NewTemplate3Dep 1921 -MaterialParameter $mp
YieldFunction $yf -PlasticFlow $pf -TensorEvolution $te
-ElasticState
nDMaterial PlaneStrain 1922 1921
element quadUP
0.0003/9.81/1.]
961 1574 1603 1611 1580 1.0 1922
[expr 0.0003/9.81/1.] $gravX $gravY $press
set e0 .635
set rho 2.05
set mc "$rho $eO $GO $v $Pat $kc $M cal $c $lambda c $xi $er $m low $hO $ch
$nb $AO $nd $z max $cz"
set it "$zS $zZ"
set mp "MaterialConstant 19 $mc InternalTensor 2 $it"
set initS
$sigma ini
3913]"
"[lindex $sigma ini 3913]
3915] [lindex $sigma ini
[lindex $sigma ini
3914] 0.0 0.0 0.0
3915] 0.0 [lindex
[lindex $sigma ini
set el "Dafalias-Manzari 3 4 5 6 2 $initS"
nDMaterial NewTemplate3Dep 2609 -MaterialParameter $mp
YieldFunction $yf -PlasticFlow $pf -TensorEvolution $te
-ElasticState
nDMaterial PlaneStrain 2610 2609
element quadUP
0.0003/9.81/1.]
1305 4489 4493 4451 4450 1.0 2610 $bulk
[expr 0.0003/9.81/1.] $gravX $gravY $press
1. [expr
element quadUP 1306 4445 4443 4484 4487 1.0 20000 $bulk
0.0000003/9.81/1.] [expr 0.0000003/9.81/1.] $gravX $gravY $press
1. [expr
element quadUP 2065 6501 6503 6476 6474 1.0 20000 $bulk 1.
0.0000003/9.81/1.] [expr 0.0000003/9.81/1.] $gravX $gravY $press
[expr
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$el -
$bulk 1. [expr
$el -
fix 323 0 0 1
fix 4133 0 0 1
# First Create the equalDOF objects for Viscous Sand:
equalDOF 63 6528 1 2
equalDOF 6506 6578 1 2
# Viscous Clay Sides:
equalDOF 1 6580 1 2
equalDOF 6501 6610 1 2
# Viscous Clay Bottom:
equalDOF 1 6612 1 2
equalDOF 6488 7042 1 2
# Viscous Water Sides:
equalDOF 6508 7068 1 2
equalDOF 6526 7096 1 2
# Connect 2DOF and 3DOF domains:
equalDOF 323 324
equalDOF 6508 6509
1 2
1 2
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# Create the drainage conditions
# Set the pore pressure boundary on the interface with the water elements:
set Timeseries4160 "Constant -factor 9.6113"
set Timeseries6508 "Constant -factor 134.55"
pattern MultipleSupport 2 {
groundMotion 4160 Plain -vel $Timeseries4l60
imposedMotion 4160 3 4160
groundMotion 6508 Plain -vel $Timeseries6508
imposedMotion 6508 3 6508
# Apply the lateral loads as estimated from the 1-D soil columns:
# Horizontal Forces
set Timeseries sides 1 "Series -fileTime time.txt -filePath force 1.txt"
pattern Plain 11 $Timeseries sides 1
load 1 $c f 1 0. 0.
}
set Timeseries sides shear 6508 "Series -fileTime
force shear 6508.txt"
pattern Plain 19570 $Timeseries sides shear 6508
load 6508 0. 1 0.
time.txt -filePath
# Apply the bottom loads to replace fixities on the bottom
set Timeseries Constant "Constant -factor $c v"
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pattern Plain 6062 $Timeseries Constant {
load 1 [expr $fhor+[lindex $reaction 2]] [expr 2*328.757548+[lindex
$reaction 3]+$c f*(1-50)] 0.
load 6488 [expr $f hor+[lindex $reaction 12976]] [expr 328.757548+[lindex
$reaction 12977]+$c f*(216-50)] 0.
}
# Set the damping:
# Water
region 1 -eleRange 4850 6050 -rayleigh [expr .5*2.091 [expr .5*0.00265] 0.0
0.0
# Clay
region 2 -eleRange 1 960 -rayleigh 2.09 0.00265 0.0 0.0
region 3 -eleRange 1305 2065 -rayleigh 2.09 0.00265 0.0 0.0
# Apply the bottom seismic loads
set Timeseries Dynamic Bottom "Series -fileTime time d.txt -filePath
force.txt"
pattern Plain 7110 $TimeseriesDynamic Bottom
load 1 [expr 2*416.24/2] 0. 0.
load 6488 [expr 416.24/2] 0. 0.
}
# GRAVITY APPLICATION
set gamma 1.7
integrator Newmark $gamma [expr pow($gamma+0.5, 2)/4] 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0
test EnergyIncr 5.0e-4 400 1;
constraints Transformation
algorithm KrylovNewton
numberer Plain
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system BandGen
analysis Transient
# Create the Recorders
recorder Node -file output disp.txt -nodeRange 1 7010 -time -dT 0.01 -dof 1
2 disp
recorder Element -file strain 4.txt -time -dT 0.01 -eleRange 1 6510 material
4 strain
analyze 9 1.e4
puts "End of Gravity Application."
# This defines the vertical drains for the dynamic part of the analysis
uniaxialMaterial Elastic 11 8e5
set gamma w -9.81
set A 0.000117
set c_3 0.9371
# Create the Drain Elements
element Pipelin2 6337 2958 2949 11 $A $c_3 $gamma w
element Pipelin2 6800 3828 3825 11 $A $c 3 $gamma w
puts "End of Drain Installation. Starting Dynamic Excitation..."
# Start dynamic analysis
set gamma 0.6
integrator Newmark $gamma [expr pow($gamma+0.5, 2)/4] 0.00 0.0 0.005 0.0
test EnergyIncr 1.0e-5 400 1;
algorithm Newton
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set startT [clock seconds]
analyze 5001 0.005
set endT [clock seconds]
puts "End of Shaking"
puts "Execution time: [expr $endT-$startT] seconds."
406
Appendix F: Pseudo-static analysis
The yield acceleration of a slope (ay=ky.g) is estimated by performing a pseudo-static total stress
analysis with the finite element software PlaxisTM for the reference loose sand fill geometry, by
incrementally increasing the horizontal acceleration until the slope fails. This analysis uses a
Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model for the sand layers, and an elastic material for the
underlying Bay Mud (Stiff Clay) layer. The undrained shear strength was determined by a
simulation of an undrained simple shear test at a representative vertical effective stress of
cy=70kPA (ah=35kPa) selected. The static undrained strength of the material is chosen to be
Su,stat=70kPa and the dynamic undrained strength used in the analysis is chosen Su,dyn=80%Su,stat
as commonly assumed by engineers (Makdisi, 1978), to account for some loss of strength due
to the cyclic loading. A table of the material properties used in this pseudo-static analysis is
seen in Table F-1. The yield acceleration of the slope was found to be ay=0.13g. In Figure F-1 we
can see the shear strains at the slope at failure.
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Table F-1 Properties for the pseudo-static PlaxisTM analysis
Model E (MPa) v Psat 3 ** c (kPa)(Mgr/m )
Bay Mud Elastic 282.4 0.412 1.75 - -
Hydraulic Fill Above MC 100 0.333 1.5 31.14 0
Water Table
Hydraulic Fill Below MC 100 0.333 1.85 0 56
Water Table
Dense Sand MC 100 0.333 2.05 0 56
408
Figure F-1 Shear strains at the end of the Plaxis pseudo-static analysis
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Appendix G: Seismic Slope Stability, Empirical Methodologies
Newmark Sliding Block
The Newmark sliding block analysis (Newmark, 1965), in its various implementations, has been
a very useful practical tool to investigate the seismic stability of slopes. It is useful because it
can provide some measure of the expected permanent deformations at failure. As seen in
Figure G-1 the basic assumption of the Newmark sliding block analogy is to idealize the sliding
mass of a landslide with a sliding block. When the inertial forces act towards the downslope
direction one can calculate the factor of safety as:
SF = [cos - kh(t)sinfl]tanq (G.1)
sin- + kh(t)cosf
where the applied horizontal acceleration is ah(t)=kh(t)g
The yield acceleration coefficient, ky, the minimum pseudo-static acceleration divided over the
acceleration of gravity, g, that will induce instability to the block when the block is moving
downhill is calculated according to:
ky = tan (Vp-p (G.2)
and when the block is moving uphill:
= tanp + tan (G.3)1 + tanqptanfl
The factor of safety for failure towards the upward direction is of course larger than the factor
of safety for downwards failure.
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The main disadvantage of the Newmark sliding block analogy is that predictions of the model
are very sensitive to the value of the yield acceleration. For example, the simplest forms of the
analyses assume a constant yield acceleration of the slope and thus, predict no slope damage in
earthquakes with acceleration less that the yield acceleration even if they are long duration
records that can generate significant excess pore pressures and cause liquefaction. Also, it is
not easy to define in advance the actual shape of the sliding mass, and thus define the weight
of the sliding block and the inclination angle of the Newmark sliding plane. The method
assumes a rigid sliding block but actual slopes are deformable and accelerations throughout the
slope can be out of phase, thus decreasing significantly the actual resultant inertial force (Figure
2-2). Finally, it should be pointed out that this method is very crude since it represents very
coarsely soil constitutive behavior and pre-defines a planar sliding surface which, in most cases,
is not realistic.
Much research has been performed in order to create more advanced Newmark sliding block
type of models. A first improvement was to account for the deformable response of earth
structures (Makdisi & Seed, 1978). This is a so-called de-coupled approach where a dynamic
response of the soil mass is performed ignoring the potential for sliding. Since the de-coupled
approach allows the forces on the sliding interface to exceed the interface's strength, they
provide in general a conservative estimate of sliding displacement.
More advanced coupled stick-slip deformable non-linear sliding models that involve a stick-slip
surface and a number of lumped masses connected with springs and dashpots, such as the one
developed by Rathje and Bray (2000) as seen in Figure G-2 can produce more accurate results.
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This analysis incorporates the effect of the deformability of the natural slope. Their results
illustrate that there are some situations where a decoupled analysis can be un-conservative
especially in the cases where ground motions are intense, for systems with low values of ky and
for systems with high ratios of resonant period to excitation predominant period. Even though
the stick-slip approach of Rathje and Bray (2000) is more realistic that previous approaches, it
still does not incorporate all the complexities of the mechanical behavior of partially-draining
saturated sand. A final drawback of this analysis is that it is one-dimensional, and thus does not
incorporate the very important effect of waves being reflected on the sides of the slope and the
creation of surface waves.
Semi-empirical Methodologies
The most popular design methodology to evaluate seismic slope stability is the Makdisi-Seed
approach (Makdisi, 1978). The first step in this method is to estimate the yield acceleration
coefficient ky (=ay/g) of the slope. Typically this is estimated by a pseudo-static static analysis
using a dynamic undrained shear strength of the soil within the slope of Su,dyn=0. 8 -0. 9 Su,stat,
where Su,stat is the peak monotonic undrained shear strength of the soil. The next step in the
analysis is to estimate PGA at the crest of the earth structure. This can be calculated by means
of 1D analyses, but as discussed above this is no reliable as PGA is affected by two- and three-
dimensional wave propagation effects. Moreover, there is a contradiction in using more
advanced analyses in order to estimate more appropriate value of PGA for a simplified seismic
slope stability model. The designer chooses the depth of expected shear failure (y) and
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normalizes it over the height of the slope/embankment. With the chosen y/h value he selects
the coefficient kmax (Figure G-3a) and finally estimates displacement at the top of the slope
(Figure G-3b).
The Makdisi-Seed approach has been very popular for estimation of permanent displacements
in dams and embankments because of its simplicity, but its results should be treated with
caution when applied to other types of slopes. They note that the design curves they are
proposing are based on a limited set of data with significant scatter. They also recommend not
using their approach when significant loss of material strength is expected.
More recent research by Jibson (1994) has shown that permanent sliding block displacements
correlate very well with Arias intensity. Jibson used a set of 11 ground motions with a variety of
Arias intensities to estimate the respective Newmark sliding block displacement for different
values of yield accelerations. He has proposed the following relationship between the
permanent displacement of the slope D, the arias intensity Ia, and the yield acceleration of the
slope, ay(=ky-g), as it is estimated from pseudo-static analyses:
In(D) = 1.460 log(Ia) - 6.642ay + 1.546 + 0.409 (G.4)
Is should be stressed that this correlation is based in a rather limited set of ground motions.
Most recently Bray and Travasarou (2007) have created a simplified procedure similar to
Makdishi and Seed (1978) and Jibson (1994) by analyzing a large number of simulations using
the non-linear coupled stick-slip deformable sliding model of Rathje and Bray (2000) and
together with 688 recorded motions from the NGA database (Chiou et al., 2008). These motions
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have three distinct parameter ranges: magnitudes 5.5<M<7.6, distance to rupture less than
100km, and are based on sites B (Rock), C (Very dense soil and soft rock), or D (stiff soil).
The empirical correlation proposed by Bray and Travasarou (2007) relates permanent
displacement of the slope to the yield coefficient (ky), the fundamental period (T), the spectral
acceleration at a degraded period equal to 1.5Ts (Sa(1.5Ts)), and the moment magnitude (M).
In(D) = -1.1 - 2.83 In(ky) - 0.333(ln (ky)) 2
+ 0.566 1n(ky) ln(Sa(1.STs)) + 3.04 ln(Sa(1.5Ts)) (G.5)
- 0.244(ln(Sa(1.5Ts))) 2 + 1.5Ts + 0.278(M - 7) ± E
where E is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation,
a=0.66.
The authors note that this model captures the mechanisms that are consistent with a Newmark
sliding block type of failure with a distinct failure plane and distributed deviatoric shearing
within the sliding mass. They recommend using their approach for earth dams, natural slopes,
compacted earth fills, or municipal solid-waste landfills.
Based on the same simulations, Bray and Travasarou (2007) also estimate the probability that
the permanent slope deformation, D, exceeds a threshold value, d:
P(D > d|D > 0) = 1 - P(D !; d|D > 0) = 1 -> (nd -Ind) (G.6)
where Ind is the mean of the expected displacement estimated using the previous equation
and a=0.66.
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Again, these empirical results have to be treated with great caution, as the underlying
simulations do not represent accurately the mechanisms of slope deformation.
Most recently Bray and Travasarou (2011) have solved equation (2.17) for ky in order to provide
a rational basis for selecting a seismic coefficient based on the expected demand at a project
site and the desired level of seismic performance for the earth structure or natural slope being
evaluated. In this approach, the designer first estimates the cyclic shear strength of the slope
materials and defines the allowable serviceability seismic displacement and estimate the initial
period of the sliding mass Ts, the seismic demand Sa(1.5 Ts), and the moment magnitude, M.
The computed value of ky is then used in a pseudo-static stability analysis. If the resulting safety
factor is FS>1, then the slope will undergo permanent deformations below the serviceability
limit.
All of the empirical methods for seismic slope stability are formulated under very particular site
conditions. For this reason, they are most effective for slopes made of dry sands, very dense
sands or overconsolidated clays (Jibson, 1994). In situations where there is significant strength
loss due to the earthquake (i.e. sands which are potentially liquefiable) or in situations where
partial drainage occurs during the excitation most assumptions that were used to create these
methods break down. A case that is extremely hard to capture with these simplified procedures
is the situation where many cycles of small shearing drive sands to liquefaction and drive a
slope to failure without ever reaching the critical yield acceleration of the slope. These
conditions can be found in relatively large earthquakes located far from the rupture zone. For
cases where seismic slope stability is critical, it is far more appropriate to evaluate deformations
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through numerical analyses that include the constitutive response of the soil material, and
simulate the coupling of pore pressures and displacement within the slope.
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Figure G-1 Newmark sliding block analogy
Figure G-2 Nonlinear, lumped mass, coupled, sliding stick-slip model developed by Rathje and Bray (2000)
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Figure G-3 Makdisi-Seed Design approach (a) Estimation of kmax (b) Estimation of permanent displacement
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